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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977
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development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced

loudspeaker designs and

its strong focus on

research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.
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More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models are available for home theater applications
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recently came across a 1998 report,
"Explaining the Computer Productivity Paradox," by Kevin Stiroh and
Robert H. McGuckin III,' that discussed
the apparent fact that the widespread use
of computers has not resulted in any significant increase in worker productivity.
This is indeed aparadox, as my experience
in the magazine business has left me with
the opposite impression. We all do more,
with less, than at any earlier time.
When Ijoined the English magazine
Hi-Fi News, almost 26 years ago as you
read these words, Iwas the junior member of an editorial and production staff of
eight, in addition to two full-time typesetters, and two specialists to process the advertising halftone plates? A current issue
of Stereophile publishes, on average, 25%
more editorial content than alate-1970s
issue of HFN, yet it is produced with a
full-time production-editorial staff of five
people, with the help of two contractors
for copy-editing and design. Being generous and counting these two as equivalent
to one full-time person gives the modern
magazine astaff count exactly half that of
the non-computerized magazine of a
quarter-century ago.
In the 21st century, writers still write,
editors still edit, and designers still design — though the tools used have
evolved beyond what could have been
imagined in the mid-20th century. It is
the typesetters and layout and paste-up
people, even the secretaries and stenographers, who no longer exist. But amagazine still needs someone to organize
logistics, maintain databases, arrange the
shipping of review samples, fact-check
the prices and availability of the components being reviewed, arrange for photography, and — most important — make
sure that invoices from writers, photographers, and contractors are processed for
payment in atimely manner.
In the Stereophile office, Stephen Mejias
does all those things (and many more). So
when Stephen mentioned to me back in
March, when we began production on
this issue, that the Wavac SH-833 monoblock amplifier that Michael Fremer was
reviewing cost $350,000/pair, Iasked him
1 www.conference-board.org/publications/describe.
cfin?id=398.
21am counting only the staff required to get amagazine's content to the printer's pre-press staff. To the best
of my knowledge, what pre-press people do comes
under the category of "Anal Then A Miracle Happens."
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if he was sure. Imean, decimal points can
get obscured; extra zeros can creep in.
"Yup," came the laconic reply, "350k. But
you do get two amplifiers for that money."
To get an idea of Stephen's sense of
humor, it was he who, when Sam Tellig
told him that he didn't have apiece of
Musical Fidelity gear to review for our
June issue, said, "Why don't you write
about one of Antony Michaelson's wristwatches?" Very funny, Stephen — here's a
can of gasoline for you to go put out some
fires. Turn to "Letters" (pp.9-11) to read
the latest excoriation we've received from
readers who feel our magazine covers too
much gear from the English manufacturer even without having read Sam's timepiece paean.
Talking about readers' letters, there's a
steaming epistle from Jeff Smith on p.9, in
which he castigates us for ignoring the
needs of audiophiles with real-world disposable income. "Despite protests from
me and others," he thunders, "Stereophile
(barring achange in its leadership) will
continue to primarily review insanely
high-priced equipment while rarely reviewing the affordable." Apparently Mr.
Smith is not impressed with Bob Reina's
four-year odyssey through the world of
sub-$1000 loudspeakers, Join Marks' journey of discovery that has uncovered such
gems as the $1500 Sugden A2la integrated
amplifier last November and the $975
Benchmark DAC1 digital processor ayear
back, Mikey Fremees ongoing unearthing
of high-value LP playback equipment, and
Sam Tellig's wetting his pants when he
uncovers something offering better sound
than it has any right to for the price —such
as the Audio Analogue Primo amplifier
and CD player ($799 each), with which he
prefaced his review of the Musical Fidelity
wristwatch in June.
But then, just as Iwas getting comfortable in the thought that Icould justifiably
respond to Mr. Smith that the coverage
glass is half full rather than half empty,
along came Michael Freiner, who, when
asked by the affable Jim Ricketts of tmh
audio if he'd like to review the world's
most expensive amplifier, answered
"Yes." Yes, Mikey does say in the introduction to his review (p.73) that he first
laughed "at the ludicrousness of the situation." But then he said "Yes," or at least,
"Why the hell not?"
My reply would have been "Why the
hell yes?" What possibly needs to be
said about an amplifier that costs as
WorldRadioHistory
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much as ahouse? That weighs half a
ton? That perhaps only 10 people in the
world will buy?
Ifully admit that J. Gordon Holes
vision, when he founded Stereophile, was
that such factors as aproduct's price were
subservient to its sound quality. As we
have said in the introduction to every
"Recommended Components" listing in
the four decades since, "The ratings given
components.. are based entirely on performance — ie, accuracy of reproduction." And yes, Mikey was knocked out
by the Wavac's sound (though Mikey's
and my positive opinions of its sound
require some bending of the concept of
"accuracy"). But, pace Gordon Holt and
with apologies to Mikey, who did agreat
job of characterizing the amplifier's performance, with the Wavac the issue of
price cannot be laid aside.
A few days after Ihad driven 550 lbs
of one Wavac channel back to Michael's
after adepressing couple of days measuring the beast, Iattended the East Coast
debut of 'Wilson Audio's Alexandra X2
loudspeaker at Manhattan retailer Innovative Audio. Set up with Naim CDS
Mk.3 and Linn Unidisk players, aNagra
V hard-disk recorder feeding a Mark
Levinson No.360S DAC, Spectral
amplification, and MIT cables, the
Alexandras produced a sound in
Showroom No.3 that, while not without
some room-related problems, was to die
for: awesomely unforced dynamic range,
a superbly transparent view into the
recorded soundstage, and palpably real
images of voices and instruments hanging in the air in front of the listeners.
Wilson's Peter McGrath played avariety of recordings of equally diverse, mostly unfamiliar types of music, and, just as
would happen with live music, the medium got out of the way of the message.
Whether it was unaccompanied Russian
folk songs, Handel opera, "And So Do l"
from Christy Moore's This Ethe Day CD,
arehearsal tape of awork for orchestra
and prepared tapes by Edgard Varèse, or
Pinchas Zukerman performing the Bruch
Violin Concerto, the music communicated in away Ihave rarely heard from reproduced sound.
The kicker for me was that, for the
price of apair of Wavacs, you could buy
the Wilson-Spectral-MIT-Naim system
and have enough cash left over for a
Mercedes-Benz SL500. Now that's
value!
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Triggered by Mikey Fremer's review of the $350k/pair Wavac ampleer in this issue,
John Atkinson ponders problems offidelity and valuefor money.
Readers write in about our writers' "dabbling" in politics, great measurements,
reviewing of "insanely priced" equipment (wait WI they read the Wavac review!),
"personal taste" game playing and class!
Get on your Soapbox! Visit www.stereophile.com
Industry Update
High-end news, including dealer-promoted seminars, plus: New Stereophile
Ultimate AV, Perreaux sold in the US, Klipsch wins gray market suits, B&W's
Pressure Vessel 1, noise-induced hearing loss confirmed, Newsfrom the British
Federation ofAudio, digital rights management woesfor iTunes users, record salesfor
Apple's iPod, PMC's surress with pro audio and specialist hi-fi markets, Ray Dolby
inducted into the National Inventors Hall ofFame, Canada's Festival Son &Image,
new gigfor Scot Markwell with the innovative www.themusic.com retailer.
Want to know more? Go to the "News Desk" at www.stereophile.com for
up-to-the-minute info.

27

Sam's Space
Sam Tellig listens to the "new" McIntosh MC275 tube amplifier and the McIntosh
MDA1000 D/A converter.

33

Analog Corner
Michael Fremer listens to the Origin Live Resolution Modern turntable and
Encounter tonearm along with the Expressimo Audio Mongoose tonearm, as well
as the Pro-Ject Tube Box, Monolithic Sound PS-2, and Tngon Vanguard II phono
preamplifiers.

39

Listening
Art Dudley listens to the Tivoli Audio Henry Kloss Model One table radio and
opines on great art, large and small.

45
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John Marks listens to the Shahinian Acoustics Hawk loudspeaker.
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Book Review
In the second of his quarterly columns on audio-industry books, John Marks takes us
on atour of the Temples of Sound: Inside the Great Recording Studios.

113

Record Reviews
July's "Recording of the Month" is Travels In The South, the solo album by ex-dB
Chris Stamey. In classical this month, the Emerson Quartet's rendition ofHaydn's
The Seven Last Words of Our Savior isfeatured. In rock/pop, there's George
Harrison and Wilco. In Jazz we listen to the latest by the Tomasz Stanko Quartet.

123

Manufacturers' Comments
Expressimo Audio, Ongin
Wavac Audio Lab, tmh audio, EAR (twice), Edge
Electronics, and Gershman Acoustics write in this month.
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Aural Robert
Anniversaries...a small but incredibly prole record label hits the ten year mark
while one ofAmerica's favorite bands celebrates an astonishing 35 years together.

"On the Web"
Join Stereophile webmasterJon Iverson as he brings you
all the latest in industry insights, audiophile viewpoints,
and magazine highlights. If it's not in print it's on the
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Letters
Déjà vu?
Editor:
Arc you reprinting past Letters to the
Editor? After receiving my first re-subscription copy, Icould swear some of the
letters were re-runs from past issues. You
should print a "600 Best Letters from
Snivelers" list.
Charlie Sprague
Ventura, CA
cspra@inreach.com
And dabblers too?
Editor:
Ihave it on good authority that, in arare
show of unity, the editorial staffs of The
Wall StreetJournal, The Nation, The New York
Times, and National Review have agreed to
begin peppering their political commentary with remarks about high-end audio
equipment. Ihave no doubt the result will
be as amateurish and insipid as Sam
Tellig's and Michael Fremer's political
potshots in the May 2004 issue (pp28 and
33, respectively),
Really, gentlemen, Idon't care what
you think of George W. Bush, Idon't care
what you think of the deficit, and Idon't
care what you think of the Patriot Act. I'm
sure your hearts are in the right places, but
can you please just stick to reviewing
stereo equipment and recordings? Clearly,
this is your forte; in this other business you
are mere dabblers.
Greg Bullock
gregorybullock@yahoo.com

Sanity

Editor:
Ithoroughly enjoy reading Stereophile and
The Absolute Sound, but it's the measurements that accompany Stereophile's reviews
that set it apart. It's the more technical
nature of Stereephile that piques my interest. With that in mind, Iwant to congratulate you on bringing Keith Howard
aboard. His recent articles have been fascinating, and Ilook forward to many more.
Bob Reynolds
reynolds.bob@worldnetattmet
Keith's latest essay, on loudspeaker reaction
and dispersion, appears in this issue
—Ed.
Insanity?
Editor:
Ihave been aStereophile subscriber since
the late 1980s, when Iwas more than
happy to pay $35 for a subscription.
However, things began to change in the
mid- to late '90s, and with the exception
of the subscription dropping to $12, your
Stereophile, July 2004

magazine has changed for the worse.
On the average, the number of pieces
of equipment reviewed in each issue has
dropped at least in half. Given achoice, I
would easily pay more for the subscription
to get more reviews and fewer advertisements. In addition, reviews of affordable
equipment continue to be sparse at best. I
wrote to you in 1998 about the insanely
priced equipment that Stereophile chooses
to review. If anything, things have gotten
worse since then. Back then Iasked the
question, "If a $10,000 amplifier or a
$20,000 set of speakers sounds awesome,
who cares when only avery, very select
few can afford to purchase them?"
Iunderstand that it is good to review
state-of-the-art equipment from time to
time so that you have something to compare everything else to, But to review it
almost exclusively is, in my opinion, not
the right approach, especially if you would
like to attract younger readers and those
with average incomes who still appreciate
good sound.
Ask yourself How much of the highpriced equipment that you review sounds
just average or merely good? Iremember
Sam Tellig's review of Adcom's little GFA535 amp. How thrilling it was to read the
review, realizing that there was at least a
very good chance of there being yet another piece of affordable high-end gear out
there that Icould afford as astudent. How
many people get excited reading that a
$35,000 pair of speakers sounds great?
Ihave pretty much concluded that, despite protests from me and others,
Stereophile (barring achange in its leadership) will continue to primarily review inLetters to the Editor should be sent
as faxes or e-mails only (until further
notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STletters@Primediamags.com. Unless marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are
unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems. If you have problems with
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
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sanely high-priced equipment while rarely
reviewing the affordable.
JflSmith
Charleston, WV
Fidelity, preference
Editor:
Readers' letters increasingly express the
role of personal taste in this hobby, as
compared with accuracy. Several years
ago, Sound &Vision's David Ranada related
how movie producers mix several unrelated sounds in order to create believable
sounds — for example, for alight saber, or
the voice of Chewbacca. In this magazine,
Art Dudley has increasingly written about
audio components that exhibit notable
distortions and shortcomings but have a
lovable audio personality,
Personal interactions with my own
equipment seem to harmonize with all of
the above:This hobby is really about one's
preferences, instead of fidelity to the
source. One might thrill when one's
equipment seems to deliver timbral facsimiles of certain instruments or voices,
and more so when the sonic image eerily
seems to be originating in one's listening
room instead of the recording venue. One
could not say that listening through miniature LS3/5as in asmall room is the same
sonic depiction as listening to an augmented Klipsdiorn system in alarge room.
It all reflects the listening experience
one chooses, moved by one's personal
taste. Ultimately, this hobby is for indulging one's taste. Publication of equipment reviews and musical criticism reflect
an ongoing undefined dance between
"truth" and taste. But an editor's choices
probably reflect same harmony between
his personal taste and adesire to sell many
issues of the magazine.
Carlos E. Bauzá
bauzace50@yahoo.com
Fidelity, Musical
Editor:
These people who complain about Sam
Tellig reviewing Musical Fidelity products (May, pp.7 and 25) obviously do not
own Musical Fidelity products. If they
did, they would know what Sam and
many satisfied customers know — that
MF makes wonderful audio equipment at
incredibly reasonable prices. Great sound,
quality construction, and reasonable
prices. Is this not what we are all in pursuit of? Is it not Sam's job to help your
readers achieve this goal? As long as
Musical Fidelity continues to produce
high-quality products, Sam should con9
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Letters
tinue reviewing them.

reviewers, and Iwant the review process to be a
pleasant experience But Ialso want to be able to
report exactly what Ihear,freefrom outside influences. So when amanufacturer tries to tell me
Playing the game?
what I'm hearing or dumps on another manufacturer's product, or doesn't deliver aproduct on
Editor:
tirn or delivers something that's not afinished
First, kudos to John Atkinson for doing
the editorially correct thing in May and product, then they're stepping on my toes. And
running letters that slammed Stereophile
after they get anegative review, they yell and
threaten me or ask me to change what I've writfor giving so much ink to Musical Fidelity.
ten, or "punish" the magazine by canceling their
It showed class and professionalism.
I'm not fanning the flames, but Iwould
advertising— all of these have happened —
they're stepping on an even more sensitive part of
like to touch on something in the May
"Sam's Space" that bothered me. Why did
my anatomy than 7 foot.
is
The game we p
no eferent from the
he quote "Photoguy" saying Musical
Fidelity "knows how to play the game"? game played in Washington, DC and in every
By doing so, he gave credence to the fact
business and/or political world. The only probthat a"game" does exist, and weight to the
lems with games occurs when the rules are broimplication that Stereophile reviewers can,
ken, and Iknow that all ofus at Stereophile try
indeed, be swayed. Not smart.
to abide by them.
What's more, Sam ended his piece by
As for Musical Fidelity, they play the game
taking adig at two companies who did
and dance the dance very well. They send prodnot get their gear to him on time for a ucts for review without setting any conditions or
review — one was three days ahead of exerting any pressure And when Ihave given a
his deadline, but apparently it takes Sam
Musical Fidelity product a less-than-positive
aweek to unpack abox — and then apreview, which I've done more than afew times,
plauds Michaelson for flying over and
Antony Michaelson doesn't complain, and conpersonally delivering his new X-150
tinues to be cordial and professional The issue is
amplifier (like agood dog bringing in fairness. That's how we try to play the game
—Michael Fremer
the paper?). This smacks of something
other than good journalism.
Boult's Planets
Ihave nothing against Sam. Thanks to
him, Iown aMusical Fidelity Tri-Veta 300.
Editor:
What does bother me is the cavalier way
For asupposed comprehensive listing of
legitimate complaints by readers are waved
the best recordings, it is amazing that there
off—in this case, with inane reasoning.
was no mention of the early Westminster
So it's agame, Sam? Well, thanks for
recording by Sir Adrian Bouk in Ben
setting that straight.
Tom Mulgrew
Finane's article on Holses The Planets (May,
mulgrew@comcastnet p.123). Because Bouk premiered the work
in 1919, one would think there would be at
Yes, it is a"gam" Mr. Mulgrew, as 'Photo
least one of his recordings in the top ten.
observed. Some manufacturers know how top
Yes, Mt Finane did mention the 1970 perit. Others don't. Some manufacturers are unreformance with the LSO, but this was closesponsive when it cornes to supplying review samly miked and didn't capture the essence of
ples. Or they promise stuff and don't send it. Or the performance. I have felt Boules
they are almost impossible to interview. Or they
Westminster recording (reissued on CD as
Deutsche Gramrnophon 2GWM 471 240)
ask in advancefor aguaranteed 100% favorable
review — in which case there is no way to satie
to be the best interpretation available, since
Ifirst found it in acutout bin at Sears.
them (assuming we could accede to the demand,
which we don't). Or they request veto power over
Except for the late opera recordings, all
the recently reissued American-label
the review They don't know how to play the
game So be it.
Westminster CDs from DG have amazing
sound. They certainly rival both the singleI'm glad you're enjoying your Tri-Vista, Mr.
and three-microphone Mercury recordMulgrew. Be thankful that Antony Michaelson
does know how to play the game because it
ings, and the Reiner RCA recordings in
Orchestra Hall, for capturing the ambiworked to your benefit, too.
—Sam Tellig
ence of an orchestra.
Name withheld
ncrelideattnet
Your letter was thoughffis4 Mr. Mulgrew, but
indeed it is a"game" in the sense that there are
Tomita's Planets
rules and everyone plays to win. Sam Tellig's
calling the reviewing business a"game" in no way Editor:
In the May issue, Ben Finane forgot to
demeans it and in no way means iesfixed.
mention that ¡sao Totnita's performance
Ilike to use the word dance for what goes on.
on synthesizer of The Planets was recorded
Everyone does the dance and the ones who dance
in four channels. But these were not the
f And we are
well don't step on their partners'feet.
"normal" four channels: there are the two
partners, in that without manufacturers, the press
has nothing to write about, a without the press,
front channels (Left and Right), one Rear
channel, and one channel on the ceiling— a
manufacturers have amore difficult time getting
the word out about their products.
pyramidal configuration.
/know the manufacturers are trying to benend
Remember the "war" in those days beStereophile, July 2004

MichaelJ. Miller
New York, NY
mjmiller@dtcc.com
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tween SQ- and QS-encoded LPs? The
only discrete four-channel source was from
tape. Ihad the Tomita Planets on afourchannel RCA open-reel tape. My deck was
a four-channel Pionee4 and a Maranta
4140 fed four Quartz (not Quad) speakers.
In the center of my 22' by 18' living room
Iput aQuartz in the ceiling, 12' high, and
left the other three speakers on the foot
The effect was outstanding. The rocket at
the beginning of the work really does
ascend to the sky.
Tonko Papic Fernandez
Quillota, Chile
Twff@hotmail.com
A dass act
Editor:
Ihave just finished reading John Marks'
"The Fifth Element" column in the May
Stereophile. Iam literally floored by his
homage to Bruce Springsteen. What an
incredible piece of writing. John is aclass
act. Thank you.
Joel Waterman
San Jose; CA
Heartfelt thanksfor your kind words,Joel. When
Iwrote that column, Iwas apprehensive whether
anyone; with the possible exception of John
Atkinson (I think he is very much on my "wavelength"), would "get it." Letters like yours make
me feel very relieved and very proud.
By the way: Bruce Springsteen, whom Ihave
never met, barely finished high school, whereas I
studied poetry translation under the poet in residence at an Ivy League school. But Ienvy Bruce's
way with words. Yes, my column was an act of
homage; from ahardworking and studious writer
to an inspired and natural one
—John Marks
The Brucebase
Editor:
John Marks' piece on Bruce in the May
Stereophile (p.49) was great. As alongtime
fan, he ought to know about Brucebase,
an invaluable gold mine of information at
www.springsteen.org.uk, asite run by a
great guy named John Leach. It confirms
that Bruce did indeed play Alumnae Hall
at Brown on April 26, 1974, citing a
Providence Journal review of the show. That
date would place Dave Sancious on piano
and Danny Federici on keyboards. Roy
and Max did not answer the legendary ad
in the Village Voice until sometime in the
summer of 1974, after my first show,
Central Park on 8/3/74 (the Anne
Murray meltdown).
CliffBreining
clffibreining@cox.net
Thanksfor the amazing info, Cliff The database
is remarkable; and they got the itty-bitty details
right, such as the concert's having been on the
Pembroke campus (Brown's sister school when
Brown was males-only), so that the hall was
Alumnae Color me impressed. It appears Ispent
$2.50for the ticket. Idon't recall the concert being
at midnight, but Ido recall that it was after I
got
out of work at the liquor store; and back then I
was probably more blasé about late hours than I
am now
—John Marks
11
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YOUR LOCAL NEWSSTAND
Stereophile Staff
Primedia has announced the next in a
series of editorial upgrades to its Home
Technology & Photography specialty
group. Beginning with the June 2004
issue, the group relaunched Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater magazine (celebrating its 10th anniversary this year) as
Stereophile Ultimate AV (new URL:
www.ultimateavmag.com). The redesigned magazine featured an additional
16 pages of new and expanded editorial
content, including:
•"Shop Talk" — explores the process of
acquiring and buying gear, where to
shop, prices, and whom to talk to.
•"Fast Forward" — includes expanded
review coverage, with more concise
content and evaluations and more featured products.
• "CrossCurrents" — examines media
integration, offering tips about processes
and products.
"The new Stereophile Ultimate AV further distinguishes this magazine from its
competitors," said editor Tom Norton,
adding that it "clearly identifies its position as the provider of the best information about high-end audio and video
gear available." Primedia will publish
Stereophile Ultimate AV 10 times ayear,
with double issues in March/April and
July/August.
The upgrade to Stereophile Ultimate AV
comes on the heels of recent Primedia
investments in the home technology
market to further expand and improve
editorial products and events, including
the recent launch of Best, a shopping
magazine focused on upscale products
and lifestyles, and of Connected Guide to
the Digital Home, the first consumer magazine dedicated to the lifestyle benefits
of integrating home technologies; as
well as the expansion of the group's
Home Entertainment Show, which in
2004, for the first time since 1987 will
take place in both New York City and
San Francisco in asingle calendar year.
US: VIRGINIA
Jon Iverson
New Zealand's Perreaux Industries began creating audio products in 1974,
with the GS 2002 integrated solid-state
Stereophile, July 2004
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Klipsch products last year at attractive
prices. The websites' operators reportedly had obtained the products from authorized dealers —a common phenomenon
known as "transshipping," or selling outside their contractual territories —and, in
many cases, had removed factoryinstalled Klipsch serial numbers and replaced them with bogus ones.
Unauthorized resellers became abig
problem for Klipsch in 2003, with more
than two dozen websites offering the
company's products at discount, plus
about 125 auctions of Klipsch products
on eBay and Yahoo. Twenty of the
commercial websites removed Klipsch
Klipsch is one company
gear from their listings at the company's
request the others needed legal action
that takes the
to get them motivated.
Klipsch launched its courtroom salvo
gray market seriously.
January 5in the US District Court for
the Southern District of Indiana, accusing the defendants of "interfering with
the contractual relationships between
Davis is no stranger to the brand; he
acquired his first Perreaux product, a Klipsch and its authorized dealers, infringing on Klipsch trademarks, illegalPMF 2150B power amplifier, 20 years
ly using Klipsch's copyrighted materiago. Perreaux will be offered to 50 dealals, and otherwise competing unfairly
ers around the country, joining the
other product lines distributed by with Klipsch."
Crazyeddie.com went out of business
Sanibel, which include Piega, North
within two weeks. The others deleted
Star, Fisch, Audio Telme, and Aloia.
Klipsch from their lists. Terms of the
Davis says that Sanibel is now in its sevsettlement announced April 1include
enth year of operation.
an agreement by 50TopSellers.com,
US: INDIANAPOLIS
AuthorizedElectronics.com, and The
BestPriceStore.com not to sell Klipsch
Barry Willis
If you're an e-tailer harboring visions of products or "otherwise use Klipsch
trademarks and copyrights in connecincluding Klipsch Audio Technologies'
products among the offerings on your tion with their businesses." Klipsch obdeep-discount website, forget it. Like- tained a consent decree from Syris
Holding Corporation, parent company
wise, reconsider if you've been tempted
of HomeTheaterPhiles.com, which
to buy Klipsch products at unbelievable
prices from such asite. And if you're a "enjoins the company, its owners, and
Klipsch dealer with some overstock and any associated parties from now or in
someone with awebsite offers you cash the future engaging in any of the activifor abulk deal, don't even think about ties identified in the original complaint."
In addition, Syris "must disclose the
taking that bait —Klipsch is one companame and contacts of the dealer or dealny that takes the gray market seriously.
ers that supplied them with Klipsch
On April 1, the Indianapolis-based
audio giant announced the successful products." Klipsch also won adefault
conclusion of litigation begun the first judgment against Crazyeddie.com including "the same general provisions as
week of January against five online
the other settlements." All the defenresellers — Crazyeddie.com, 50TopSel
dants have been banned for life from
lers.com, AuthorizedElectronics.com,
selling Klipsch products.
TheBestPriceStore.com, and Home
Moving products "sideways" is
TheaterPhiles.com — that had offered

amplifier, and landed in the US in 1980
with the PMF 2150 power amplifier.
Sanibel Sound of Virginia is now the
exclusive distributor for the Perreaux
line in the US. SanibePs Steve Davis
says his plan is "to offer the range
through our well-established network
of authorized resellers throughout the
country. We will be introducing the
line to our resellers and the public at
HE2004 in New York in May."
Perreaux was previously distributed in
the US by Audio Advisor.
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tempting for dealers who need
to jump-start their cash flow,
but the tactic has backfired on
at least 18 Klipsch dealers since
January. All have been terminated by the company in an
ongoing crackdown against the
online gray market.
Almost every manufacturer
has an official policy against
transshipping, though some are
willing to tolerate it as long as it
doesn't get out of control.
Others, like Klipsch, stand firmly on principle even if it costs
them alot of money. In apress
release posted on the Klipsch
website, the company estimates
the loss of business as aresult of
the terminations at $6 million.
CEO Mike Klipsch said the
company is willing to "give up millions
more in revenue if that is what it takes to
stop the transshipping and prevent the
unscrupulous procurement, promotion,
and sale of Klipsch-branded loudspeakers
by unauthorized resellers." In pursuing its
adversaries, Klipsch used the services of
brand-protection
company
NetEnforcers.com. Mike Klipsch said that the
company would continue to use the service for as long as the problem persists.
For background on the audio industry's gray market, see "Invaded by the
Grays" in the June 1996 Stereophile,
reprinted at www.stereophile.com/
thinkpieces/64.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It began as an experiment in B&W's
Steyning Research Labs, when acouple
of engineers decided to try to create the
ultimate subwoofer. Taking a bathysphere as amajor source of inspiration,
they mounted two 15" Nautilus 801
bass drivers back to back on the opposite faces of alarge, curved, sealed pressure vessel.
The result turned out much better
than anyone had anticipated, partly
because of how the mechanical reaction forces of the two driveunits canceled each other
out, and partly because
the vessel's curved
shape
dramatically
increased the enclosure's
stiffness —
which
in
turn
allowed a much
thinner enclosure
to be used, thus
maximizing
the
internal volume.
14

B&Ws new PV1 woofer, based on the bathysphere?

The lessons learned from that original prototype have now found their way
into something alittle more practical:
the PV1 (for Pressure Vessel 1), adecidedly cute and almost spherical subwoofer styled to partner B&W's Flat
Panel Monitor (FPM) AiV speakers,
but equally adaptable to two-channel
systems. The PV1's performance potential is claimed to belie both its size (132"
by 1L4" by 13.7") and price ($1500).
The PV1's two 8" bass drivers are sealed
inside a"pressure vessel" formed from
aluminum-alloy castings. Massive
power is available from a500W highefficiency digital amplifier from B&O's
ICEpower subsidiary.
The PV1's spheroidaf shape is
claimed to "disperse air pressures evenly around its shell." Its efficacy is apparently easily demonstrated by placing a
hand on the enclosure and feeling the
lack of vibration, even when the PV1 is
pumping out loud, heavy bass.
`Big bass from a small bubble" is
B&W's marketing slogan for the PV1,
and the word "bubble" has real meaning
here —the stresses are distributed around
abubble-shaped enclosure. Soap bubbles
and raindrops are spherical because each
is created by the surface tension
linking the surface molecules
together, each pulling on
those adjacent to create a very efficient
and consistently
strong shape.
In a spherical
subwoofer enclosure,
any
pressure exerted
Two 8" drivers are sealed
inside a"pressure vessel."
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on the walls tends to exert a
pull along rather than across the
skin, where it's much more
capable of resisting without
flexing. However, with acubical enclosure, the stiffness varies
at different points on the surface; when high pressure is
exerted against aflat side, it's
almost inevitable that some degree of flexure will occur.
But there's no point in creating a rigid enclosure if the
drive-unit diaphragms are
allowed to flex. The ones used
in the PV1 consist of athick
(more than 0.5") sandwich
based on a mica composite
cone, afoam core, and an outer
skin of aluminum. This not
only prevents flexure, but is also
quite effective at keeping internal
soundwaves from escaping.
The use of twin back-to-back drivers
in "balanced drive" has several advantages. The canceling out of opposed
mechanical forces is itself helpful, but it
also renders spike-to-floor coupling unnecessary, and should mean that apartment dwellers won't infuriate those in
the apartment below. Furthermore, the
twin drivers keep balanced the acoustic
pressures within the subwoofer, and
hence the ways the enclosure is stressed.
It might be too early to predict how
well the Pressure Vessel 1will perform
in practice or in sales, but few subwoofers have ever incorporated so
much engineering innovation or such
striking styling. Is this the shape of subwoofers te come?
RECORDING STUDIOS
Barry Willis
Have you ever been to arock concert
and come away mumbling, "Those
engineers must be deaf'? After enduring three hours of an all-out sonic
assault, you were probably just a tad
cranky, but the fact is that those engineers probably were deaf; or at least well
on their way.
That's the sobering conclusion of a
seven-year study of hearing loss among
music and audio professionals conducted by the House Ear Institute (HEI) in
Los Angeles. Data gathered from hundreds of screenings at music and audio
trade shows since 1997 reveal aconsistent pattern of "high-frequency hearing
loss from noise-induced inner ear damage" among audio professionals.
The most common type of hearing loss in this group is decreased
sensitivity in the 4-61(Hz region, or
Stereophiie, July 2004
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Ng400 Series
Multi-Mono
Amplifiers

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson® amplifiers have impressed

music lovers worldwide with their precise balance of power, finesse and beauty.
The new N9400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers carry on that tradition with
better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they replace.
Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N2431, and
N2432 dual-mono amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies
and balanced voltage gain circuitry that allows them to generate amore precise
signal with less noise. Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of
the music with astounding confidence, dynamics and ease while critical midrange
performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N9433, triple-mono amplifier later this year
adds multi-channel system capability to this impressive series. All three models
carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson apart from all others.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference a
balanced approach to design can make.
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what audiophiles call the lower treble.
Both men and women showed the
same type of loss, which was more profound than among the general population. Many people lose some hearing
sensitivity as they age, but music and
audio professionals do so at amuch earlier age than normal, researchers found.
"The results confirm what we've suspected for along time," said research
audiologist Rachel Cruz. "These groups
not only have high-frequency hearing
damage from over-exposure to loud
sounds, they also acquire it earlier than
individuals in the general population,
who may experience ahigh-frequency
hearing loss as they age." The study was
the first exhaustive assessment of hearing
loss among professionals in the music
and audio industries, Cruz noted, and induded comparative studies to determine
contributing factors such as gender age,
and history of vocational noise exposure
to loud sounds. HEI researchers also considered exposure to noise sources outside
of the work environment that might
contribute to hearing loss, such as power
tools or transportation.
"HEI researchers emphasize that
noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is
the one type of hearing loss that is preventable, and encourage all music and
audio professionals to wear appropriate
hearing protection where sound levels
exceed the 85 decibel level (dB SPL) for
extended periods of time," stated asynopsis of the study posted on the institute's website (www.hei.org). Use of
hearing protection [and reducing the volume—Ed.] would go along way toward
prolonging careers, according to research director Laurel Fisher, PhD.
Established in 1946 as a research
institute by hearing specialist Howard
Payne House, MD, HEI runs apublic
awareness program, called "Sound
Partners," that provides "education and
outreach activities that promote hearing conservation and noise awareness to
music and audio professionals and the
general public, and encourages safe
sound practices for healthy hearing and
quality of life." HEI most recently
teamed up with Shure, Inc. to offer free
hearing screenings to exhibitors and
attendees at the 2004 National
Association of Music Merchandisers
(NAMM) Winter Show, held in
December at the Anaheim Convention
Center in Anaheim, California.

formal affair held in aposh London
hotel and presided over by president
Lord Gowrie. The meeting follows a
published agenda intended to draw the
industry's attention to key issues affecting specialist hi-fi manufacturers, especially British ones. Then it's over the
road and under the ground to the basement bar of aclassy watering hole, The
Tappit-Hen, where wine flows freely,
some very decent sandwiches quickly
disappear, and tongues loosen in complaint about today's state of business.
Presenting
"The
Chairman's
Report," Steve Harris, of AudioPlus
Ltd., happily announced an increase in
the BF.Ns membership to an all-time
high of 48 firms. A prime purpose of
the BFA is to act as abuffer between

One UK dealer
complained that the
downturn in his
loudspeaker sales
exactly matched the
increase in sales of
plasma displays.

industry members and government
agencies. There's already government
support for companies to exhibit each
year at the Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas and the German High End
show (held this year in Munich), but
efforts to add Moscow — currently the
fastest-growing export market — to the
list are still being made. The current
chaos of UK hi-fi shows continues, so
the BFA will remain sitting on the
fence with respect to the domestic rivals for its attention.
More troubling are new environmental regulations. The European
WEEE directive, which requires that
companies be responsible for the ultimate, post-consumer, disposal of the
equipment they sell, has all sorts of
unwelcome implications for electronics
manufacturers, all of them still being
discussed. And solder will shortly have
to be lead-free, which will require higher temperatures and may create aless
reliable joint.
Down at The Tappit-Hen, it was
clear that business wasn't very exciting
right now; patchy seemed to be the most
common adjective. One leading dealer
UNITED KINGDOM
complained to me that the downturn in
Paul Messenger
his loudspeaker sales exactly matched
The Annual General Meeting of the
British Federation of Audio (BFA) is a the increase in sales of plasma displays.
Stereophile, July 2004
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Another, more optimistic, reckoned
that sales had finally got back up to pre9/11 levels.
US: CUPERTINO NO.1
Jon Iverson
Stereophile readers are clearly in favor of
our coverage of such products as Apple's
iPod. But judging by some of the comments we receive, they're split on
whether it's been akick in the pants for
music lovers or has merely added to the
downward lo-rez spiral of digital audio.
Until recently, playing uncompressed
files on the iPod to maximize quality
has been at the expense of storage space
and battery life. But the updated version
of Apple's iTunes playback software,
v.4.5, includes the new Apple Lossless
(AL) encoder. Lossless encoders such as
the Free Lossless Audio Codec (FLAC)
and DVD-Audio's Meridian Lossless
Packing (MLP) have become popular
among audiophiles because they don't
actually reduce the sound quality of the
digital file while cutting its size significandy. According to Apple, tracks encoded with AL, while still larger than
compressed lossy AAC or MP3 files,
will be about half the size of their uncompressed equivalents. AL will also
bring most files below the 28-megabyte
limit of the iPod's RAM, meaning that
the player's hard drive will not have to
be spun up so often.
iTunes 4.5 also adds compatibility
with more digital formats. The company says that the player can now automatically convert Windows Media
Audio (WMA) files to iTunes native
AAC format. However, there's acatch.
iTunes 4.5 can only convert unprotected
WMA files that include no digital rights
management (DRIv1) wrappers of the
sort found on files downloaded from
services such as the relaunched Napster.
This is the same problem that WMA
players have with iTunes AAC files,
which have their own proprietary
DRM, as noted when we interviewed
Microsoft at the CES show earlier this
year — see
www.stereophile.com/
news/010904/index.html.
So, even as compatibility with an
increasing number of digital audio formats is added to software and hardware digital players, the various proprietary DRM wrappers that most
legal audio downloads come with preclude these files' use across more than
one or two platforms.
Another issue with DRM downloads that many find troubling came to
light with the iTunes 4.5 announcement. The parameters regarding how
17
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DRIvl restricts a file's uses can be
changed midstream on unsuspecting
consumers — even affecting songs
downloaded prior to the change in
DRIvl behavior. Here's how Apple put
it in April: "Honoring our commitment to discourage music theft while
preserving fair personal use rights, the
number of times auser can burn the
same playlist onto CDs with iTunes is
being reduced from ten burns to
seven. Users can still burn a single
song an unlimited number of times
and listen to their music on an unlimited number of iPods."
At the same time that Apple reduced
the number of times someone can copy
aplaylist to a CD, the company increased the number of personal computers afile can be played on from three
to five. Reaction from users across the
Internet was swift, condemning this
flexing of iTunes' DRIvl muscle.
Other enhancements should prove
more audiophile-friendly. An Apple
spokesman explained that the volume
slider in iTunes is now logarithmic, like
most stereo volume knobs. "We got
complaints that iTunes didn't have log
volume, which means that when you
adjust the slider, you can move it alot at
one end and it doesn't sound much different, while at the other end, moving it
alittle makes abig difference. With log
volume, moving the slider an equal
amount changes the volume by the
same amount throughout the entire
range of the slider."
As of the end of April, 70 million
songs had been downloaded from the
iTunes online store since its launch ayear
earliet With these numbers, the company is claiming amore than 70% market
share of legal downloads for singles and
albums. Apple added that iTunes customers are now purchasing songs at a
rate of 2.7 million per week, indicating a
present rate of 140 million songs per year.
According to the company, iTunes now
makes available 700,000 songs from all
five major music companies and more
than 450 independent labels.
US: CUPERTINO NO.2
Barry Willis
The iPod is making sweet music for
Apple Computer, Inc. The Cupertino,
California company reported that sales
of the portable music player lifted revenues 29%, and more than tripled profits for the fiscal second quarter, ended
March 27. Apple posted net income of
$46 million compared with $14 million
for the same period ayear earlier. The
investment community responded by
18

pushing up the value of Apple stock by
10%, to $29.16/share, as of Wednesday,
April 14.
The most recent quarter marks the
first time that Apple has sold more
iPods than computers —807,000 music
players vs 749,000 computers (including
174,000 Power Macs) — and signifies
the company's ongoing evolution from
acomputer and software provider to a
digital entertainment company.
"We've done very well in innovating
and creating new businesses, creating a
$1 billion business in afew years," said
founder and CEO Steve Jobs. The first
iPod was introduced in 2001; Apple
launched its iTunes Music Store in 2003.

The most recent quarter
marks the first time that
Apple has sold more iPods
than computers.

Apple's quarterly computer sales
rose only 5% relative to the same period the previous year, laggard performance compared to the 15% growth
for the computer industry overall. Still,
there is some evidence that iPod buyers were so pleased with their purchases that they bought Apple computers,
too, stated company finance officer
Peter Oppenheimer.
The company also predicts a rosy
third quarter, but expects profits from
iPod sales to decline toward the end of
the fiscal year. Apple has had difficulty
meeting demand for the iPod Mini, and
has had to hold back shipments to some
markets because of short supplies.
Gross margins on iPod products are approximately 27%, according to the
financial press.
Factory-to-dealer sales of MP3
portable music players doubled last
year, according to figures supplied in
mid-April by market research firm InStat/MDR. More than 24 million
units were shipped, adollar value in
excess of $3 billion. The devices are
now in approximately 23% of US
homes, In-Stat noted. The global market for portable music players will
expand 16% annually over the next
four years, researchers predict, and the
market for players with hard drives will
expand 100% this year. Apple
Computer's iPod is the top seller,
claiming 22% of the market.
WorldRadioHistory

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Few brands manage to be equally successful in both the pro audio and specialist hi-fi sectors, but PMC seems to
be managing the trick with ease. Production at their new Luton plant is
struggling to cope with demand for
their new "baby" GB1 floorstanding
loudspeaker, introduced in February for
the domestic hi-fi sector. At the same
time, awhole clutch of major recording,
mastering, and broadcasting studios
across Europe have recently installed
PMC monitoring systems, most of
them with Bryston-based electronics.
Pro audio engineering is asmall and
tightly knit community; when one
major operation adopts anew piece of
kit, the word gets round, others take a
close interest — and sometimes pop
'round for alisten. This particular snowball began to roll when the Teldex studio
in Berlin —the now-independent successor to the famous Teldec recording
operation — chose a PMC BB5/MB2
surround-sound monitoring system for
its new main control room. Teldex
wanted 5.1-channel capability for film
sound and multichannel classical recordings, and monitors that provided equally
high standards across awide range of
musical styles and production techniques. Managing Director and head of
engineering Tobias Lehmann said, "I
have worked extensively in England and
have visited Metropolis Studios and
liked the PMC monitoring there. We
carried out comparative tests, and found
that PMC loudspeakers were at the
same rime highly analytical for all kinds
of music, and also suitable across awide
range of different musical styles; often,
speakers that are sufficiently analytical
are not particularly responsive or pleasant to listen to over long periods."
Another prestigious German operation, Emil Berliner Studios (EBS),
Deutsche Grammophon GmbH, has
since bought a PMC MB2-XBD-A
active stereo monitor system for its
Berlin mastering studio. Mastering engineer and studio manager GoetzMichael Rieth explained, "After testing
alot of other systems in the room, Ican
confidently say that the low-frequency
handling is the best that we have experienced. Overall, there's no flattery —
just awide, open sound, with exceptional imaging and detail."
The Austrians have been equally
enthusiastic. The main state broadcaster,
ORF, has installed aPMC A/vIL1 active
surround-sound system in its control
room in Vienna's world-famous
Stereophile, July 2004

Musikwrein concert hall, where it was
used for the first time to monitor the
broadcast and DVD recording of this
year's New Year's Day Concert, with
the Vienna Philharmonic. Other
Austrian clients include Gosh! Studios
and the Swoon Factory, in Vienna, and
Freiaudio, in Klagenfurt. Principal
Dutch broadcaster Holland Media
Groep (HMG) has installed eight new
PMC monitor systems at its recently
relocated studio facilities in Hilversum.
How come such arelatively young
speaker company—PMC is just 14
years old — is doing so well? What ingredients distinguish it from the competition? Here are some possible clues.
Transmission-line loading is used
throughout PMC's domestic and pro
ranges, yet is rarely found elsewhere. It's
also helpful that PMC founder-ownerdesigner Peter Thomas is both ahi-fi
enthusiast and an ex-BBC engineer,
with one foot planted firmly in each
camp. Thomas doesn't try to launch too
many new models — he spends perhaps
six months on each — and then keeps
them around along time. The original
LB1, albeit since updated, is still available today. Thomas has found no reason
to change its basic configuration.

US: SAN FRANCISCO
Barry Willis
It's safe to say that few audio engineers
are more famous than Ray Dolby. On
May 1, the founder and chairman of
Dolby Laboratories was inducted into
the National Inventors Hall of Fame in
Akron, Ohio, joining such luminaries
as Alexander Graham Bell, the inventor of the telephone, and Thomas
Edison, inventor of the light bulb and
the phonograph.
The 71-year-old Dolby was inducted
into the Hall of Fame "in recognition of
his invention of the Dolby noise-reduction system, which electronically
reduces the tape hiss and other noise
inherent in analog audio tape recording
and playback," according to an official
press release from Dolby Labs.
Dolby's noise-reduction technology
not only improved the ability of audio
professionals to make more realistic
recordings, it also ushered in an era of
private recording by music fans that
presaged the current controversy over
downloading music files and burning
CDs. Originally adevice for dictation
and memos, the cassette tape was catapulted into the hi-fi realm primarily by
the invention of Dolby-B and Dolby-C

noise reduction. Combined with refinements in circuitry and transport
mechanics by such companies as
Nakamichi and Tandberg, which were
widely imitated by other manufacturers,
Dolby's noise-reduction technology
made audio recording apopular pastime
among literally hundreds of millions of
music lovers worldwide.
Ray Dolby earned his bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from
Stanford University in 1957, and aPhD
in physics from Cambridge University
in 1961. The idea for his noise-reduction
system came to him in 1963, when he
was traveling around India as atechnical
advisor to aUN mission, making and
playing recordings with abig Ampex
open-reel recorder. He knew that audio
engineers had been trying in vain to
solve the problem of magnetic tape hiss
since the 1930s. His great engineering
insight was that he could exploit the
dynamic differences between loud and
soft signals to mask the noise, and thereby make recordings with quieter backgrounds. The concept was avariation on
an idea he had developed for his doctoral thesis, which dealt with reducing the
noise of background radiation.
In 1965 he established Dolby

Picture perfect. Surround spectacular.
Rotel's new RSX-1067 is the definitive Home Theater surround receiver. It is replete with all of the features avideo
fanatic could ever desire including: High Definition video switching, video transcoding, multi-zone, multi-source audio
capability and seven channels of amplification. The RSX-1067 provides outstanding audio and video performance along
with exceptional versatility. Hear it along with all of our other superb components at your authorized Rotei dealer.
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Laboratories in England, which is still the
company's European headquarters —the
global headquarters moved to San
Francisco in 1976 —and by the following
year was marketing his first prototype
recorder with his namesake technology.
Decca Records in London was his first
custome4 buying out his entire production for six months of that year, according
to aMarch 29 profile in the San Francisco
Chronide by John Shinal. In 1967, the first
Dolby-equipped eas.srtte deck hit the
market —a product type that eventually
found its way into the hands of well over
abillion consumers. Almost every cassette deck manufactured from the late
1960s on used Dolby noise reduction,
and each one paid the inventor anice litde royalty. Dolby's great business insight
was the recognition that issuing licensing
agreements to manufacturers was infinitely easier and more profitable than
trying to corner the market on hardware.
That decision made Ray Dolby rich
beyond his dreams, and Dolby Labs one
of the few truly dominant companies in
the audio industry. Developing technologies and establishing elevated standards has long been the company's
emphasis — that, and convincing manufacturers, recording studios, and movie

studios to get with the program. Dolby
sound became ahousehold word with
the release of Star Wars in 1977, by which
time it was already synonymous with
good sound among music lovers. Dolby
introduced Dolby Pro Logic, an analog
surround-sound format, in the early
1980s, and the first version of Dolby
Digital in 1992.
Today, there is almost no aspect of
sound recording and playback that hasn't
felt the effects of the fertile mind of Ray
Dolby —he has been issued more than
40 patents —or those of his company's
many engineers. Dolby has always
encouraged his employees to think creatively rather than adhere to acompany
line, which explains the company's aggregate 780 patents. He also encourages
arational balance of work with private
life, to such an extent that company policy allows every employee to have every
other Friday off. It's no surprise that
Dolby Labs is one of the most desirable
employers in San Francisco. Long aprivately held company, Dolby Labs may
launch an initial public stock offering
(IPO) later this year, estimated by the
San Francisco Chronicle to be worth half a
billion dollars.
"Ray Dolby changed the face of the
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recording industry with his noisereduction system... [R]ecording techniques that blossomed in the late 1960s
and early 1970s would have been
impossible without Dolby's invention,"
said Fred Allen, head of the selection
committee for the National Inventors
Hall of Fame Foundation. To qualify
for the honor, an inductee's invention
"must have contributed to the welfare
of society and have promoted the
progress of science and the useful arts."
Inducted into the Hall with Dolby
were 19 other inventors, including
Frederick Banting, Charles Best, and
James Collip, the inventors of synthetic
insulin; Harry Coove4 the inventor of
Superglue; and Ivan Getting and
Bradford Parkinson, inventors of the
Global Positioning Systems (GPS).
CANADA: MONTREAL
Robert Deutsch
Although not Canada's most populous
province, Quebec probably has the
highest level of audiophile interest and
activity. There are two Francophone
audio and home-theater magazines
(Son &Image and Québec Audio & Vidéo)
and one published in English (Ultra
High Fidelity). The 2004 Festival Son &

WWW.ROTEL.COM

• 978.664.3820
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Image, presented by the magazine
of the same name, took up agood
part of two hotels in downtown
Montreal, and lived up to the
Festival's reputation of being second
in appeal only to the Primedia
Home Entertainment shows.
A number of new products were
introduced at Son & Image. A combination of preamp and power amp
finished just two weeks before the
show were Blue Circle's BC101
line stage and BC100 50Wpc
amplifier, for $2245 and $1995,
respectively. (Unless otherwise
noted, all prices are in Canadian dollars; all speaker prices are per pair.)
Designer Gilbert Yeung was on
hand, wearing his distinctive "blue
circle" foam headgear.
Reference 3A Dulcet loudspeaker
Coincident Speaker
Technology had the Series
II version of their floorstanding Partial Eclipse
($4500), now completely
revised from the original
model: new tweeter (a special version of the famous
Revelator), midrange, and
woofer, with corresponding
crossover changes. With a
very useful 92dB sensitivity,
the Partial Eclipse Series II
sounded first-rate driven by
Coincidenes
MP-300B
amplifier ($5200).
Tetra is aCanadian manufacturer of speakers whose
early models Ididn't much
care for, but judging by the
Focal-JMIab distributor Daniel Jacques with the Electra 927
sound
of
the
new
Manhattan 120 ($1900), a
small two-way with minimalist crossshow had some very worthy products.
Odyssey, headed by the ever-enthusiover (just a single capacitor), they've
come along way. The speakers, driven
astic Klaus Bunge, had asystem that
by Rogue electronics, had a notably included apassive line-stage preamp,
clear, open sound.
amplifier, speakers, and cables (excludAnother small two-way at around ing only asource component) —all for
the $2000 mark ($2100, to
be precise)
was the
Reference 3A Dulcet.
This was one of the hits of
the show — several people
independently told me
how impressed they were
with it, and Ihad to agree:
a very precise, spacious
sound, and surprising bass
extension (-3dB at 48Hz)
for such asmall speaker.
But many people would
consider $2100 too much to
spend on a small speaker,
no matter how good. For
these folks, the Montreal
Odyssey Nightingale and Lorelei loudspeakers.
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$1975! It sounded amazingly good
for the price. (But not, Ihasten to
say, as good as the system with the
Reference 3A Dulcet.)
Another system demoed at the
show that has to be one of the best
values around was from Newform
Research. This was anearly complete digital system based on the
highly regarded Newform R645v2
ribbon hybrids, biamped using a
Behringer DCX2496 pro model
crossover-equalizer and driven by
the amplifier section of aPanasonic
XR45 receiver (a digital amp that
uses aTexas Instruments chip set).
Not including a source (the show
system used an inexpensive Pioneer
CD player), the price is $4664.
Aurum
Acoustics,
from
Newfoundland, had some
highly ambitious offerings
that I'd first encountered at
the 2004 Consumer Electronics Show: the $30,000
Integris Active 300B, atriamped active speaker using
amps powered by 300B
tubes to run the midrange
and top, and a solid-state
amp for the bottom. Thoroughly reworked since CES,
the Integris Active 300B
now uses aBryston amp for
the bass and new output
transformers
made
by
Plitron. They also have the
Integris CD player-preamp,
which sells for $10,000. The
designs
seemed
well
Be.
thought out, and the sound
was quite promising.
Among the big boys, the speaker
that most impressed me was FocalJMlab's Diva Utopia Be. Compared to
the Grande Utopia Be, the Diva is
almost sensibly priced (US $11,500),
and Ifind its proportions more attractive. Driven by YBA electronics, the sound of the
Diva Utopia Be had a
sound that was at once delicate and powerful.
For the tweakers among
us, there were some
e
intriguing products from
Gingko Audio, who offer
a variety of stands and
vibration-control platforms
made of acrylic, with elastic
balls for isolation. Gingko's
impressive demonstration
used a vibration sensor
attached to acomponent to
show the reduction of
Stereophile, July 2004

BATTERIES ON A

CABLE?

... incredibly simple The world of audio/video cables has long been famous for hype and mystique
... and sometimes for profound and important variations in performance. Into this clutter of both reason and
irrationality, AudioQuest introduces aremarkably simple solution to auniversally acknowledged problem.
In addition to insulating and protecting a conductor, insulation is also a "dielectric." While insulating ability is
defined by how well insulation can block current, adielectric is defined by its "permittivity" and "permeability."
These parameters define how much the dielectric material will slow down asignal. Insulation causes "propagation
delay" which is measured as apercentage of the speed of light, and it causes "phase shift."
If all of asignal were slowed down exactly the same amount, the integrity of the signal (and what we hear) would
be unaffected. However, when the molecules of an insulating material are electrically unorganized, the time delay
caused by the insulation is different for every frequency and different for every signal level. A nearly infinite
number of nonlinear phase shifts corrupt the signal's information content.
This problem of time delay cannot be completely prevented, but the damage it causes can be dramatically
reduced. In much the same way that a magnetic field causes a compass to point in a certain direction, the AG
Dielectric-Bias System (patent pending) creates a fixed stable field which electrostatically organizes (polarizes)
the insulation. Once organized, the insulation no longer causes multiple nonlinear time delays. Sound appears
from asurprisingly black background with much better preserved clarity and dynamic contrast.
The reason your equipment and your cables sound better when you leave the power turned on, or after playing
music for a while, is because you are partially biasing the dielectric material present throughout every
component. In contrast, AQ's Dielectric-Bias System (DBS) puts a continuous DC voltage potential (DC bias)
between a DBS-only conductor in the cable's center and an outer shield-like conductor. This keeps a cable's
insulation fully polarized all the time, something no level of signal can come close to accomplishing.
The 12V hardware-store batteries used in the AG DBS packs will last for years because they are only used to
maintain an electric field; there is no closed circuit, no drain on the batteries. A test button and LED allow for the
occasional battery check.
The technicalities are complicated, but the DBS solution is remarkably simple and
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Gabriel dates, 60 Phil Collins
concerts, and every Who
concert from now on —
including the four dates they
recently did in the UK.
"Even though ClearChannel is now competing
with us, we're still considered the premier company
doing this —we use hi-rez
digital, professionally mastered, pressed on high-quality CDs and then packaged
in genuine, high-quality,
bootleg-type
packaging,
which we hand-stamp with
the date, set list, and venue."
We certainly found all of
Norman Ginsburg demonstrating the Gingko Audio vibration-control platform.
that fascinating, but what
about Markwell and the
US: LOS ANGELES
457-2577. By appointment.) In Chris Gear Shop?
Wes Phillips
"I was slow in getting the Gear Shop
We were startled to receive an e-mail Ashford and Brian Tipton, we have two
announcement recently informing us of the real record experts out there. portion of the business off the ground
that Scot Markwell, longtime setup and Chris used to run Aaron's Records' rare because Ineeded exactly the right perequipment maven for The Absolute room and Brian Tipton used to work at son to run it. Scot Markwell was the
right person.
Soututs erstwhile editor, Harry Pearson, Audiophile International.
"I think the audio industry absolutely
had joined the staff at www.themusic.
has to return to the days when it gave
com to manage its Gear Shop division.
"The audio industry
consumers experts who could help
Markwell, an Air Force veteran and
them assemble their systems — and
audio lifer, has been widely acknowlabsolut2ly has to
then get the best sound possible out of
edged as being one of the leading turnthem. Scot does that better than anyone
table-setup technicians in the industry,
return to the days
I've ever met.
as well as an audio generalist familiar
"The Gear Shop is an Internet
when it gave consumers
with astaggering range of audio exotica.
retailer, but we also have abricks-andAfter all, it was his job to tweak and
experts who could
mortar facility in our converted warefine-tune the best of the best for
house — by appointment only. And
Pearson himself — a notoriously dishelp them assemble
we also distribute most of the products
cerning listener.
we stock. If someone wants to buy a
Unfamiliar with the Gear Shop, we
their systems."
Kuzma Stabi Reference and he doesn't
called Mike Hobson at www.the
have alocal dealer, he can buy it from
music.com, only to discover that there's
Michael Hobson
us and we'll send one of the greatest
alot we didn't know.
turntable-setup experts in the world to
"We originally envisioned the site as
"The Encore Shop is the newest of set it up in his home. We did that
an artist-development opportunity —
what we refer to as `Motown meets the ventures, and it arose out of the recently for a customer in Hawaii.
the Internet' — and Istill think that Scoop Series we'd done with Pete That was the good news for Scot — he
approach is viable and that somebody Townshend, releasing some of his solo got to fly to Hawaii. The bad news was
will figure out how to do it when the activity and some of his work that pre- that it was for 48 hours.
"Or someone might want to come to
time is right, but that's not where dated The Who. We discovered that
The Who were going out on tour, so we the store and experience areal hi-fi
we're headed.
"We decided to focus on three areas. pitched the idea of recording the shows demonstration in a great-sounding,
The Groove Shop is intended to offer all and marketing them to people at the comfortable sound room. When you're
things vinyl —new, used, audiophile, venue and then delivering the CDs buying a$7000 turntable, what's the
downside in buying aticket to LA.?
regular weight, imports (and we also within three weeks of the event.
"What made the Encore Shop so dif- We'll pick you up and bring you to
carry CDs). We wanted to create the
virtual equivalent of the cool local ferent from the other attempts at the Hollywood, where you can hear
record shop we all grew up with. In fact, same thing was our idea of advertising impressive high-end systems set up
we've now created abricks-and-mortar it at the venue. We'd post the details up right, hang out with some real record
version of that in our new facility, which on the Jumbotron and people could nerds, and have aday or two in La-La
is the old RCA Records warehouse then later log on to www.themusic. land — heck, I've spent alot more on a
corn and order the concert that they'd worse deal than that!"
building in Hollywood.
Seems as if Mr. Hobson was leaving
"It's one of those record shops you just heard.
"Since The Who, we've done aPeter out another crucial component in his
have to know about in order to get
there. (1027 N. Orange Drive, Los Gabriel series and aDuran Duran series. Gear Shop equation: In himself, he's got
This year, we're doing 40 more Peter one heck of asalesman.
Angeles, CA 90038-2317. Tel: (800)

vibration when the component was placed on the
Gingko platform.
Festival Son & Image has
been notorious for coinddMg with Montreal snowstorms. To avoid this potential problem, the organizers
have been scheduling the
show later and later in the
year — this year, during the
first week of April. The
weather was clear if alittle
cold for the duration of the
show — but, wouldn't you
know it, the snow arrived
just as the exhibitors were
packing up. C'est la vie!
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he McIntosh MC275 power
amplifier has been born yet again.
It's the Count Dracula of power
amps. It refuses to stay dead. Introduced
in 1961, the Mac '275, in its original
hardwired edition, was produced until
1970. This was the amp Idesired while
in college but couldn't afford. Iremember the Mac '275 fondly — rather like
girlfriends from my college years.
The MC275 sold for $444 —
"Fair Trade minimum retail
price," according to a Mac
price list effective December
15, 1963. (Thank you, Ron
Cornelius, product manager
of McIntosh Laboratory.)
That was real dough back
then. A new Chevy,
stripped, could be had
for $2000 — aloaded
Impala
went
for
$2600.
The local McIntosh
dealer was aheck of aguy.
He knew that, as apenniless
student, Icouldn't afford to buy,
but he invited me to listen anyway—
with the unspoken rule that Ididn't get
in the way of paying customers. After
all, Iwas local. After graduation, Imight
stay in the area and buy something. I
attended aMcIntosh clinic and met the
"boys from Binghamton," one of whom
might have been Sidney Corderman,
designer of the MC275.
Sidney is still very much around,
although he's no longer daily active
with the company. Iheard a Sidney
Corderman story recently. Many years
ago, he had an architect design ahouse
to be built in the Binghamton area. A
while ago, when Sidney retired fulltime to Maine, he had the same house
built again—with a few changes to
meet current codes. This strikes me as
an excellent idea for someone approaching the age of 80. He'll never
have to worry where something is. If I
liked my house more, I'd clone it, too.
Ten years after graduation, Iwas able
to scrape up the change for some hi-fi.
By then, the Mac '275 had receded into
history, rather like one of those old girlfriends whose marriages Ifollowed in
the newspapers. Lost possibilities.
Stereophile, July 2004
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Anyway, audio gurus told me Ididn't
want an MC275. Don't even buy one
used. At that time, before the collecting
craze hit, used Mac tube amps went for a
song. Tubes were obsolete. Tube factories
were closing down in the US, Canada,
Britain, and Western Europe. McIntosh
was said to be running out of spares. It
was true.

large Advent speakers. (The Advent 300
was superb with original Quad speakers. And fabulous with Klipschorns.)
What Ishould have done is use the
Advent as atuner-preamp and look for
aused MC275.
The original MC275 was a"stereo
power house," according to aMac brochure of the time — acopy of which I
have, thanks to Mac's Ron Cornelius.
"Here are two 75 watt amplifiers on one compact
chassis," the literature enthused. "The
MC275 is for the
person who wants
the finest in sound
reproduction. Every
listening situation is
handled with ease.
Never is the amplifier straining."
This is how the
MC275 got its
name: 2 times
11 7̀
75Wpc. In 1961,
when the MC275 was
ts.rtc.275 tub. ameee.
bAdnt° 5- introduced, Mac was still
1\-xe "nee"
producing mono amps, such as the
MC75. Other Mac tube amps had the
magic too; but clearly, the frontrunner
was the MC275.
The Mac '275 was the amp
If 75Wpc wasn't enough, you could
buy two MC275s, throw aswitch, and
Idesired while in college
instantly convert each amp to mono for
an almost unheard-of 150Wpc into 2, 4,
but couldn't afford.
8, 16, or 32 ohms. Imagine! 32 ohms.
Input sensitivity varied, via a pair of
level controls, from 0.5V to 30V. Preamps then varied, too.
The 1970s were dark days for tubes,
In 1963 — two years into the
and for hi-fi generally. Don't forget: the
possibility of buying tubes from Russia MC275 — McIntosh affirmed that
even amere 40Wpc, as output by the
or China didn't exist. Maybe tubes
could be
had from Hungary, MC240, was enough "to drive all but
the most inefficient loudspeakers."
Czechoslovakia, or Yugoslavia.
Tube power was pricey, and still is.
Besides, who was Ito question the
Solid-state power became so cheap that
wisdom ofJulian Hirsch, Len Feldman,
or our own J. Gordon Holt, all of whom some manufacturers did an Antony
embraced solid-state? Who was Ito dis- Michaelson — they produced 200W
and 300W behemoth receivers. Poweragree with manufacturers like Quad,
ful amps begat insensitive speakers and
Maranta, and—yes —McIntosh?
Ifinally arrived at decent sound, in vice versa. It was like building freeways,
the form of an Advent 300 receiver and which simply encourage more cars.
The MC275 had/has an array of usea Thorens TD-160C turntable.
ful features, including some that now
Unfortunately, the Advent receiver,
seem quirky or at least quaint. You
with 15Wpc, really couldn't drive the

mcin105 2 )
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could reconfigure from stereo
to mono with a flick of a
switch. (Better turn the
amp(s) off) The amp had
those level controls, as mentioned, to vary the input sensitivity. The MC275 used
solid-state bridge rectification,
McIntosh being one of the
first manufacturers to do so.
Sonically, the MC275 had its
own signature — although, to
this day, McIntosh swears up
and down that its amplifiers
don't. The original MC275
sounded powerful, authoritative in the bass, and ever so
alive — without
seeming
bright The MC275 had away
of making most other amplifiers of the time sound lifeless,
dull, and sluggish — not to
mention wrong. This is why
the amplifier is still around,
and not much changed, after
43 years.
McIntosh is still located at 2
Chambers Street, Binghamton,
New York.' Tooling and
machinery for the original MC275 are
being used to produce the latest version.
Idon't want to call this latest version a
"replica." It's real.
Ron Cornelius suggested that I
review it
"The MC275 again?" Iinquired.
"You'll love it," he said. "After all, it
was you, among others, who badgered
McIntosh to get back into tubes."
It's anew new MC275, Ron assured
me.
The MC275 Commemorative came
out in 1993 in a"limited edition" in
honor of the late Gordon Gow, longtime president of McIntosh Laboratory.
You can tell the MC275 Commemorative by the plaque on the front.
Frank McIntosh may have developed
the McIntosh circuit, with avery young
Sidney Cordemian looking on. Gordon
Gow looked on, too, and he, more than
anyone, built the company.
At the time —I'm talking 1993 —the
boys from Binghamton told me that this
amplifier was for old time's sake — a
one-ofE Corderman's tribute to the late
Gow. McIntosh Lab's real business, Iwas
told, was solid-state. The Commemorative was meant to recall the original,
not necessarily improve on it

1 McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., 2 Chambers Street,
Binghamton, NY 13903-2699. Tel: (607) 723-3512,
(800) 538-6576. Fax: (607) 724-0549. Web: www.
mcintoshlabs.com.

Still, there was this link to the
past. All these tube amplifiers employed the McIntosh "unity-coupled circuit" which was covered
by no fewer than "six US government issued patents," according to
McIntosh back in the 1960s. The
patents expired long ago, but
McIntosh continues to have a
lock on the circuit —because, in
order to implement it, you must
wind your output transformers in
acertain way. McIntosh has that
capability. See below.
Tubes deliver power from a
high output impedance. To
lower that impedance — so that
tubes can drive loudspeakers —
you need an output transformer
for each channel. (Yes, Iknow
there are output-transformerless
(OTL) amps, but they're aspecial case.) Such transformers are
heavy and costly, giving tube
amplifiers aprice disadvantage
vs solid-state. Moreover, the
wiring of output transformers
The top view of the McIntosh MC275.
is something of an art that is
shrouded in mystery. Watch an
But afunny thing happened on the
output transformer being wound and
way to the bank. The MC275 sold out you'll know what Imean.
fast. When the limited edition was
Most tube amps draw power only
over — identified by the plaque — a from the plates of the output tubes.
non-limited
edition
followed.
Frank McIntosh had adifferent idea. In
McIntosh began to take tubes seriousthe McIntosh circuit, half the power is
ly. Again.
taken from the plates and half from the
The MC2000 and MC2102 folcathodes, so that power is drawn from
lowed, and the MC275 was once again both sides of each output tube. More
consigned to the broom closet But, like
bang for the buck, as it were. Frank
Count Dracula, it refused to stay dead.
McIntosh was of Scottish ancestry, after
Customers — especially in Asia —
all. Thrift!
wanted it.
The Mac circuit may deliver more
Was the MC275 Commemorative
reliability, too. Mac tube amps have
a real MC275? It was made in the
always been notoriously reliable.
same factory with the same tooling McIntosh makes no daim to this effect,
and it used the same circuit, etc.
but rve discussed the matter with Mac
Point-to-point wiring was replaced by people from time to time. The
three circuit boards. The transformers
McIntosh circuit, in its symmetry, may
were, more or less, the same as those
be easier on output tubes than convenused in the original MC275. A la tional circuits.
carte, the original MC275 was last
The main advantage, according to
seen selling for $4000 plus $500 for McIntosh, is that you get high power
the tubes. The new MC275 sells for with low distortion.
$3500, prix fixe.
In order to implement Frank
Unlike the revived MC275, the new McIntosh's circuit, you have to wind
MC2000 and MC2102 were totally the transformers the way they do in
new amplifiers with current McIntosh Binghamton. Not the usual two, but
styling: backlit faceplates and blue
three transformer windings are needed:
meters. They were more powerful than
two primaries (one for the plates,
the MC275, using four ICT88 output another for the cathodes) and a sectubes per channel rather than two
ondary. The two primaries are spun
(6550s could be substituted). And they bifilar — the two strands are wound
incorporated new things that McIntosh
together tightly for a close, turn-byhad learned over the years from making turn coupling. This is where the "unitysolid-state amps.
coupled output circuit" gets its name.
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Sonus fa ber

A
M USICAL
INSTRUMENT
Sonusfitber introduces
Stradivari homage,
the final model in aseries
dedicated to the great
violinmakers of Cremona.
This lineage of audio
excellence began with the
Guarneri homage in 1993,
continuing with Amati homage
in 1998 and ultimately
concluding with
Stradivari homage for 2004.

This artisan-made
loudspeaker system achieves
aradically new stimulus
for both eye and ear.
Unsurpassed in terms of
workmanship, finish and
musicality; making the
complete experience as rare
and unique as its
legendary namesake.

Stradivari bornage

Available in
"Red Violin" (right)
or "Graphite" (left) finish
only at select Sanas faber dealers.

SUMIKO

EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN I
MPORTERS OF SONUS FABER
2431 F
IFTH ST. BERKELEY. CA 94710
WorldRadioHistory
TEL:sio.843.4soo. FAX:510.843.7120 WWW.SUMIKOAUDIO.NET
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The cathode winding provides nearinstantaneous local feedback. This feedback is said to reduce distortion,
especially at the frequency extremes —
ie, top and bottom — leading to tight
bass and open treble.
Heh-heh. "Feedback correctly applied," stated Larry Fish, McIntosh's
vice president (retired) of product development.
Meanwhile, now that they were taking tubes seriously again, Sidney
Corderman and McIntosh continued to
learn new things about them. Tube
chimneys — little cups around the sockets of the output tubes designed to cool
the tubes naturally by convection — are
aCorderman innovation. These were
introduced in the MC2000 and
MC2102, and the latest MC275 has
them as well. Ican't understand why
other manufacturers haven't adopted
this. [The idea is catching on. Hovland's
Sapphire reviewed by Michael Fremer in
March 2002, had chimneys around its output
tubes, as does the T+A V10 reviewed by
Mikey in May 2004. —Ed.]
There were other changes for the
new MC275. Three circuit boards have
been reduced to a single board on
which all components, tube sockets, and
power-supply parts are mounted.
Ron Cornelius: "Some people feel that
the best design is atraditional point-topoint wiring, as we used in the original
MC275. But aproperly designed single
board yields asuperior signal/noise ratio
and eliminates alot of wires which act as
little antennas.
"The new design uses ceramic tube
sockets with gold-plated pins. The new
MC275 also uses DC 12V for the input
tube heaters, which improves signal/noise ratio. The original MC275
was rated at 90dB S/N ratio. Modern
custom poly-caps allow greater than
100dB S/N ratio."
The new MC275 features aremovable
power cord. There is now an On/Off
power switch, even if it's awkwardly
located (nothing Mac could have done
about that). Speaker connections are by a
power strip, with taps for 4, 8, or 16 ohms.
You may have to re-terminate your
speaker cables accordingly.
The trannies have been beefed
up — both the single power transformer and the two outputs. They're
much bigger than before —so big, according to Ron, that they can scarcely
fit inside the transformer cans. Yet
the look of the original MC275 has
been preserved. The chassis is of easily maintained stainless steel. All tube
sockets are now ceramic. When you

use the balanced inputs, as Idid for
most of my listening, the gain-level controls don't operate.
Gosh, Sam, enough with this dancing
around. How did it sound?
Mind-boggling. Stunning.
Iran the McIntosh MDA1000 DIA
converter (see below) straight into the
MC275, using the converter's gain control. Speakers were the Opera Callas
and Quad ESL-988.
Iheard all the dynamic quality all that
aliveness of the original—and the original revival —plus alevel of transparency
that brings the MC275 definitively into

Iheard alevel of
transparency that brings
the MC275 definitively
into the 21st century.
the 21st century Iheard timbral accuracy. Delicacy. Definition. The amp performed as McIntosh claimed it does: It
got out of the way. And it let me hear
what the MDA1000 was capable of. A
brand-new 21st-century DAC into an
amp that goes back more than 50 years,
if you count from the development of
the McIntosh circuit
The MC2000 was alimited edition, a
onetime event to celebrate McIntosh's
50th anniversary. The MC2102 continues in production, with more power
than the latest MC275; and, as Isaid, it
matches the current styling of other
McIntosh products. Pm not sure which
is the better-sounding amp, the
MC2102 or this latest MC275. rve gone
back and forth. The MC2102 is more
powerful, and sounds it, too. It produces
the sound of abig tube amp —dynamic,
dimensional, holographic.
Yet this new version of the
MC275 just does
something.

To my ears, it rivals the sound of singleended triodes. It's intimate, insightful,
and alive. It has aSET-like touch with
transients —so dearly and cleanly articulated, with no smearing at all.
What's more, for atube amp, the top
and bottom registers are handled particularly well. The treble doesn't seem
rolled-off. The bass is firm and authoritative —punchy, if you will. But, yes,
the MC275 can run out of steam during
difficult, dynamic passages compared to
the MC2102.
Ron Cornelius tells me that the
MC275's rating is still 75Wpc, although
this latest version is said to kick out closer to 100Wpc. The output tubes are
Russian, from Seratov or St Petersburg,
and checked out in Binghamton. You
can substitute 6550 output tubes for
ICT88s, but you can't mix and match.
Maybe you won't want to buy a
"new" McIntosh MC275. Nonetheless,
do take alook and give alisten. For the
price, it's at least as good as anything else
I've heard, and the nostalgia is thrown in
as abonus. It's Mdntosh's lowest-priced
(and lowest-powered) stereo amp. It's
up there with their very best current
products, both tubed and solid-state.
And if you need more power, you can
bridge two of them into mono by flipping aswitch.
In other words, the MC275 ain't no
antique.
Isnagged serial number 2.
McIntosh MDA1000 D/A converter
"You want to review the MDA1000
along with the MC275 in the same column?" Ron Cornelius was incredulous.
Why not? Best of the past meets best
of the present 1961, meet 2004. Ilove
incongruities. Besides, Ron set this up
by delivering the two units together.
Ilove this — in part because the two
units work so splendidly together. Not
that I'd shell out $8000 for an
MDA1000 as easily as Iwrote out a
check for the MC275.

McIntosh MDA 1000 DIA converter
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McIntosh MDA1000 D/A converter, back panel

Eight grand is alot to pay for aD/A
converter. Other DACs selling for far
less might come close to the performance of the MDA1000, but close
might not be good enough. Its build
quality is outstanding. In fact, this is a
level of build I haven't seen from
McIntosh before. The MDA1000 and
MCD1000 are available only from
"premier" Mac dealers, not all of them.
For optimum performance, the
MDA1000 should be paired with the
matching MDA1000 CD transport,
which Ididn't have. Idid have my
McIntosh MCD205 CD changer. Load
it up for the evening and fuhgeddabout
it, as they say in John Addnson's 'hood.
Oops. When Itried adjusting the
level of the MDA1000 via the remote,
the MCD205 ejected adisc. I'm sure
the Binghamton engineers have this
sorted out by now —1 sure made them
aware of it —but it was disconcerting.
Do you need the matching
MCD1000 CD transport? Idon't know.
The two pieces do look nice together.
But if the MDA1000 is properly
designed —and Ihave every reason to
believe that it is — any good transport
should do.
I almost delayed reviewing the
MDA1000 so Icould hold on to it for
awhile longer. It's that good. Good
enough that Iwonder why on earth I
would ever adopt SACD, given the
continuing paucity of software and my
loathing for multichannel.
The MDA1000 DAC just nails it.
Because the MDA1000 has its own level
control, Icould hotrod it straight into the
MC275 and thence into the Quad ESL988, Opera Callas Gold, or Harbeth
Compact 7speakers. Definition, detail,
ambience. It's incredible how good "Red
Book" Cl) can sound. This, after 20
years. Perfect sound forever? Indeed. It
just took almost forever —20 years—to
get it right.
I do have to tell you that the
MCD205 changer, with its own DAC,
sounds almost as good to me. Maybe
87.5558% of the way there. (I do like to
Stereophile, July 2004

be asubjectivist tease, especially with the
objectivist engineers from McIntosh.)
Even at $8k, the MDA1000 might
save you money. You could pay more.
But if digital audio does get better than
this, it's probably not by much. And
probably for many thousands of dollars
more than you'd pay for the MDA1000.

If digital audio
does get better than the
MDA1000, it's probably

not 4 much.
There are seven selectable digital inputs to accept digital PCM, from 32 to
96kHz. All inputs are digitally switched
and resampled to 24 bits. Then the signal is upsampled to 786kHz before
being sent to the analog output stage.
The level control is especially useful.
Programmed in the active state — the
thing can be defeated — a setting of
"80" delivers unity gain, and this can be
goosed to asetting of "100." The gain is
enough to drive any McIntosh amp to
full volume — and probably just about
any other power amp, too. For my listening, Ididn't use apreamp.
The MCD1000 delivers ambience,
ambience, and more ambience. There's
more there there and more where there.
The MDA1000 makes each digital
recording sound analog and musical —
as if all that processing power weren't
there. Or at least it's not getting in the
way. Which is the real trick, Iguess.
Hi-rez, anyone? This is it —with
your present collection of "Red Book"
CDs. Heh-heh. Look at it this way:
Even if you wanted to replace your current CD library with SACDs or DVDAudio discs, you couldn't.
Iwish Icould afford the MDA1000
DAC. Idread the day the van will arrive
from Binghamton to pick it up. Perfect
sound forever, anyone?
WorldRadioHistory

JPS developed Alumiloy®
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Our proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
one of our unique cables to
hear why JPS truly has...

-Power cords and AC wiring
-Speaker Cables
-Interconnec: Cables
-Digital Cables
-Video Cables
-Guitar/Instrument Cables
Made in the USA
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and-wringing audiophiles' tales of equipment malfunctions
regularly litter my e-mail
box. "Why can't this stuff be
more reliable?" It has been
my experience that most gear
is incredibly reliable — or
that was my experience until
April 2004.
It's been abad month. The
$350,000/pair Wavac amps
reviewed in this issue had
obviously been drop-kicked
somewhere during their trip
from Japan to New Jersey. I
suspect Jersey.
Then the Sil-Air compressor Franc Kuzma supplies
with his Air Line tonearm
(review to come in the August
issue) spit compressor oil all over the
floor every time it pressurized the storage tank and shut down. Obviously,
that's not normal behavior, and the compressor is ahigh-quality product with a
reputation of reliability. But because
Kuzma neither designed nor makes the
compressor, Ididn't make abig deal of it.
More April woes: The transport on
my Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD
player spun out of control and had to be
replaced. The Linn Kisto preampprocessor I'm reviewing for Staeophile
Ultimate AV had some software issues
that required it be returned for an upgrade. Then the logic board on my laptop went, and Ialmost lost this month's
column and two equipment reviews.
That brings me to the Origin Live
Resolution Modern turntable. The
Origin didn't malfunction during the
review period, but after I'd had the
'table for awhile, the manufacturer sent
me aspare DC motor because afew in
arecent batch had exhibited "runaway"
problems — ie, they wouldn't hold
speed—and he wanted me to have an
easy-to-replace spare in case mine went
south. It didn't, until...
One day, toward the conclusion of the
review period, Itried to adjust the
Origin's speed by tickling the speedcontrol potentiometer. When Clearaudio's super-accurate 300Hz strobe
system then showed that the motor was
Stereophile, July 2004
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"With the syringe supplied,
run approx 5 drops of oil
into the top of the bearing
housing." Guess what that
I requires you to do. Right.
Such quibbles aside, the
Resolution Modem actually
was easy to set up...once I
understood its unique design
and gave the directions some
leeway. If Origin Live really
wants the 'table to be easy for
anovice to set up, they need
to revise the instructions.
The plinthless Resolution
Modem has acomplex, singlespring, semi-suspended dual
subchassis. A single bolt connects apivotable, boomerangOrigin Live Resolution Modern with Encounter
tonearm and Lyra Helikon SL cartridge.
shaped subchassis containing
the single compressed-spring
speeding up and running away, Iim- support and the two nonspring contact
mediately replaced it, fired it up again, pods. A second, oblong subchassis supand — same problem. Turns out the bat- ports the main bearing housing on one
tery in the Clearaudio strobe chose April end, the armboard on the °then The two
nonspring contact pods are fitted with
to run down. Figures.
small rounded points that sit in small
indents on the attractively sculpted base,
Origin Live Resolution Modern
which is finished in piano-black lacquer
turntable and Encounter tonearm
British firm Origin Live maintains alow and sits on three damped feet. The single
profile Stateside, but its extensive line of spring is centered between bearing and
turntables and tonearms generates plen- armboard, but because of acutout and
ty of heat Over There (wwvv.origin the dual-subchassis design, the spring and
live.com). Now, having spent a few its adjuster mechanism are entirely isolatmonths with their midline 'table ed from the subchassis that holds the
($2970) and third-from-the-top tone- bearing and armboard. Very compact,
very low-mass, and very ingenious.
arm ($1495), Iknow why.
Once the arm and platter assembly
While the instructions say they're
"written for people with no previous were in place, Ileveled the 'table by
experience of turntables" and that the adjusting the height of the single springResolution Modern is "simple to set suspended point. Because both the freeup," that's being optimistic. Even Ihad standing motor assembly and the main
trouble, until Ibetter understood cer- bearing assembly fit through holes in
tain aspects of Modern's unique design, the base, the subchassis sits low in the
which is the product of the brain of saddle. The subplatter-and-bearingspindle assembly is made of relatively
designer Mark Baker.
The photos in the manual are dark low-mass plastic of some sort, fitted
and the instructions are oddly order- with along, narrow bearing of hardened
ed — especially if you do as you're steel that superficially resembles the one
told. For instance, at the end of the that comes with Pro-Ject's Perspective
"Fit the Arm" section, you're told, turntable. A precision-ground flat belt
"Once the arm is in position, fit the drives the subplatter via acog,less DC
belt over the motor pulley and sub- motor fitted with acrowned pulley of
platter, then fit the platter." That's brass with nickel etectro-plating. A fullwhat Idid. Under the next heading, size platter of ribbed acrylic sits on small
"Fit the Sub-Platter & Platter," it says, damping pads atop the subplatter. The
WorldRadioHistory
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speed is electronically adespecially in their less expenjustable; Ihad no trouble getsive incarnations. The moderting the Resolution Modern
ately priced Origin Live rig
to run at precisely 33 1
/
3 and
integrated the best qualities of
45rpm ... once I'd replaced
both designs. Resolution of
the battery in the Clearaudio
inner detail and the overall
strobe light.
delicacy of the presentation
Origin Live's least expenwere exceptional. The words
sive tonearms are modificathat kept coming to mind
tions of Rega's OEM RB250
were eervescent — fast without
model. But while the Enbeing edgy and hard, graceful
counter reminds me of aRega,
and lush without being soft—
and it's possible the bearings
and dead quiet. While the
have Rega origins, it appears to
Yorke-Kuzma-Lyra setup was
be an original design. In any
ultimately more powerful and
case, for the time being, Origin
solid and had a richer
Unique Resolution subchassis (with Expressimo Mongoose tonearm)
Live and Rega tonearms are
showing bearing housing and three point suspension.
midrange, the Origin combo's
the only drop-in arm options
performance was sufficiently
for Origin Live 'tables.
utes combined to create one of the most dynamic, detailed, and quiet to keep me
The Encounter has alarge-diameter satisfying performances I've heard from
happy —permanently. Music emerged
tapered armtube, milled from abillet of aturntable and tonearm.
from dead silence to create coherent, delaircraft aluminum alloy, that fits into a
The Origins combined the any, lighticate sound.
sleeve near the bearing housing. The
on-their-feet performance of the best
Icould happily live with this 'table"decoupled" headshell appears to be
sprung designs with the rock-solid stabilarm combo because it had no obvious
bolted to the tube. Wring is one of ity of mass-loaded designs. Sprung 'tables
weaknesses. It was especially fine rhythOrigin Live's original claims to fame —
can sound abit soft and ill-focused com- mically, and bass pitch and definition
the Encounter has high-grade Teflon- pared to mass-loaded designs, and the latwere excellent —perhaps abit more lithe
insulated silver-plated headshell wires,
ter can sound too "literal" and hard,
than my reference, if not quite as solid.
and connectors of copper beryllium with
When comparisons to afar more expeninternal Litz wire. There's nothing radisive front-end result in abalancing of sets
cal or new going on here, just attention to
of tradeoffs, that's saying something.
In Heavy Rotation
detail and the right combination of highWhen Iplayed my usual LP suspects,
quality parts. VTA is continuously ad1) Ella Fitzgerald, The Duke
Iwas never disappointed. Nor did it
justable, though not during play. The
Ellington Song Book, Verve/
hurt that the power amplifiers were the
antiskating system is thread-and-weight.
Speakers Corner 180gm LPs
$350,000 Wavacs, but that did nothing
Overall, the Encounter's look, feel,
(4)
to change the Origin's impressive perand fit'n'fmish are exceptionally high for
2) Alison Krauss & Union
formance when compared to my referits modest price of $1495.
Station, So Long So Wrong,
ence
analog setup.
Particularly
Rounder/Mobile
Fidelity
noteworthy was the naturalness of tranSpectacular Sound: I'm a fan of
180gm LPs (2)
sient articulation: neither edgy and tight
plinthless turntables, unless the damp3) John Fahey, +, Revenant
nor soft and obscured. Usually, modering is Herculean, as in the SME 30 or
Company/Runt
limitedately priced analog front-ends err on
Rockport System III Sirius. Less plinth
edition LP
one side or the other. But acoustic guiequals reduced energy storage and
4) Warren Zevon, The Wind,
tars sounded natural, and cymbals had
release, and fewer opportunities for
Artemis LP
plenty of crunch and shimmer. When I
drum-like resonances. So Ihad high
5) Roy Orbison, The All Time
played Classic Records' 45rnm edition
hopes when Ibegan listening to the
Greatest Hits, S&P 180gm LPs
of the Weavers' Reunion at Carnegie Hall
plinthless Origin Live Resolution
(2)
1963, Iwas pleasantly surprised to hear
Modern and Encounter.
6) Sonny Rollins, Saxophone
aclearly defined sense of space: the hall
Iwas not disappointed. In fact, this
Colossus, Analogue Producappeared well behind the singers, who
$4465 arm-'table combo is one of the
tions 45rpm 180gm LPs (2)
were presented with convincing delicafinest performers I've heard at any price.
7) Dolly Varden, The Dumbest
cy and transparency.
It was so good that, when Imounted a
Magnets, Diverse 180gm LP
There were negatives. Despite the
low-output Lyra Helikon SL cartridge
8) Mission of Burma, ONoffON,
spring suspension — which really isn't a
on the Encounter tonearm and comMatador LPs (2)
suspension and can't possibly have alow
pared it to the combo of Simon Yorke
9) Roy Orbison, Crying, Monuenough resonant frequency to provide
S7 turntable, Kuzma Air Line linearment/Classic 200gm LP
any real isolation — the outside world
tracking arm, and Lyra Titan cartridge,
(mono, stereo)
can rather easily impinge on the Origin
all sitting atop my Sounds of Silence
10) The Yardbirds, Live! BluesLive. Tapping on the Resolution
Vibraplane active isolation platform, I
wailing July '64, Sundazed
Modern's base, or on the shelf on which
could make a case for preferring the
180gm LP
it rested, produced loud drumming
$4465 spread to the +$20,000 variety.
sounds through the speakers. If you
The Origin Live combo didn't better
Visit www.musicangle.com for full
don't have agood stand and asolid floor,
the more expensive rig in any given
reviews.
proceed with caution_
parameter, instead, its synergy of attribOrigin Live's Resolution Modern
34
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turntable and Encounter tonearm were
designed by one man, who listened
carefully and fastidiously, tuned and tinkered, and came up with atruly original
design. Although some of that design is
unorthodox, the Resolution Modern
works brilliantly, is well-built, and its
price is right. But regardless of price, this
is one of the truly special products I've
reviewed in the past 18 years.
A less expensive tonearm option
I've been waiting for the right turntable
to use with Expressimo Audio's
Mongoose tonearm (an OEM Rega
RB250), rewired with Cardas 33 AWG
tonearm cable, Wasatch Electrifying
phono interconnect, and specially
machined Wasatch phono plugs. Ialso
used their 2X-Treme stub (the shaft on
which the counterweight rides) and
Heavy Weight counterweight. (For
more details on the wiring and plugs, go
to www.expressimoaudio.com.) The
price is $575 for the rewired arm with
Heavy Weight and 2X-Treme.
The stock stub is alight piece of plastic; the 2X-Treme is anicely machined
piece of stainless steel that
screws into the back
of the bearing housing and locks on
tighdy. Total cost is
about a third the
price of Origin Live's
Encounter arm. I
broke in the cables
with aneat device sent
to me by Origin Live.
Then, after listening to
the reference LPs I'd used to
review the Origin Live Resolution Modern, I dropped in the
Mongoose, installed the Lyra Helikon
SL cartridge, and listened again.
The Mongoose wasn't as good as the
Encounter, but it was still avery goodsounding tonearm. Bass extension was
outstanding, if not quite as tightly controlled as the Encounter's, and the overall tonal balance was somewhat darker
and drier, not as easy and airy. The
Mongoose's soundstaging was comparable with the Encounter's, however, and
its image focus was outstanding.
Though Ididn't have astock Rega
RB250 with which to compare the
Mongoose, I'm sure the wiring change
makes a profound difference, and I
know from prior experience — see
"Analog Corner," May 2003 —what the
counterweight contributes. If you don't
have $1495 for the Encounter, you can
save $920 by putting Expressimo
Audio's Mongoose on the Resolution
stereophik, July

2004
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Modern and be avery happy analog
addict for quite some time.

tremes. Bass was reasonably well extended but abit soft, and the top end
wasn't the last word in crystalline transThree modestly priced
parency or transient sparkle, but the
phono preamplifiers
mids were seductive. The soundstaging
If these three phono preamps, which was decent, with aslighdy forward prorange in price from $549 to $990, indicate jection that somewhat limited overall
the current state of phono-preamplifier image depth. The stage width was
design, then we're in the midst of a somewhat compacted toward the midphono-preamp renaissance. les not surdle, but the main attraction was more
prising—with the resurgence of analog about lush midband textures than pintecluiology, more engineering talent is point imaging and ultratransparency.
paying attention, and more new designs The dynamics at both ends of the scale
are emerging. That creates competition,
were only so-so, with aslight loss of
and challenges busy minds to excel.
punch at the top end and anoticeable
loss of ultra-low-level delicacy and dePro-Ject Tube Box ($549, distributed tail. With 12AX7s available from avariin the US by Sumiko, www.sumiko
ety of sources and NOS (new old stock)
audio.net): The Tube Box is based on
tubes areasonably priced option, custhe 12AX7 tube and is capable of 60dB
tomizing the sound should be easy. Ilisof gain. A DIP-switch bank on the
tened only with the stock tubes.
chassis bottom lets you choose gains of
Most of the shortcomings noted are
40dB for moving-magnet cartridges
typical of phono preamps at or around
(47k ohms), or 60dB for moving-coils
this price point, but the Tube Box's rich,
(1 k ohm, 220 ohms, or 100 ohms).
airy midband is anything but. The ProWhile those options are few, they're ject would be agood companion for a
intelligent choices, though some of the
slightly aggressive, perhaps zingy-sounding cartridge in need of some
enrichment;
inexpensive,
etdiy solid-state preamps and
amps might also benefit. The
Tube Box would be an excellent choice for the classical
=sic lover on abudget.

Pro-Ject Tube Box phono preamplifier

higher low-output MCs
might be too hot for the MC settings.
A subsonic filter (-18dB at 18Hz) is incircuit at all times. The discrete dualmono design is powered by a16V/1A
wall wart.
The Tube Box is sturdily built, attractive, and compact. Push the large
On/Off button and the two dual-triode
tubes glow through the front-panel
windows. When the Box had warmed
up for half an hour, it exhibited the lush,
smooth, honey-gold tonal balance
12AX7s are known for. This sweetsounding preamp has enough low-noise
gain to deal with the Lyra Helilcon
ultra-low output (022mV) without
needing astep-up transformer.
The result was a relaxing, graceful
sound that was easy on the ears while
giving up a bit at the frequency exWorldRadioHistory

Monolithic Sound PS-2
with HC-lb power supply: Pony up another $329,
and for atotal of $878 you
can have the PS-2 phono preamplifier ($599) and HC-lb
dual-mono power supply ($279)
from Monolithic Sound (wvvw.
monolithicsound.com). The PS-2 is an
improved version of the PS-1 ($399),
which so impressed me back in the
October 2000 "Analog Corner." It features upgraded internal components and
higher gain options to better serve
lower-output MCs. DIP switches let
you select among gain settings of 42dB,
48dB, 54dB, and 60dB (the PS-1 offered
only 53dB), at loadings of 47k, 10k, lk,
or 100 ohms — as well as 100, 270, or
370pF capacitance. A 16V wall-wart
power supply is included, but it's well
worth spending $279 for the HC-lb
dual-mono power supply, which features two 1.5A transformers.
'Without being able to do adirect
comparison with the PS-1 and HC-1, I
can't tell you exactly what sonic improvements may have been made since
October 2000. However, like the earlier combo, the PS-2 and HC-lb had an
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immediately
impressive
musical grip. It began with
solid, tight, extended, welldeveloped bass and fast,
detailed highs. Like the PS-1,
the PS-2 sounded slightly dry
overall; it didn't produce
shimmering, airy, transparent
highs, but it did avoid brightness and "etch" — that's a
tradeoff I'll take every time.
And there was sufficient gain
for the very-low-output Lyra
Helikon SL. Iwas impressed
with the PS-1 and HC-1; I'm
even more taken with these
new models.
Like its predecessor, Monolithic Sound's PS-2 was not the
ultimate in transparency and air,
and it lacked the lush midrange
of the less expensive Tube Box.
But it produced more solid, substantial, and well-focused images,
and noticeably superior bass
extension and, especially, control,
than the Tube Box. It was also
subjectively quieter and more
dynamic, with abetter sense of
rhythm'n'pace. Most impressive,
though, was the overall coherence. Loose ends and obvious
weaknesses never stuck out,
which is why the Monolithic gear
kept me happy for asolid week
of use with far more expensive
associated ancillaries. An inexpensive, fine-sounding phono
preamp that's competently designed and built.
Trigon Vanguard II with
Volcano II battery power
supply: The Trigon Vanguard
II phono preamp ($495) and
Volcano II battery power supply ($495), built in Germany by
Trigon and distributed in the
US by Immedia (www.immedi
asound.com), was the most expensive of the three, at atotal of
$990. It was also the bestsounding. Unfortunately, the
instructions are written in impenetrable German-English that sorely needs
re-translating.
The Vanguard II comes with an outboard power supply that's more than
just awall wart. Like other batterypowered phono preamps, however, it's
best when listened to in that mode,
which is what Idid. The Vanguard's
DIP-switch banks offer a seemingly
infinite series of loading and gain
options. Four gain switches give you 16
Stereophile, July 2004

Monolithic Sound PS-2 and HC-lb.

Trigon Vanguard II with Volcano II battery power supply

Trigon Vanguard II insides: Op-Amps can sound good!

settings, from 42dB to 66.3dB. Eight
switches give you 64 choices of loading,
three of capacitance.
The Volcano II battery supply, which
can run two Vanguards, connects to the
Vanguard II via an Ethernet-like cable
(if not an actual Ethernet cable) and is
powered by an outboard supply connected via a screw-secured multi-pin
computer cable.
The Volcano II can run the Vanguard
II for about six hours on pure battery
WorldRadioHistory
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power between charges. A
microprocessor control lets
you run on battery or mains,
or on one of avariety of other
LED-signaled options Iwon't
go into here. (The instructions
are almost impossible to understand, and Idon't have the
space anyway.) I ran the
Vanguard H in pure battery
mode at all times (green LED).
Compared to the other
two preamps, the Trigon
Vanguard II offered the deepest, most expansive soundstage, the widest range of
dynamic contrasts — especially at the macrodynamic end of
the scale —and the greatest transparency, delicacy, and extension
in the highs. It sounded sweet on
top and free of grain, lucid in the
midrange, and solid and tight on
bottom. Thanks in part to deadsilent backgrounds, the Vanguard
II floated images on a threedimensional stage as effectively as
some far more expensive phono
sections I've auditioned.
Overall, the Vanguard II was
an outstanding performer. Its
only flaw was an occasional slight
raggedness on sibilants, but that's
often the price to be paid when a
designer attempts to provide
limitless high-frequency extension and air at amoderate price.
But Ithink the tradeoff is worthwhile in this design; that raggedness is slight, and the Vanguard's
transparency and high-frequency
extension are exceptionally good.
One of the tracks Irelied on
while listening to these phono
preamps and the Origin Live
'table and arm was Classic
Records' 45rpm edition of the
Weavers' Reunion at Carnegie Hall
1963. The Trigon Vanguard II's
rendering of this subtle sonic
spectacular was remarkably
assured. Ihaven't kept all the
$1000 phono preamps I've reviewed over the years, so Ican't be
absolutely sure, but I'm pretty sure this is
the best one yet—and at that price
there are many fine contenders. But before judging for yourself, give the
Vanguard II plenty of time to break in.
Postscript
During my last-minute tweaking of this
copy, the halogen bulb in my office
lamp blew out and left me in the dark.
It's been that kind of month.
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All the world, even you
Should learn to love the way Ido
—Bryan Ferry,
"Take aChance with Me"

M

ydaughter, who's just turned
six, surprised me by asking to
have aradio in her room. I
was happy to oblige, so Istopped what I
was doing and went straight upstairs to
the guest room to fetch the Tivoli
Audio Henry ICloss Model One [reviewed by Sam Tellig in March 2001 —Ed.]
I'd bought afew years ago. Idusted it
off, shook afew dead ladybugs out of
the recess on its back panel — they pry
their way into our house by the thousands before the weather goes cold —
and brought it down to Julia's bedroom.
The radio, which sells for $100 and
looks "collegiate" in the Dobie Gillis
sense of the word, clashed with the
room's other furnishings, including a
bright red-and-yellow Lego table and
matching chairs (one of the latter can
be glimpsed in the photo on p.41 of the
May 2004 Stereophile), a shiny pink
Hello Kitty hatbox that would not be
out of place in Elton John's dressing
room, and aTweety Bird night light.
My little girl is growing up, but not all
at once.
Iswitched on the radio, and Bobby
Darin's wonderful "Beyond the Sea"
filled the room: an easy-listening station
out of Albany. Ioffered to find something else on the dial, but Julia stood
firm: "No, Daddy. Ilike that." Ismiled,
kissed the top of her head, and left the
room. My daughter shut the door tightly behind me—the first of amillion
times, Isuppose.
Ineedn't have felt so sorry for my
baggy self; because in afew minutes the
door was open again: "Daddy! Daddy!
Come quick! They're playing your
favorite song!' It was Frank Sinatra singing
"It Was aVery Good Year" — which I
do like alot, and which impressed my
daughter the first time she heard the
record. She even sings it to herself
sometimes, in that freeform way that
children have: "It was avery good year
/for girls with blue blood /who wear
pink dresses /da da da da..."
Stereophile, July 2004

The Tivoli Model One

Julia had listened to that song on the
hi-fi at least adozen times, but this was
the first time it had sent her into the ionosphere. By the second verse, she'd
picked up the cat, brought it into her
bedroom, and was cooing, "This is the
best song in the world, Ginger! The best,
best song!" My daughter found out—
learned but didn't learn, just like the rest
of us —that hearing afamiliar piece of
music on the radio makes us listen in a
different way, perhaps more so than
hearing it live (were such athing still
possible). Francis Albert never sang it to
more than afew thousand people at a
time, but this deejay was sending it out
to millions. With love.
Ithought of the many times I'd felt
the same thing. When Iwas 16, Iwas
lucky enough to own most of the
45ipm singles that the Beatles had released so far, and unless someone else in
the family was using the record player, I
could listen to any one of them at home
more or less at will. That was fine, but
never quite as fine as when my friends
and Islept out at the reservoir and one
of us brought atransistor radio. With
the right weather conditions and alittle
luck, we could pick up the really big stations from New York or even
Cleveland. Was there anything better
than being 16 in 1970 and hearing "Get
Back" on an AM broadcast from an
important city? Not that Ican recall.
WorldRadioHistory

The trick was repeated countless times
over the years, with more or less equal
success. One night, not long before Julia
was born, my wife and Iwere in the
middle of amiserable, rainy drive when I
turned on the radio, looking for aclassical station. Ichanced on some music that
was equal parts familiar and exotic, and
which, Ireali7ed amoment later, was in
fact Mahlees Symphony 8, awork rd listened to anumber of times but hadn't
really clicked with. Hearing this live
broadcast — was it Abbado? — compelled me to listen to it anew when we
returned home. It's been near the top of
the pile for me ever since.
Isuppose it's equal parts validation,
randomness, and the sheer human
delight at hearing or seeing something
in acontext other than what you're used
to — the latter, of course, being at the
core of most art. Perhaps abright 16year-old would have recognized all that,
but not me. Iwas too stupid then to
realize that the canned-music experience would never get much better than
it was when Iwas 16 —just as I'm too
stupid now to let people who don't
know anything about my relationship
with music tell me what is and isn't important in sound reproduction.
If I'd thought about it, Imight have
resisted the temptation to become an
audiophile. Isee now that my interest in
the hobby was driven not only by alove
39
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Listening
of good sound (and adesire
for record-playing gear that
was gentle on my already
flourishing collection), but by
materialism as well. I've also
learned that there's acomponent to the appreciation of art,
especially popular art, that
isn't personal or private — and
that's the enjoyment that
comes from knowing there
are other people, just like me,
who are trying to make sense
of the same things.
Listening to a transistor
radio at age 16 was about being part of something big.
Everything I've done since
then has been, wittingly or not, amove
in the opposite direction: my one-person
sweet spot, my needle only Iknow how
to clean, my amp only Fm allowed to
touch, my room where the cat can't go.
Today I'll listen to arare bootleg outtake
of Captain Beefheart's "Big Eyed Beans
from Venus," where Zoot Horn Rob's
feedback sounds different from the official release; tomorrow Fil listen to alive
Furtwângler recording that even his
widow and the Japanese don't know
exists. Hooray for me: I'm part of something small.
Don't get me wrong: I'm happy to be
an audio enthusiast. I've made peace
with it. I'm thankful for most of the
ways in which the hobby has enhanced
my listening enjoyment. Ieven take
some pride in knowing our industry has
contributed to the preservation and
enhancement of our heritage of recorded music and speech. But when Ihear
some audiophiles talk about their more
"sophisticated" listening skills, and how
they think more people should learn
how to listen that way, I'm reminded of
why some music lovers disdain us, and
that the unsophisticated listener has at
least as much to teach us as the other
way around. Get back, indeed.

Professional installation not included!

moving the clothes closet so that Icould
have aperfectly rectangular room. Isucceeded in doing that and patching the
drywall without much trouble, but I
found one thing Ihadn't noticed before:
an opening to the attic in the closet ceiling. Idecided to keep it rather than patch
it over, even though the attic is virtually
unusable. Ialso decided, before that
opening would be all but blocked by the
7'-tall record cabinets destined to go underneath, to put something up there: a
six-element RadioShack FM antenna.
The beguilingly named model 152163 ($23.99 in the Shack's current catalog) is designed to be installed on a
rooftop or chimney, but having it in an
attic is almost as good. In fact, to someone like me, who's pathologically afraid
of heights, having it in the attic is vastly
better. Ilifted the antenna into the space
above my listening room, carefully
unfolded it, and cobbled together a
mounting arrangement that allowed all
six elements to function more or less
unimpeded, with enough access that I
can manually change its direction
whenever Ifeel like it.
Now, for its part, the Tivoli Model
One table radio can be used as aseparate tuner, simply by connecting its
record-out jack ta any pair of line-level
But Icouldn't leave it there...
preamp inputs. (The former is a 1
/
8"
"Daddy, they're playing 'Chips Ahoy'! stereo jack, even though the Model
Do you know that song?"
One works in mono only; RadioShack's
"No sun for acouple days! That's model 274-883 adapter, which costs
what the radio said!!"
$5.99, turns that jack into a pair of
"Daddy! Call them up and tell them female RCAs — call them Davida
to play Barbie and the Nutcracker...!"
Sarnoffs — so you can use the stereo inIdecided to reclaim the Tivoli for a terconnect of your choice.) In this
week, and to try it in my newly remod- mode, one simply turns the volume all
eled private off-limits go-away no- the way down to silence the Tivoli's
gurls-allowed listening room.
built-in amp and speaker.
This had been, in fact, part of my evil
Make no mistake: The Model One
plan all along: My listening space was a isn't just acheap toy that surprised everymaster bedroom in its previous life, and one by turning out okay. It's the Rega
part of my remodeling job involved re- tonearm of table radios —a product that
Stereophile, July 2004
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seems to have required aserious investment in design,
materials, and construction
techniques, and whose makers
seem to have gambled on
recouping their investment not
by selling it at an outrageously
high price but by selling a
crapload of them. Alook inside
the Tivoli's rugged enclosure
reveals aproperly geared tuning knob, a decent-quality
loudspeaker and reflex tube,
heatsinlcs for the power-supply
regulator, aframe-type transformer with acustom metal
shield, three chunky circuit
boards, wiring that's at least
reasonably well-dressed and -routed, and,
all in all, many more discrete components
than ICs. And that's in aproduct that
retails for less than some "high-end"
audio companies charge for asingle cable
riser. Cripes.
Tivoli doesn't publish any specs on
the Model One, but Ithink the thing
must have at least decent selectivity,
given the cleanness and lack of ambiguity with which it pounces on every station. Ilove the sensation of tuning them
in with that analog dial: tactile nostalgia.
Even the look is right: My sample of the
Model One has dark brown knobs on a
light gray-beige faceplate, and the
enclosure is aplain but pretty solid walnut wrap — which is ro say, the Tivoli
Model One has been calculated to remind older hi-fi enthusiasts of the great
AR and Advent audio products of yesteryear. Some may find that cynical, but
it's okay with me, especially considering
how good it is inside. Ionly wish the
Model One could be made in the
United States of America instead of the
People's Emerging Markets of China.
The combination of the Tivoli
"tuner" and RadioShack antenna has
been nothing short of wonderful in my
system: a flexible, great-sounding
monophonic source for a combined
price of only $124, plus afew bucks
extra for 75-ohm cable and miscellaneous adapters. This little setup has
helped me discover a fine classical
music station in Syracuse that puts out
aquite decent signal and tends to program music abit more challenging than
the average ultralight classical FM pap.
("WDUD, where you're never more
than 30 minutes away from Pachelbers
Canon or aRossini overture!") In fact,
with the external antenna, the Tivoli's
analog dial is fairly loaded with clean,
strong signals from one end to the
other. That might not sound like abig
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deal to you city slickers, but remember:
Ilive way in the northeast corner of
New York's charming Butt County,
where goober rock like Lynyrd
Slcynyrd and Journey is still standard
FM fare. Seriously.
And let's face it: This is not aterribly
good time for pop radio, just as it's not a
terribly good time for pop TV. Popular
entertainment in general has now been
thoroughly commoditized, and Ican't
help but be astonished by the way
American audiences have devolved to
where slickness, flash, and apeculiarly
dimwitted sort of sexuality are sufficient
to impress them, and have supplanted
originality and freshness as the coin of
the realm in just the last 10 or 20 years.
The very success of garbage like
American Idol—not to mention the fact
that its contestants have proceeded to
stardom and beyond (lop) — should be
enough to convince you that pop is
dead, smothered under the dimpled cellulite of an American public that has
allowed its collective cultural intellect to
necrotize and die, rather like abedsore.
Anyway: If you don't derive most of
your listening pleasure from classical,
jazz, or real (read: not Lucy Kaplansky)
folk music, then buying atuner—any
tuner, even acheaply brilliant package
like the Tivoli-plus-RadioShack setup
described here — may at best be a
whopping waste of time, and at worst a
step in the wrong direction (defined for
our purposes as: toward hell). People
who live near good college stations may
differ, with good or great reason.
But let's dose on apositive note: It's a
good, if rare, work of art that makes us
look at the world in adifferent way. Similarly, it's arare audio thingamabob that
makes us listen differently. Even agood
record player can go only so far...) For
the right kind of listener, agood tuner—
especially agood mono tuner, where the
musical content can be counted on to
outweigh the sonic filigree — can do just
that. Rating: Indispensable, maybe.

excusable. And Icontinue to wonder why
it is that most of what passes for "humor"
on NPR is so damned precious.
(Listening to the interminably unfunny
sound effects on A Prairie Home
Companion, Ican't help but assume that
the audience's APPLAUSE light has been replaced with aTITTER SAGACIOUSLY light.)
This time, Ihad aspecific series of
news reports in mind. Nina Totenberg,
NPR's Legal Affairs Correspondent,
was spinning out a string of stories
about the late Supreme Court Justice
Harry Blackmun, and padding each one
by crowing about how she was the only
broadcast journalist given access to the
recently released Blackmun Papers. I
considered this bit of self-promotion to
be jarring and awaste of valuable air

AGAIN!
"Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if were very lucky
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
-Wes Phillips, Stereopbile
September 2002

Visit your JosephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.

It's agood, if rare,
work of art that makes us
look at the world in a
different way. Similarly,
it's arare audio
thingamabob that makes
us listen differently.

time, especially for anews organization
that prides itself on being anotch or two
above the network swill (which they
may once have been). Iwrote in to tell
them so.
Imagine how smacked was my gob
when Igot a terse — and hilariously
misspelled — e-mail the next day from
Nina herself, who apparently does not
respond well to criticism. Not that anyone does, of course. Hey, in less than
two years at Stereophile I've been referred
to in letters to the editor as a"terrorist,"
a"tin-ear," and a"smug Philistine" —
and those were just the ones from the
magazine's founder. So it's from personal experience that Ispeak of the need
Speaking of radio...
for public people to behave like public
You might be interested to hear that, people, and to indulge in abit of rightwhen I'm not busy writing audio re- eous skin-thickening before they allow
views and "left-wing articals" [sic], to gracelessness to diminish the quality of
quote one recent, anonymous critic, I their work in the public eye [
— or ear].
spend some of my spare time writing
Icontinue to respect Totenberg's acmy own crank letters, to the editors of complishments as areporter (if barely: I
the print and broadcast outlets Ieither wish she'd risk her precious access and
enjoy or don't.
start asking tougher questions of the
Recently Ishared my feelings with Supreme Court), but Iwas astonished by
National Public Radio yet again. her unprofessionalism. Rest assured, I'll
Longtime readers will know Ifind the let it serve as apersonal reminder for the
amateurish engineering and newsreading next time I'm tempted to press Send
at NPR's affiliate stations to be in- before thinking.
Stereophi/e, July 2004
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Ayre
Ayre's signature sound combines breathtaking
transparency with beguiling musicality. That's no
accident -Ayre components are zero-feedback
and fully balanced from input to output to
produce inherently pure sound. The new, very
affordable CX-7 CD player and AX-7 integrated
amplifier maintain these musical standards.

Need

more

power

and

even

higher

performance? The fully upgraded V-5x/V-6x
amplifiers and the superb new K-5x preamplifier
offer astonishing quality and value.
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he other night Iheard
The Tallis Scholars—
the world's foremost
exponents of Renaissance
polyphony — sing in the
Chorus of Westerly's performance hall, in Rhode
Island: an 1886-vintage former
Roman
Catholic
church with nearly all of its
original horsehair plaster
intact. 1Even sitting back in
the cheap seats, the sound
was glorious. Ihave never
heard avocal ensemble sing
with more fmesse, pitch
security or blend of tone.
After the concert, director Peter Phillips was kind
enough to chat with me,
and to autograph the
Scholars' CD of John
Sheppard's Media Vita Ihad
just purchased. (Before the
encore, Phillips had very kindly
announced that, afterward, he would be
glad to sign "absolutely anything." I
took that to mean that he did not want
people to think they had to buy aCD to
get his autograph; my wife took him to
mean that he wanted anew contract.) I
told him that the Tall Scholars' recording of Heinrich Isaac's Mina de Apostolis
(Gimell CDGIM 023; www.gimell.
com) was one of my desert-island discs,
and was gratified that he immediately
responded that it was also one of his. He
said that there were phrases in that
music that had no equal anywhere else.
The music is otherworldly, the singing is
beyond inspired, and the recorded
sound is sublime. Allow me to nudge
your elbow, and quietly urge you to buy
1Up to the 1930s, horse or cattle hair was usually used
as abinding agent in base-coat plaster. The surface's resultant tensile strength, and the resilience of the wooden split-lath strips the base-coat plaster was troweled
over, were largely responsible (along with most halls'
"shoebox" shape) for the warm yet detailed acoustics of
the great concert and performance halls of the classical
era. Most attempts using modem materials to reproduce the acoustical characteristics of plaster-on-lath
construction have not been notable successes. During
the mid-1970s renovation of New York City's Avery
Fisher Hall, they added chopped-up monofilarnent
fishing line to the wet plaster. Needless to say, that hall's
problems persist. However, recently there have been
some new developments; RPG Inc.'s Baswaphon wal
system looks promising (wwwapginc.com).
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The Shahinian Hawk loudspeakers.

Richard Shahinian's
speaker designs have
long been controversial.
the disc! Tonight! Stop letting merely
urgent matters displace the really important ones1
Shahinian Hawk loudspeaker
When John Atkinson compiled the list
of Hot 100 Products for Stereophile's 40th
Anniversary issue (November 2002,
Vo125 No.11), Shahinian Acoustics'
Obelisk loudspeaker made the grade
with arank of 71. JA commented:
"I first heard the quasi-omnidirectional
Obelisk 25 years ago, and it sounded as
different then from what else was around
as it does now. Richard Shahinian has
always gone his own way, guided by his
overwhelming passion for classical
orchestral music; his speakers fall into the
category of If you love their sound,
they're the best speakers in the world for
you.' Howeverr, for Dick to survive and
even to prosper through the years lends
his efforts acredibility that cannot be
acquired in any other way"
WorldRadioHistory
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Before founding his own
company (www.shahinian
acoustics.com),
Richard
Shahinian worked as an
engineer
designer
at
Harman/Kardon. The Obelisk, released in 1976, was
Shahinian Acoustics' first
speaker. The Obelisk remains in production today,
having undergone steady
evolution to keep pace
with driver-technology developments and "lessons
learned" about internal
cabinet bracing.
Shahinian's speaker designs have long been controversial. He attempts to
actualize the theoretical
ideal — of a point source
propagating an expanding
three-dimensional wavefront — by use of unique
cabinet architecture and driver disposition. Ibelieve that it is amisleading
oversimplification to refer to his designs
as "omnidirectional," in that not all frequencies are handled in the same manner Ithink that "polyradial" is amore
accurate description.
Shahinian's line includes designs that
embody all his desiderata (Diapason,
Hawk, Obelisk), as well as speakers that,
for reasons of cost, represent compromises (Arc, Compass, Starter). There is
even a conventional front-firing box
loudspeaker, the Super Elf which is abit
larger than the IS3/5A, but has a
detailed yet warmly inviting sound
quite reminiscent of it.
The Obelisk, which weighs 55 lbs
and measures 29" by 13" by 15", looks
like a squat wooden replica of the
Washington Monument. Currently
priced at $4000/pair, it is the leastexpensive speaker that embodies
Shahinian's ideals. These include use of
proprietary loading for the woofer The
8" woofer, on the front face of the lower
portion of the Obelisk's cabinet, is
backed by afolded transmission line,
with astuffing of sheep's wool and polyfill. However, unlike conventional transmission lines, which terminate in free
air, Shahinian's T-lines are terminated
45
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by aweighted 10" passive radiator.2
The good news is that, even with the
Obelisk's comparatively moderate cabinet size, its bass extension and volume
are remarkable. Shahinian's claimed
-3dB point of 28Hz for the speaker
seems very credible. The Obelisks, driven by the right amplifier, could do justice to the string basses and organ pedals
of Robert Shaw's recording of Brahms'
Em deutsches Requiem (Telarc CD80092). Ifelt them as well as heard
them. An added benefit is that the
quasi-aperiodic nature of Shahinian's
woofer loading means that, unlike ported designs, which depend on cabinetcavity resonances for bass extension,
there was no sense of one-note bass.
The not-so-good news is that
Shahinian's bass loading places substantial (although not extreme) demands on
the amplifier's current-delivery and
damping-factor capabilities. It would
stand to reason that once abass note has
been propagated, the weighted passive
radiator will continue to move through
inertia, with the resultant air pressure in
the transmission line seeking to move
the woofer itself, in cases even generating back-EMF up the speaker wires.
Confronting this scenario is ajob for
an amplifier with greater-than-ordinary
current reserves and damping factor —it
is precisely the wayward motion of the
woofer that the amplifier is called on to
"damp." Don't be alarmed —just about
every dynamic speaker design (with the
possible exception of drivers designed
specifically for horn enclosures, and
which have minimal cone excursion) requires at least some help from the amplifier in the way of damping.
Little surprise, then, that some of the
more successful amplifier pairings with
Shahinian speakers have long been
Plinius' solid-state designs, which appear to be unusually robust in terms of
damping factor and current delivery.
Richard Shahinian owns aPlinius power
amplifier, while Plinius' Peter Thomson
owns Shahinian Hawks. Fancy that.
The rest of Shahinian's design brief
includes handling the midrange and
lower treble with drivers that fire both
forward and rearward but are arrayed at
an upward angle — and, for the highest
frequencies, using tweeters or supertweeters arrayed upward and pointing
north, south, east, and west. This would
appear to mimic the behavior of the
highest frequencies in aclassically designed concert hall.
Obviously,
2 At one time, this arrangement was covered by a
patent which, Iassume, expired about 10 years ago.
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There's more. Each Diapason bass
module contains two separate transmission lines (which is why the Diapason
bass module is called the Double Eagle),
each with the same 8" woofer and 10"
passive radiator as in the Hawk.
Doubling up the larger endosure from
the Hawk results in a claimed -3dB
point of 23Hz. The ka-thing point for a
pair of Diapasons is $13,000, which, in
today's world of dozens of loudspeakers
costing more than $30,000/pair, going all
the way up to $100,000-with-a-straightface per pair, seems almost miserly.
Ihad initially asked for a pair of
Diapasons because, since the last time
I'd had Diapasons in the house, their
woofer module had been revised. As it
The first issues
turned out, demand was far outstripping supply, but apair of Hawks was
confronting anew
available. The Hawks were the only
speakers in the Shahinian line Ihad not
Hawk owner
already had extensive experience with.
are amplification
"Sure," Isaid.
Set up on its feet, the Hawk is 37.5"
and wiring.
high, 17' wide, and 13" deep; the combined weight of the bass and upper
modules is 80 lbs. My review samples
elongated-pyramid roofs, which rest on
the flat tops of the bass modules. The
arrived in light genuine oak veneer, with
black grilles on the woofer and the roof.
midrange and treble drivers can be conThe first issues confronting a new
nected to the terminals of the bass modHawk owner are amplification and
ules by short umbilical speaker cables,
or the units can be biwired or biamped. wiring. Ihad requested back fromJA the
exceedingly scrumptious darTZeel
Each Hawk uses four 4.5" midrange
drivers, two each pointing front and
NHB-108 amplifier, both for the Hawks
and for another speaker that has not yet
rear, and four 1" tweeters, one on each
arrived. Iwas very pleased with the
face of the pyramid. Unlike the Obelisk,
the Hawk's roof has unequal rakes front darTZeel's overall performance with the
Hawks — the combination filled the
and rear, the rear face being more vertiroom with sweetly layered, dimensional
cal. The Hawk bass module uses an 8"
music, and could play louder than the
woofer and 10" passive radiator, but the
room acoustics and my comfort level
woofer is not the same as the Obelisk's
indicated was sane. However, the
(it has amuch larger motor structure),
and is in a larger enclosure, with a darTZ,eePs 100Wpc, which does not
double into 4ohms, was perhaps not the
claimed -3dB point of 25Hz. The
optimal match for Shahinian's bass loadObelisk's retail price is $4000/pair, the
larger, more complicated Hawk goes ka- ing — though the idea of biamping with
darTZeels is very tempting!
thing at $8100/pair.
The Diapason is even more complex.4
Seeing as Iwas using just one stereo
amplifier, and one that had only single
Each top uses four 525" midrange driterminal pairs at that (Euro-Nanny tervers, two each pointing front and rear;
minals, come to think of it), Idecided to
two 1.5" dome upper-midrange drivers,
run speaker cables to the bass modules
one each pointing front and rear, two 3
4"
low tweeters, one each pointing front from the amp, and then use short nuis of
cable from the bass-module terminals to
and rear, and six 3/
8"supertweeters. Yes,
the upper-module terminals. In the
that's 14 drivers per side.
event, Iused the ultra-spiffy Stereovox
speaker cables (I know —they cost almost as much as the Hawks do) to run to
3Another possible benefit of directing the midrange
and treble at the ceiling is that the direct sound that
the bass modules, and Nordost Valkyrja
does arrive at the listening chair will be substantially
to run from the bass modules to the top.
off-axis, and therefore contain fewer driver distortion
products, which become increasingly directional as freFor adigital source, Ihad finagled
quency increases. Perhaps this is why Shahinians are
the return of TEAC's Esoteric
some of the few metal-dome speakers Iwarm up to.
D70/P70 transport and DAC combina4 The Diapason was reviewed for Stereophile by I.
tion. That duo reaffirmed itself as proGordon Holt in May 1993.

Shahinian intends that room reflections
will be ama
jor part of the sound perceived at the listening chair. Just as obviously, this will stick in some (if not
many) craws.3
On the Obelisk, the faces of the pyramid or roof are symmetrical, and hold
1.5" dome midrange/tweeters firing
back and front, and four 3/8" supertweeters firing to the four compass
points. The Obelisk's roof is part of the
same enclosure as the bass unit, and
there is only one set of binding posts.
With the Hawk and the Diapason,
Shahinian moves into modular designs.
The bass modules are separate from the
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The

Fifth

Element

If Ihad to criticize the Obelisk,
viding the best "Red Book"
it would be because that speaker's
CD playback I have yet
8" bass driver has to handle asubheard. Ithink you had betstantial part of the midrange as well,
ter buy them before
before it hands off to the 1.5" midEsoteric changes its mind
and stops making them.
range/tweeter.
The
Obelisk's
midrange thus had a slightly velvety
The connection from the
character, and the upper bass could be
Esoteric DAC to the
darTZeel amp was made by
plummy. (The latter phenomenon
Stereovox's new balanced
could be related to floor reflections
selectively canceling and reinforcing the
cables, with proprietary
Xhadow XLR connectors.
woofer's output.) The Hawk addresses
They sounded glorious.
those issues by crossing over its bass
The speaker terminals on
solved
the
driver (which is mounted higher off the
both modules of the Hawks
problem of intefloor) from 250Hz up, and having the
are located so as to minimize
grating
the
four 4.5" midranges on the roof handle
their visual intrusiveness, but
Diapasons
(which,
most of the middle octaves. This
this has the effect of limilike the Hawks, are
arrangement also gives the Hawk much
Stereovox BAL-600 Balanced cable
ting cable options. The bass
modular) into his
more power-handling capacity.
terminals are on the underroom by use of a
The one thing that would still keep
side of the bass module,
multichannel preme hanging on to Obelisks is that each
with the binding posts themselves set at amplifier with separate trim pots for
Obelisk uses four 3/
8"supertweeters to
a45° angle to the floor. (Clearance is
each channel's volume, and amaster volcover the entire soundfield (the same
device that the Diapason uses 6 of),
provided by the bass modules' approxiume control. This, of course, requires
mately 2"-high, hard-rubber legs.)
biamplification, but if you've gone that while the Hawk uses four 1" tweeters. I
Furthermore, the terminals appear to be
found the Obelisk to have awonderfulspaced closely for double banana-plug
ly airy and open character in the upper
André Previn's recording
connections. Didn't those go out of fashtreble, while the Hawk was warmer
ion at about the time Jimmy Carter was
and more solid in that region. (I think it
of Prokofiev's Peter and
having The Captain and Tennille seresafe to say that this is almost entirely
nade Queen Elizabeth with "Muskrat
within
the realm of personal preferthe Wolf has some of
Love"? But Idigress.
ence. Also, Ilistened to the Obelisks
with their grilles removed.)
The situation is even more limiting at
the best-recorded
the upper module, in that there is less
lb get a good idea of what the
orchestral instrumental
clearance, and the connections are not
Hawks do best, you should hear them
binding posts; they accept only banana
playing wry-well-recorded orchestral
timbres Iknow of.
music with lots of bass and dynamics.
plugs. Perhaps to avoid accidental disOne excellent contender is acharacterconnection, the banana receptacles face
front (but at the same 45° downward
ful recording of Geirr Tveites One
angle). This means that, to exit rearfar you probably would benefit even Hundred Folk Songsfrom Hardanger orchestrations (CD, BIS CD-987), which you
ward, your speaker cable must be able
more by being able to adjust the balance
to make a135° bend in aspace less than
between the bass modules and the upper really should own. (If you buy it and
modules for the conditions in your hate it, then just stop taking my advice.
1" high. Some will be able to, some
won't. Fortunately, Ihave always found
room. For that RE customer, it was (surIt's that good) Playing the Tveitt disc,
Nordost cables to be avery synergistic prise!) apreamp from RE Designs that the Hawks gave that floor-to-ceiling,
wall-to-wall soundstage that many fans
match with Shahinian speakers, and
saved the day. Iwas fascinated by this
Nordoses Valkyrja speaker cables were
prospect, but there was not enough time
think of as one of the raisons d'être of
sufficiently thin and flexible to serve in
to obtain the necessary equipment and Shahinian speakers.
this application.
try it. Perhaps for the Diapasons...
Another sonic blockbuster, this one
perhaps better known, but which
In search of even more bass waldoesn't seem to get the respect it
lop, I substituted Plinius' overra1•1111•111111aM111111
achieving model 9200 integrated
deserves, is André Previn's recordGEIRR TVEITT . ing of Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf
amplifier ($3500) for the darTZeel.
100 Folk-tunes from Hardanger .
9,
Although the much less expensive
(Telarc CD-80126). Don't pass it up
Suites 1& 2
Plinius did not quite equal the
just because it's meant for kids —it
has some of the best-recorded
darTZeel's sweet treble refinement,
orchestral instrumental timbres I
its 175Wpc did surpass the Swiss
amp in dynamics and bass extension
know of. But even historical recordings with so-so sonics, such as an
and control.
apparently unauthorized release of a
On the subject of getting the
Barbirolli/Boston
Symphony
most out of these idiosyncratic
recording of Delius' The Walk to the
speakers, Dan Banquer of RE
Paradise Garden (Music & Arts CD
Designs
(www.redesignsaudio.
251(2), no longer available), are
corn) passed along to me the experiarresting and entrancing. Organ
ence of one of his customers, who
,
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recordings, of course, are particularly
well served. By the way, one of the reasons you should visit www.shahinian
acoustics.com is that the site has apage
with quite afew recommendations of
recordings, most of them orchestral.
Ironically enough, the strongest impression the Hawks made on me during
the time Ihad them was to reconfirm
what ascreamingly amazing bargain the
Obelisks are, at half the price. In my
medium-sized room, Inever even remotely approached the limit of the
Hawks' ability to move air. A quick consultation with my good chum and longtime Hawk owner Scot Marbvell,
formerly of The Absolute Sound, confirmed this impression. Scot said that
apart from the previously mentioned
issues of velvetiness and plumminess, the
Hawks will decisively show their mettle
over the Obelisks in amuch larger room,
or on huge orchestral transient peaks.
When Ilistened critically, the Hawks
were less colored, more seamless and
smooth, and more coherent than the
Obelisks. But at twice the price, they
should be. Vasken Shahinian, Richard's
son, hastens to point out that the Hawk
is not an Obelisk on steroids, but a
junior-varsity Diapason.
So it becomes aquestion of whether,
taking into account ascending price, the
airiness of the Obelisk outweighs its
slightly compromised midrange and
upper bass; whether the Hawk's overall
coherence and power outweigh its less
airy treble; or whether you should just
have it all by buying the Diapasons.
There are perhaps half adozen speakers
Icould live with indefinitely, and the
Diapason is on that list. (The others, in
alphabetical order, are: Aerial 20T, DALI
Meg-aline, ESP Concert Grand, Peak
Consult InCognito Grande, and Wilson
Benesch Chimera.) However, the
Obelisk remains my go-to recommendation for classical music lovers who
have to stay within an average budget.
To sum up the Shahinian Hawk: Pros:
magisterial bass, huge soundstage, remarkably rendered instrumental timbres;
in general, addictive to listen to. Cons:
need an amp with high current and
damping; stable-mate Obelisk has airier
treble, and for most people will be better
value for money (despite being more colored overall); few US dealers; usually a
waiting list for speakers. Verdict One listen will tell you whether you love the
Hawks or just don't get them.
And if you don't, that's okay. We can
still be friends.
Comments or questions: jrnrcds@
jmrcds.com.
Stereophile, July 2004
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to quote a
dictionary
q definition, is
/ "a deviation
in the direction of awave at the edge of an obstacle in its
path," the obstacle in this case being the loudspeaker cabinet
and the wave asoundwave generated by the speaker's driveunit(s). Although you can think of diffraction in terms of
waves "bending" around an object, it is much better for what
follows to view it in terms of secondary radiation. When a
soundwave traveling at grazing incidence to aspeaker baffle
reaches that baffle's edge, there is amore or less sudden
change — depending on the form of the edge —in the radiation impedance the wave experiences. All such impedance
transitions give rise to adivision of the wave energy between
transmitted and reflected components, the reflected part
being what concerns us here. In effect, the edge of the baffle
re-radiates aproportion of the incident wave energy, which,
because it is delayed and undergoes a180° phase shift, interferes with the sound radiated directly from the speaker driveunit(s) in amanner that is frequency-dependent.
And how. Olson's work showed that, if you were foolish
enough to use acircular front baffle and place your drive-unit
smack in the middle of it, you could expect response ripples
of up to ±5dB, even if you were lucky enough to have a
drive-unit with an inherently flat response. Whereas if you
placed your blameless driver flush with the surface of a
spherical cabinet, the response ripples would virtually disappear. (To appreciate just how strong the secondary radiation
from the baffle edges is in the first instance, consider that if
you wanted to imitate those response ripples using asecond
drive-unit with its output suitably delayed, its operating level
would be only 5.7dB below that of the main driver.)
Few loudspeaker designers are so misguided as to use the former baffle shape —or, unfortunately, so enlightened as to use
the lattet (Of course, there are exceptions.) Instead, the default
moving-coil loudspeaker cabinet form is, as it always has been,
the rectangular box. As Olson showed, this introduces significant
frequency-response ripples too, although it doesn't perform as
badly as the circular baffle, particularly if as is usual, the driver is
not mounted dead-centet This is not because the edges of arectangular baffle radiate less energy—why should they, when the
transition in radiation impedance is just as sudden? —but
because the distance between the driver and baffle edge is no
longer the same in all directions, so the secondary radiation is
more spread out in time. This tames the response ripples,
although whether it reduces the subjective impact of the edge
reflections' time-domain cluttering is another mattet (Having
said which, edge reflection effects are minimum phase by nature,
which means that completely eliminating the diffraction-related
response irregularities —by using digital equalization, for
instance — would also remove the time domain aberrations.)
To validate ameans of suppressing the rectangular cabinet's remaining response ripples, Olson included among the
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12 cabinet forms he tested one with 45° chamfers at three of
the four front baffle edges. By making the edge transition
more gradual, these chamfers suppressed the secondary radiation sufficiently to almost match the spherical cabinet's
smooth response. This explains why some modem loudspeakers use chamfers or bevels around the periphery of their
front baffles. But agreat many others don't, while some designers are even rash enough to toss in further edges in the
form of constructional or aesthetic features.
Does this widespread apparent indifference to diffraction
effects mean that they are, within reason, irrelevant? Is Olson's
work more ahistorical curiosity than an informer of modem
design practice? These are questions Ibegan asking myself 20
years ago, when, for awhile, Itook to experimenting with
review speakers by Blu-Tacking lengths of 2"-radius quadrant
molding around their baffle edges, so as to perform quick A/B,
with/without comparisons for myself and interested visitors.
Adding or removing the molding certainly made adifference
to the sound (an experiment the more hands-on reader might
care to repeat), but back then, Ihad no measurement equipment with which to quantify the effect. Meanwhile, the majority of speaker manufacturers —not wanting to upset their bean
counters by adding to production costs — resolutely soldiered
on with easy-to-build cabinet wraps with 90° edges.
On one hand, nothing much has changed in the two decades
since. The box cabinet still rules, and edge chamfers or bevels of
worthwhile dimensions are still the exceptions. The difference is
that Inow do have the necessary measurement tools to hand—
which explains, in atangential way, how Irecently came to build
a3m (10') square chipboard baffle in my listening room. This
would allow me to do what rd wanted to do all those years ago:
quantify the effect of baffle-edge secondary radiation and begin
to get abetter handle on its practical significance.
The concept was simple. First, choose as asubject arectangular box loudspeaker with 90° baffle edges, preferably one that is
many years out of production, so that the manufacturer can't
complain of being picked
on. Second, build abaffle
Does this
large enough that—with
the
speaker
poked
widespread
through aclosely dimensioned hole in the middle
apparent
of it—no baffle edge re-radiation can occur within
the measurement window (about 6milliseconds
in my listening room, dictated by the 3m wall-floor
effects mean
spacing). Third, use DRA
Labs' MLSSA system to
that they are,
measure the speaker's frewithin reason,
quency response with and
without the baffle extension —ie, with and with-

indifference
to diffraction

irrelevant?
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likely to give rise to aspatial smearing of
apparent sound-source location — a
subjective outcome that is known to be
associated with loudspeaker diffraction
TIME SCALE
effects, as I'll describe in due course.
Before we get on to the results of that
We can also use the time delays assoexperiment, though, let's begin by conciated with the two peaks of fig.1 to estisidering the time scales involved here and
mate where we might expect to see
the frequencies we expect to be affected.
related perturbations in the frequency
The speaker Ichose to use was Acoustic
response. A delay of 3001.1s corresponds
Energy's AE100, acompact two-way I
to adistance of about 103mm, and 650ps
reviewed many years ago which was Fig.1 Counting intersections between the expanding
wavefront and baffle edges gives arough
to about 224mm. For ameasuring dissomehow never collected afterward. The
idea of aspeaker's secondary radiation
behavior.
tance of lm, the overall path-length difAE100 has a front baffle measuring
ferences between the direct and
295mm high by 180mm wide, on which
edge-reflected sound will therefore be
the 25mm dome tweeter and 100mm
about 108 and 249mm, respectively. The
bass-midrange driver are mounted on the
first interference peaks in the frequency
long axis centerline, with their centers
response should occur where these disrespectively 67mm from the top edge and
tances are each equivalent to half awave80mm from the lower edge. Knowing
length — ie, at L6IcHz and 690Hz —and
these dimensions and the speed of sound
the first interference dips at double these
(344m/second), we can build asimplistic
frequencies; ie, 32kHz and 1.41(Hz.
picture of the time-domain behavior of
Of course, the real edge-reflection
the edge reflections simply by counting
behavior will be much less dear-cut
the number of baffle edges that awavethan fig.1 suggests, because neither drivfront intersects as it progressively expands Fig.2 Frequency responses for the AE100 measured
in free air (red trace) and with the 10' square
er in fact acts as apoint source. The bassfrom each driven
baffle (blue trace). Vertical scale 5dB/division.
mid unit's diaphragm in particular
Assuming that both drive-units behave
occupies asubstantial fraction of the bafas point sources, the outcome is shown in
fle width, so some parts of it are much doser to agiven baffle
fig.L which plots time along the horizontal axis and the number
edge than assumed above, and others are much farther away.
of "active" baffle edges along the vertical axis. The red trace is for
As aresult, we can expect the edge-reflection behavior to be
the bass-mid unit, the blue trace for the tweeten You might be
even more smeared in time than fig.1 suggests. Also, we have
surprised to see the plots peaking at six active edges when arecto bear in mind that the bass-mid unit's output will become
tangular baffle has only four edges in total, but this is because
significantly directional at higher frequencies, so the energy
what is actually being counted here are intersections between
reaching the baffle edges will be attenuated. Because of its
the wavefront and baffle extremities. This means that each edge
smaller diaphragm the tweeter is much less directional, but at
can potentially count as either one or two.
the lower frequencies identified above its contribution will also
According to the simplified view of figl, we should expect
be attenuated, this time by the crossover filtering. All this
to see edge reflections occurring between about 200 and 700
makes for amore complex outcome.
microseconds ('is) after the direct sound, with peaks in the
Algorithms exist2 to make quite precise simulations of difreflected energy at 300v.s and 650t.ts. An important point to
fraction behavior at baffle edges, and many loudspeaker CAD
note about this time scale is that these delays are all less than 1
packages now include diffraction as part of the modeling
millisecond (1 ms), although they would obviously increase
process. But our willfully simplified prediction of the AE100's
with larger baffle dimensions. (When path-length differences
behavior turns out to be not too wide of the mark, as fig2
between the baffle edges and listening position are added in,
reveals. Here are overlaid the two frequency responses meathe time delays increase slightly, but not by much.)
sured using MLSSA, one with the AE100 in free air (red
Sub-1 ms delay is significant because it is at about lms that
trace), the second with its front poking through and flush with
the precedence (Haas) effect comes into play, whereby firstthe surface of the large chipboard baffle (blue trace).
arrival and delayed sounds are fused — ie, perceived as asingle
When comparing these traces, disregard the increasing disevent —and the lonli7ation of the sound source is deterparity between the plots below 900Hz. This results from the somined primarily by the former. For shorter delays, as here, the
called diffraction step —the frequency range over which the
sound source appears to be lor21i7ed somewhere between the
radiation space "seen" by the drive-units changes from 47t steraorigins of the first-arrival and delayed sound, an effect known
to psychoacousticians as "summing locnlintion." We can con2 T Lolcki et al, "An Efficient Auralization of Edge Diffraction," AES 21st
clude from this that time-smearing due to edge reflections is
International Conference, June 2002.
out the effects of secondary radiation —
and see what the differences are.
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dians (full space) to 2n steradians (half
fraction effects may simply be that measpace) —moving as aresult of the change
surement tools for identifying shortin effective baffle size. Elsewhere, the
period reflection effects in loudspeakers
m4jor departures (shown more dearly in
are not widely available. Although there
ftg3, which plots the difference between
is little to stop loudspeaker manufacturthe blue and red traces) are found
ers from conducting tests along the lines
between 1and 41(Hz —about where we
Ihave with the AE100, clearly, those of
predicted on the basis of fig.1, although
us who measure loudspeakers as part of
the details don't bear too dose an examithe review process are not going to start
nation. The largest departures are almost
messing around with room-filling baf3dB, and fall within afrequency range Fig.3 The difference between the two traces of fig.2,
fles that must be customized to suit each
here on avertical scale of 1dB per division.
where the ear is at its most sensitive.
and every test speaker. What's needed is
It is hard to believe, even on this freameasurement method that can identiquency-domain evidence alone, that the
fy edge reflections without much addieffects of baffle-edge radiation are
tional time and effort; the whole issue
innocuous in this ease, or probably in the
might then inspire more attention.
case of any speaker that has sharp baffle
In the case of MLSAA, the most obedges. That said, the subjective impact of
vious analysis tool with which to go
edge reflections is not something that can
seeking reflection effects is the energybe gleaned from this experiment, and it is
time curve (ETC). Fig.4 shows superimnot atopic on which Olson expounded.
posed MLSSA-generated ETCs for the
Indeed, very little has been published on
AE100, as before, in free space (red
the subject, other than an important
trace) and flush with the large baffle
study carried out at Acoustic Research in
(blue trace). There are obvious diverthe late 1970s byJames Kates.3As aresult Fig.4 MISSA-generated energy-time curves for the
gences between the two plots at around
AE100 in the same two conditions as fig.2.
of Kates' work, AR was so convinced of
4001.ts and 70011s —times that accord
Red trace is free air, blue trace with large
the importance of edge reflections (and
baffle.
reasonably well with the predictions of
supplementary reflections from baffle
fig.1 and probably do represent energy
protuberances and the hollow of the bass-mid cone) that for
associated with baffle-edge re-radiation. But the ETC is sensisome years thereafter it sold speakers fitted with its patented
tive to alot more besides, and because of this is not best suited
Acoustic Blanket —a layer of sound-absorbent material bonded
to the identification of diffraction effects in particular.
to the front baffle to attenuate grazing incidence radiation from
Presented with the red trace alone of figA, as you would be in
the drive-unit& In AR's listening tests, fitting this blanket resultanormal reviewing circumstance, no reviewer could reliably
ed in three distinct areas of subjective improvement better tonal
point to any feature of it and declare it due to edge diffraction.
accuracy, more stable stereo imaging, and anarrowing of the
The ETC just isn't diagnostic enough.
width of virtual sound sources —all much as you might anticiSo what is? Well, you may be stnprised to learn that amethod
pate from removing the frequency-domain ripples and timewell suited to precisely this type of analysis was first proposed the
domain smearing that short-period reflections introduce.
better part of 40 years ago, that it has been tried and found to be
effective in loudspeaker measurement (AR applied it in the
INACTION
study Fve already mentioned), that one loudspeaker reviewer has
So why should it be —despite Olson's pioneering work of more
already used it, and that it has even been offered as acomponent
than 50 years ago and AR's seminal study of 25 years back—
of one speaker-measurement package (Liberty Audiosuite). Yet
that loudspeaker cabinets evince acontinuing lack of concern
I'll wager that the vast majority of Stenyphile readers have never
about edge reflections among many speaker designers? That's a
heard of it. It's called cepstral analysis.
question the designers should answer themselves, not least
C,epstral analysis —a world of terminological re-ordering
because there may be more than one explanation. hi fact, they
where spectral becomes "cepstral," frequency becomes "queshould be pressed to answer it, because we now find ourselves
frency," and filtering becomes "Uterine —deserves alot more
in acurious situation: In one part of the audio industry there is a
space being devoted to it than remains here, so it will have to be
lot of hand-wringing on the subject of energy smear effects in
atopic Irevisit. For now, I'll be content if you henceforth regard
digital filters while, alittle downstream, amajor cause of energy
90° baffle edges with suspicion and study the loudspeakers picsmear in loudspeakers goes comparatively unremarked.
tured in reviews and advertisements with amore critical, difOne possible explanation for this apparent disregard of diffraction-attuned eye. You may even come to wonder, as Ioften
do, how much better aparticular design might sound with a
3J.M. Kates, "Loudspeaker Cabinet Reflection Effects," JAES, VoL27 No.5 (May
1979), pp338-350.
simple dulling of its sharp edges.
Stereophiie, July 2004
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TEMPLES OF SOUND: Inside
the Great Recording Studios

its, and owing to the lack of new
releases from other labels. 2But as the
AFM strike continued, Capitol beat
by Jim Cogan and William Clark; Foreword by
the bushes for masters they could
Quincy Jones
San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2003. Softprove had been recorded before the
cover, 7.5" by 10", 224 pp. $24.95. ISBN 0ban. They bought two Nat "King"
8118-3394-1.
Cole sides from alocal AfricanAmerican independent label, and
emples ofSound: Inside the Great
Recording Studios is ahistory of
released them nationwide.
those US studios that were
Cole's later financial success (after
either the most influential in advancthe industry agreed to pay musicians
ing the state of the art of American
royalties and the boycott was lifted)
popular music from the late 1940s
enabled Capitol to offer ahome to
on — the "Golden Age" — or that
Frank Sinatra, who had been let go
made the records that were the most
by Columbia and had failed in asuipopular. In many cases, those were
cide attempt.
one and the same studio.
These are just afew of the "ah-ha"
The bookis organiz,edinto 15 prinmoments in this book. An appendix
cipal chapters, each dedicated to aparrecommends 12 classic recordings
ticular recording operation and the
from each of the 15 studios—an
artists most closely identified with it. 1
admirable and welcome feature.
The authors' approach is to blend
Ithink that the decision to end the
business history, technical informacoverage in the late 1970s is afunction, musical history and analysis, and
tion of the writers' fascination with
social commentary. That approach
recording music as an exercise in
works very well in avoiding the disholistic organicity (those may be code
Coltrane at Van Gelder), Philadelphia (Delwords for"analog"). Indeed, TemplesofSound
connected dryness that asingle-minded
fonics, Laura Nyro), and Miami (Bee Gees,
can be viewed as ahistory of pop recording
focus on glorified equipment lists would
bring. The authors are more concerned with
during the age of analog, open-reel magDerek and the Dominos, Eagles).
how each studio as a
whole — especially takEach chapter begins with alarge photonetic tape. The first paragraph of the Introm' g into account the human factor — congraph of arecording artist associated with
duction says it all: "Recording music in the
tributed to the making of the records.
the studio, and then covers the origins and
studio used to be aromantic endeavor.
The 15 studio chapters are organized on
careers not only of the studio, but also, in
Between the late 1940s and the late 1970s,
both geographical (west to east) and temmany cases, the record labels dut were the
players by and large were all in the same
poral (late 1940s to late 1970s) continua.lhe
clients. There are many wonderful phospace at the same time, along with the engibook starts off in California, with the early
tographs (a precious few in period color),
neer, who was piloting the whole deal."
history ofCapitol Records and the later conbut the photographs do not predominate.
Digital multitrack studios in which one
struction of its own office building, which
Rather, it is the firsthand accounts of propart can be piped in by ISDN network
included studios. Next is United Western,
ducers, engineers, and, in some cases, the
routers somehow don't seem to hold the
famous for the Beach Boys' Pet Sounds sesrecording artists, that make this book so
writers' attention as much as does the room
sions, and Sunset Sound, where the Doors'
rewarding. Iconsider myself well-read on
where Miles Davis recorded Kind ofBlue,
studio albums andJames Taylor's SweetBaby
the history of recording, but afew stories
and Glenn Gould re-recorded the GoldJames were recorded. The focus then moves
in Temples ofSound were new to me.
berg Variations.
to Nashville (the EverlyBrothers,Roy OrbiAlthough I
had been aware ofthe AmerTemples ofSound was alabor of love, but
son, later Elvis), Memphis (early Elvis, Jerry
ican Federation ofMusidans' boycott ofthe
the writers' enthusiasm caused them to unLee Lewis,otisReMing),andNew Orleans
recording industry in the early 1940s, Ihad
leash abarrage of clichés and mixed meta(FatsDomino,LittleRichard);thenChicago
not realized how dut strike paradoxically
phors. Also, abook about recording studios
(Howlin' Wolf Muddy Waters, Rolling paved the way for Capitol Records' early
shouldnotconsistentlymisspellBruceSweStones) and Detroit (Marvin Gaye,
success, and the early career of Nat "King"
dien's last name as "Swedein," much less
Supremes, Stevie Wonder); and, finally,
Cole. Believing that the musicians were
Michel Legrand's first name as "Michael."
New York (Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin,
serious and would not back down, CapiBut afew minor shortcomings should
and Cream at Atlantic, Miles Davis, Bob
tol's owners rushed to record sides before
not keep anyone from adding Temples of
Dylan, Barbra Streisand, and Simon and
the ban went into effect. Some of those
Sound to their library. This is agreat book,
Garfunkle at Columbia), New Jersey (John
songs, such as "Cow Cow Boogie" and "GI
and one that nearly all audiophiles and
Jive," became hits both on their own mer- lovers ofArnerican popular music from the
late 1940s on will immensely enjoy read!Anse the word operation advisedly; some operations
moved as they grew, and, in some studios, different rooms
ing from cover to cover, and then having on
had distinctly different sounds and histories. Columbia
2"Cow Cow Boogie" saw CD release on Capitol's rethand for reference. Pm sure you'll get many
Records operated studios in two different locations in
rospective decade-by-decade six-CD boxed set, Capitol
kicks out of it, as well as learn alot. Highly
New York City, at 30th Street and Seventh Avenue; the
Records: 1942-2002 (capitol 41220 or 4122». Though
authors have treated them together in one chapter
recommended.
—John Marks
hardly adesert-island disc, it's worth alisten.
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V IL REDEFINES POWER AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE AGAIN:
THE NEW SIEGFRIED MONOBLOCK AND STEREO S-400 REFERENCE AMPLIFIERS

Not just technologically advanced —
Truly smart amplifiers
Logic-controlled automatic optimization and comprehensive fault-sensing
provide detailed user feedback, even via remote interface
Not just great sounding —
Remarkably closer to real music
Premium components and innovative precision-regulated power supplies
yield astrikingly vivid and realistic sound

Superior technology in service to music

M

SIEGFRIED

Audition the new tql Reference amplifiers at your authorized dealer soon!
www.vtl.com mail@vtl.com 4774 Murrieta St., Suite 10, Chino, CA 91710 Tel. (909) 627-5944 Fax (909) 627-6988

BASIS AUDIO,
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26 Clinton Drive, 116
Hollis, NH 03049
Tel 603.889.4776
Fax 603.889.5402
info@basisaudio.com
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bloodshot or dilated (or both); all of it topped off by
those randy, lock-up-your-women smiles. Onstage at
least, the Faces always looked like they were having a
ball. In their brief six years together, few bands fought,
played live, or got pissed out of their minds with as
much self-destructive intensity or adolescent glee as
Rod Stewart, Ron Wood, Ian McLagan, Kenney Jones,
and Ronnie Lane: The Faces.
Then there's the sound: the razor-edged guitars,
the barrelhouse piano rolls, the nearly-out-of-control
drum thunder and crash, the vocal rasp. Their musical legacy — anascent form of hard rock mixed with
aweakness for pretty pop songs — influenced ageneration of bands, beginning with the Replacements,
whose leader, Paul Westerberg, has often said that
without the Faces there never would have been a
'Mats. In atestimonial included
in the band's long-overdue
"As far as Irecall,
boxed set, Five Guys Walk Into a
there was not
Bar... (Warner Bros./Rhino),
one glam, punk,
Slash of Guns 'N' Roses writes,
"As far as Irecall, there was not
or even heavy
one glam, punk, or even heavy
metal
band in
metal band in the '80s that
the
'805
that
wasn't influenced by the Faces'
look and/or sound, not to
mention their party attitude."
Although calling them "punk
prototypes" may be a bit of a
by the Faces'
stretch, Jeff Tweedy of Wilco, in
his testimonial, hit these rascals'
look and/or
modus operandi on the head
sound, not to
when he wrote, "Always falling
mention their
apart and having agreat time at it"
Asked how much of the
booze-drenched legend was
real, how much postmortem
embellishment, Faces keyboard
—Slash,
player Ian McLagan, still in firm
Guns 'N' Roses
possession of adevilish twinlde
and shag haircut at 58, smiles as he calls the band "flash
English geezers" who attracted hordes of girls — er, women,
many of whom followed the band from town to town
because, as he puts it, with asharp wink and nod, "We were
out to have aparty and they knew it."
The funny thing is that, despite their reputation, and songs
like "Silicone Grown," and lyrics that fed the buzz, such as "I
was glad to come /I'll be sad to go /So while I'm here /nil
have me areal good time" ("Had Me A Real Good Tune"), the
Faces had another face. The most surprising thing about the
four-CD, 68-track Five Guys Walk Into aBar is that it illustrates
how much more the Faces had going on beyond their famed
drunken lunacy and overactive libidos. Self-doubt, loneliness,
and ahealthy fear of what all the debauchery was costing,
appear often in the lyrics of the criminally underrated Ronnie
Lane. As he writes in "Debris," "I went there and back /Just
to see how far it was /And you, you tried to tell me /But I
had to learn for myself." In what's perhaps his simplest and
ost reflective melody, played on piano by McLagan, Lane

wasn't
influenced
par

attitude.

wonders, "Can you
show me adream /
Can you show me
one that's better than
mine /Can you stand
it in the cold light of
day /Neither can I."
("Glad and Sony")
Lane's acrimonious
departure in 1973 was
the band's death knell,
although the remaining four (with replacement bassist Tetsu
Yamauchi) staggered
on for two more years,
performing shows progressively filled with
more material from
Stewart's solo career and fewer Faces tunes. Stewart's exit
from the band in late 1975 marked the group's official end.
Ron Wood, who'd been playing on and off with the
Rolling Stones since 1974, became afull-time Stone in
1976. Lane, who moved to Austin, Texas in the late 1980s,
went on to tour with acircus-like group called Ronnie
Lane's Slim Chance, and made Rough Mix with Pete
Townsend. Lane contracted multiple sclerosis in the late
1970s; his last hand, The Tremors, played the Austin scene
until 1994, when Lane moved to Trinidad, Colorado,
where he died in 1997. For McLagan, who followed Lane
to Texas in 1994, producing this boxed set has given him a
new understanding of Lane, aremarkable performer and
songwriter whom, he says, most people have forgotten.
"It's only in writing these liner notes that Ifully understood why Ronnie Lane left [the band]," McLagan says between sips of tea at ahotel in downtown Austin. "I never
really put two and two together. He came to me and said,
Tm leaving the group,' and Isaid, 'Oh, fuck off.' That was
our standard group joke: `I'm leaving the group.'
'But he was serious. He said, Why don't you leave with me,
and we'll form anew group.' And Isaid, 'Ronnie, I'm in the
band of my dreams and you're in that band. Don't leave me.'"
Shaking his head sadly, McLagan practically pleads, "It was
his band, he started it. When he left, we never recorded but
three songs. Ooh La La [the band's final album, released in
1973] was more his album than anything else.
"Our main songwriter, the most prolific songwriter, was
Ronnie Lane, and he had to leave eventually because he only
got to sing one verse of [Paul McCartney's] 'Maybe I'm
Amazed' live onstage. Whatever he wrote, he knew he was
never going to perform it live, because we had asinger..."
"... who was jealously guarding his territory?" Iprompted.
"Absolutely. He wouldn't take abreak in the show, which
he should have, dammit — taken two or three songs off and
gone back to the bar while we gave Ronnie Lane achance."
The singer, of course, was Rod Stewart, who recently
tamed his over-the-top lifestyle and blondes-have-more-fun
appearance in order to scare dollars out of his decision to
plumb the depths of warmed-over crooner standards such as
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"Moonglow" and "I Only Have Eyes For You." The trouble
is that his ravaged vocal cords have more than alittle trouble
negotiating these hoary chestnuts with anything approaching
grace. In the Faces story, Stewart's presence is atricky, if not
touchy, subject.
"I don't speak to Rod very often, but whenever we've
talked about Faces stuff with him, if you say it's great to him,
he doesn't understand, because he disagrees, you see. To
him, to salute the Faces means he's done nothing for 35
years. Iain't saying he's done nothing, but.. in my estimation, his career peaked during Faces."
The Faces, of course, rose from the ashes of The
Small Faces, who, like the Faces and Lane (and,
some would argue, Stewart), were led by the strong
central figure of guitarist-singer Steve Marriott.
Named for the band's small stature (no one was over
5' 6"), the band was formed in 1965 by Marriott and
Lane, with Kenney Jones on drums; McLagan joined
just after their first single was released. Signed to the
Immediate label, which was run by Andrew Loog
Oldham (later the Rolling Stones' manager), the band
had aclutch of UK Top Ten records but broke through
in the States only with the saccharine "Itchycoo Park" —
which does, however, carry the distinction of being one
of the first tunes to use astudio technique called "phase-shifting." In 1968 the Small Faces released what is easily their best
album, Ogden's Nut Gone Flake. It was just after Ogden's that
Marriott left to form the proto-metal band Humble Pie.
When the taller Stewart and Wood, who'd met in the Jeff
Beck Group and played on that group's pair of noteworthy
albums, Truth (1968) and Beck-Ola (1969), were brought in as
replacements, the Faces were born.
"The Faces was our release from being apop band,"
McLagan says. "Steve left to form aheavier group. Iwas a
blues piano player — that's what Igrew up on, blues and
soul — so finally I'd got my head around, Icould play `Lazy
Sunday' "... [drones out the tune]
And "Itchycoo Park"?(I had to ask.)
"Hated both songs.
"'There's three tracks on this boxed set —`Evil,"I Feel So
Good,' and 'Shake, Shudder and Shiver' —which Ihad recorded at rehearsals [in 1969] on acassette machine, that's
why they sound alittle rough, but Rod is auditioning for the
band. He's singing for the gig, and he's singing brilliantly. He
doesn't sing like that anymore. And Ronnie Wood doesn't
play guitar like that anymore. And Kenney Jones doesn't play
drums like that anymore.
"I have to say that Ido play like that because I'm aworking musician on adaily basis. There was alot of spark and fire
between us. We were thrilled to be together. We are all better players for having played with each other."
Feeding off this initial burst of creativity, the band released
five albums in three years, their final studio album being Ooh
La La, with its distinctive die-cut jacket —pushing its top down
made the top-hatted bon vivant on the cover smile and roll his
eyes. The band's final album, Coast to Coast: Overture and
Beginners, ashort live set, is known primarily for an inside photo
of the four original bandmembers sitting glumly around atable.
"That was taken the night that Ronnie Lane left the band,"
62

McLagan says. "He was the center of the band. When he left,
there was no one to balance Rod. Rod's solo career right
from day one was far and away above Faces. We only had
one real hit, "Stay With Me" [which hit No.17 in 1971].
"Ronnie Wood and Iwere on the first five [Rod Stewart
solo] albums, so it felt natural —we'd record with Rod, and
he'd call the shots, and then we'd make aFaces album and it
was more spread out. But Rad saw that as alack of focus. The
Faces have no focus; obviously, that's true. But when we got
Glyn Johns to produce [their third
album], A Nod is aS Good as aWink...to a
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IAN McLAGAN & THE
BAND: Rise & Shine

Gaff Music 0122 (CD). 2004. Ian Mclaga
prod., eng. MD? TT: 45:30
Perforrnance
Sonics ***Y,

A

nyone
b
still in mourning for the Faces after listening to the Five Guys Walk Into aBar...
oxed set may want to give Ian McLagan's latest bar-band record atry. In tunes like the opener,
"You're My Girl," and especially "Date With an Angel,"
Rise &Shine has awhiff of his former band —thanks to
the overall pub-rock vibe, Mac's rockin' keyboards, and
his voice, which sounds more than alittle like that of
the Faces' former throat, Rod Stewart.
The diminutive blues piano player has been living in
Texas for a decade, so it's only natural that a few
Austinisms have rubbed off on him. In that vein, "Your
Secret" is the kind of laid-hack electric blues that made
Antone's famous.
Part of the story here is the solid support of the
Bump band, an assemblage of veteran Austin players
that includes drummer Don Harvey, bassist George
Reiff, and guitarist "Scrappy" Jud Newcombe. Special
guests include Patty Griffin (who sings backup on four
songs) and the great guitarist and former Lucinda
Williams collaborator, Gurf Morlix.
The band's club-act looseness and Mac's lyrics —
they rarely get more complicated than "She's my err
L
or "I could make abird's nest out of her hair" (?) —
ensure that Rise &Shine is fini and not alot more. And
there are moments, such as in "Anytime" (a fairly amateurish song to begin with), when another vocal take or
two to pick from would have helped.
Still, in the musical and lyrical twists of asong like
"Date With an Angel," it becomes obvious that Ian
McLagan has been part of the rock scene at the very
highest levels for more than 30 years. Every older player should be so lucky as to finish acareer having this
much furl-Robert Baird
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Introducing the new reference amplifier series from Innersound. By incorporating Roger Sanders' latest
circuit innovation, Dynamic Power Reserve, the DPR Reference amplifier creates amusical experience
that redefines what can be expected. Regardless of what loudspeaker stands in front of it, the sound is
at once, both powerful and pure. The sculptured chassis is an integral part of the technology and forms
the essence of what lies beneath: an amplifier of uncompromising performance and enduring value.
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[ The exact solution for all digital connections
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The perfect match for all
digital audio and video links (750)
True wideband RCA type connectors
With pure copper or silver contacts
Ultra rapid signal transfer
Free from interferences

801-621-1500
www.wbtusa.com
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ioce,
Blind Horse, there was plenty of
focus. Glyn spread it out, but Glyn
was a schoolteacher, cracking the
whip alittle bit. It was the best we
ever did. Ooh La La was even better
because Rod was hardly there. We cut
the tracks in two weeks and he came in
and said, `No, don't like that, don't like
that, that song sucks.'
le thing is, Rod was using his best
songs for his albums—like you would, you
know. It's tough. les easy in hindsight to
understand what was going on, but at the
time, we weren't happy.
"It didn't make adifference in my mind
between 'Maggie May' and 'Stay With
Me': it was us. Ronnie Lane probably did, but again, Ididn't
see it from that angle."
Seeing the band from different angles is one of the guiding
principles behind the boxed set's complete lack of organization. Tracks from all eras and all records are mixed up willynilly, astate that unwittingly represents the band's scrambled
collective psyche during their time together.
"When it came down to the running order, Itried all kinds
of things. Ioriginally went chronological, but it was so boring.
Iused to make tapes for people and Istill treasure them —I'm
an amateur deejay — and so Ithought that would be away to
do it. So Ilit ajoint one night, put on [track 1, disc 1], 'Flying,'
and went from there. Icried and Ilaughed. It brought back
some memories of why Iwas doing it, you know. Ithought,
'Okay, what do Iwant to hear now?"
What makes the set worth having, particularly for the fan
who's assiduously collected every scrap of Faces-alia that's appeared over the years since their breakup? Depending on how
fanatical you've been, there are an amazing 33 tracks here that
have either not been available domestically or are difficult to find
in any form. Much of this rare material comes from the band's
live appearances on BBC radio and television programs. There
are also ahandful of hard-to-find B-sides to 45rpm singles.
"I had arelationship with Warners and Rhino," the pianist
says. "I found acouple of things they didn't know they had,
and Imixed two or three things here in Austin, and they said,
`Down the road,' and Isaid, `Now you're talking,' so I've been
working on it ever since, in the background. They let me take
the title of produces but Ididn't produce, Icompiled.
[Executive producer] Patrick Milligan really helped."
Sonically, Five Guys Walk Into aBar... has more highs and
lows than most modem boxed sets. As McLagan says, the rehearsal sessions, however valuable as historical documents, are
one-dimensional and garbled. Conversely, several tracks were
presented as is, with McLagan and Milligan choosing better
sound over more compelling content One song from the
band's final recording sessions, at London's AIR Studios in
January 1975, illustrates this.
"In 'Hi-Heel Sneakers,' which segues into `Everybody
Needs Somebody to Love,' both tunes have guide vocals.
They're not finished," McLagan says. "As soon as we took the
-'ik
vocals down, there went half the drum sounds. His vocal
mike was picking up the drums, so we left it in."

l
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No matter what his opinion of Rod
Stewart today or back then, McLagan was
careful in this set not to ruffle Stewart's
ever-present vocalist's ego. One track, a
duet with Bobby Womack, was axed
after everyone agreed that Stewart
wouldn't like it, that it would create
"bad blood" because you could hear
more Womack than Stewart.
"Rod loves the whole thing. To be
fair, Woody doesn't have the time to
go through it, Rod doesn't have the
time, Kenney doesn't have the time.
It's been alabor of love to me. I've
actually done their work for them, and Ithink I've represented everyone pretty well."
Although he clearly enjoys his role as unofficial keeper of
the flame and band historian, McLagan found quite afew
surprises among the band's recorded legacy.
"jealous Guy'
forgotten about it Ihave no memory of
it. And there's this argument at the beginning...well, it's not an
argument, it's just...drunken...blathe4 drunken bantee he says
with an incredulous laugh. "ICenney's as drunk as askunk. He's
yelling, Ishagged my snare drum,' but as soon as Woody brings
the song in, ICenney's right on it It's areally great track"
McLagan, who has just released anew solo album, Rise &
Shine (Gaff), with his Bump Band (see sidebar p.62), admits
that he's surprised by all the hoopla dues surrounded the
release of Five Guys Walked Into aBar....
'It's only because we were never as big as we might have
been," he says, although he's dearly flattered. "The geezers
who got it, got it, and then nothing's been said for 30 years.
We're people's pet band. It's because we're slightly the underdogs, you know? We're not like Zeppelin. [Our legacy] is also
forgotten. Rod has obviously gone on, and people say, Ididn't
know he was in aband.' It's like the old joke about 'I didn't
know Paul McCartney was in aband before Wings.'"
Will this Faces explosion give momentum to the longdiscussed subject of aFaces reunion?
"I was one of the prime movers [for areunion] for years.
Rod was never for it, but often said yeah, he would do it; [he
was] often enthusiastic until it got time for atour to be
planned, and we'd present him with atour, and he'd back out
He's done that several times. Woody has always been into it.
ICenney's always been into it. I've actually had [Sex Pistols
bassist] Glen Matlock on the sidelines for the last ten years.
"But for the last three or four years I've been saying no
way, Iwon't do it. You know why? There is no magic there.
We were the sum of our parts back then. When you listen
to those rehearsal tapes, you'll hear aband on fire. Iloved
when Woody'd play and I'd try to get in there too. He'd be
up my ass and I'd be up his ass, and boom! — it'd be like
magic, you know.
"It ain't there anymore. Ilove Woody. I'd play with him
tomorrow, but we'd be just four individuals, and that shouldn't
happen to the Faces. We might have done it five or ten years
ago, we might have made some money, but it would have been
amistake. The young people would have said, 'Oh, see, they
weren't that great' It's better left as it is."
1:1
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ommoditization leads to
the death of a specialty
industry!" Hearing this at
what I'd anticipated would be asleepinducing seminar on marketing, I
pricked up my ears. The speaker was
management guru Tom Peters, author
of the best-selling In Search of Excellence
and The Pursuit of WOWL "Once your
product is commoditized, all that is left
to compete on is price," Peters continued, as Ifrantically scrawled down his
comments, "and asmall company will
always lose to the big guns on price!"
If you look at the Compact Disc
medium in the 21st century, it is hard to

Description: Remote-controlled
CD player with two sets of analog
outputs and two S/PDIF digital outputs (RCA and optical TosLink).
Maximum output level: 2.2V. Frequency response: 0.15Hz-20kHz,
±0.5dB. Channel separation: not

specified.
Signal/noise
ratio:
114dB. THD: 0.0008% at 1kHz,

OdBFS (16-bit data dithered with
triangular-pdf
dither).
Output
impedance: 47 ohms (5k ohm
minimum load recommended).
Power consumption: 32VA.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by
3.33"
(85mm)
H by
11.4"
(290mm) D. Weight: 14.3 lbs

(6.5 kg).

Finish: Silver or black anodized alu-

minum.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
S115-03762.
Price: $2499. Approximate number
of dealers: 180.
Manufacturer: Arcam, Pembroke

Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge
CBS 9PB, England, UK. Tel: (44)
(0)1223-203200. Fax: (44) (0)1223863386. Web: www.arcam.co.uk.
US distributor: Audiophile Systems
Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive,
Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel: (888)
272-2658 (toll-free), (317) 8495880. Fax: (317) 841-4107. Web:
www.audiophilesystems.com.
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resist the impression that it is well cornmoditized. Look around your local
mass-market store. The standalone
player is almost entirely represented by
portables, and then at giveaway prices;
more important, home CD playback is
evident only as just another feature of
almost-as-cheap DVD players. Putting
to one side the technical reasons aDVD
player makes apoor CD player, unless
some cost-adding engineering savvy is
applied, you'd have thought that acompany not only continuing to manufacture CD players but continuing to
develop better-performing circuits to
extract better sound quality from the
two-decades-old CD medium was
going to lose market traction.
But, as Tom Peters went on to develop in his 1995 seminar, if you can't compete on price, you must compete on
something else, such as quality. Which
brings me to the FMJ CD33 CD player
from quintessentially English manufacturer Arcam.
Full metal jacket

Attain was founded as A(mplification
and) R(ecording) Cam(bridge) in the
mid-1970s, and grew to ahealthy size
on the back of aneatly packaged, goodsounding integrated amplifier, the A60,
of which they sold 36,000. A decade
later, Arcam was manufacturing afull
line of audio components, and was particularly successful in Europe with its
budget-priced Alpha-series CD players,
designed and manufactured from the
ground up in the UK. A groundbreaking product for Arcam was 1998's Alpha
9 CD player, which used adedicatedchip version of the famed dCS 24-bit
sigma-delta Ring DAC. The 9mightily
impressed Kal Rubinson in his January
1999 Stereophile review.
However, as good as the Alpha 9
sounded —and Iagreed with ICal about
its quality —I always felt it was let down
by its rather frumpy appearance. The 9
cost $1600 in its day —a lot of money
for aproduct with aplastic front panel.
Which was why Arcam introduced its
Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) line at the turn
of the century. These models, with their
WorldRadioHistory

CNC-machined, 8mm-thick aluminum
front panels, had an appearance more in
line with their sound quality. Lonnie
Brownell reviewed the FMJ CD23 CD
player ($2000) in July 2000. This used
the Ring DAC chip set from the Alpha
9, but with a revised output stage, a
more massive power supply, and achassis bottom panel made from Acousteel, a
sandwich of steel and rubber developed
for the automobile industry.
The '33

The CD33 is an evolutionary development of the CD23, and looks very similar. The chassis still uses the Acousteel
base and 8mm-thick aluminum front
panel. However, the 23's PMD100 digital filter is gone, along with its HDCD
decoding. Gone, too, is the Ring DAC.
Arcam faced adifficult decision: whether
to finance further development and production of the Ring DAC chip set, or to
spend the money instead on one of the
higher-performance D/A solutions now
available from third-party suppliers.
They chose the latter. Two WM8740
stereo DACs from Scottish chip manufacturer Wolfson Microelectronics are
used in differential-mono mode for
each channel, with analog averaging of
the four DAC outputs minimizing linearity error and distortion. These 24-bit
sigma-delta DACs are fed data at a
192kHz rate, the CD data being upsampled with an Analog Devices AD1896
part. The higher sample rate doesn't
create new audio data but permits the
use of digital and analog reconstruction
filters with agentle; less sonically deleterious rolloff. (The CD33 appears to
use the internal digital filter in the
Wolfson DAC chips.)
The transport is a CD-Text-capable
mechanism sourced from Sony. A highspeed, low-noise Analog Devices AD797
op-amp is used to sum the DACs' differential outputs, while the analog low-pass
filter and the output stage are based on
Burr-Brown's
excellent-sounding
SoundPlus OPA2134 dual op-amp.
Passive parts quality is high, with Stargate
and Oscon electrolytic capacitors used in
the power supply and for voltage-rail
Stereophile, July 2004
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Arca m F1/1.J CD33 CD player

decoupling, and WIMA polypropylene
caps in the output filters. Unusually,
small Sorbothane pads are used to damp
mechanical vibrations in critical components — the master crystal, some of the
caps, and the output relay —and the
Stereophile, July 2004

audio circuitry board is mounted upsidedown beneath an aluminum plate that
acts as aheatsink. Two toroidal transformers are used to provide the juice.
While Arcam has four of its entrylevel products made in China, the

CD33 is manufactured in the UK. The
four-layer printed circuit boards are
stuffed and tested by a contractor in
Wales, with final assembly, soak testing,
and production-line quality control
(using the Miller Audio Research QC
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Arcam

FMJ

CD33

lushness of the orchestral sound and the
smoothness of the high frequencies, coupled with the detailed view into the
soundstage. The images of the solo
Sound
While Ka! Rubinson had had some
strings and the harp in A Celtic Symphony
reservations about the Alpha 9's image were as small as they would have been in
real life, yet perfectly stable and not overdepth, Ihad none about the FMJ CD33's
presentation. Sound sources emerged powered by the instrumental choirs.
The Arcam's ability to keep separate
from adead-black background, with a
discrete musical elements came into its
wide, deep soundstage. Ida Levin's solo
own on Emmylou Harris' enchanting
violin on the Schulhoff sonata (Duet,
"Evangeline"
(Stumble Into Grace,
Stereophile STPH012-2) could be heard
Nonesuch 79805). The mix is of the
to light up the acoustic of Santa Fe's
Loretto Chapel in abreathtaking way, yet "muddier is more better" school piowithout the instrument sounding etched neered by Daniel Lanois, and Emmylou's
or artificial. Similarly, when Iput on the
vocal on this track is doubled by some
Tony Faulkner-engineered CD of kind of bass synth, as well as by various
unidentifiable melody instruments. Yet
Scottish-tinged works by Sir Granville
Bantock (Hyperion CDA66450) that I the FMJ CD33's dean but extended low
frequencies allowed the subterranean
rave about in my review of the
Gershman Opera Sauvage speaker elsegrumblings to make musical sense without muddying up the soundstage.
where in this issue, Iwas struck by the
Suite) taking place in Cambridge, in the
heart of the UK's "Silicon Fen."

The CD33 doesn't offer HDCD
decoding, so acurrent favorite CD of
mine, John Tavener's Ikon of Eros
(Reference Recordings RR-107CD),
played back with unnaturally long reverberation tails. Even so, the presentation
sounded smooth, natural, and grain-free.
Ifinished up my auditioning with the
production CD pressing of K622,
Antony Michaelson's performance of
Mozares Clarinet Concerto, which Ihad
produced last November with Tony
Faulkner engineering (Musical Fidelity
MF017). Tony had used a pair of
Neumann M5Os for his primary pickup;
reproduced via the Arcam, the orchestral
arc captured by these spaced omnis was
unambiguously presented between and
behind the loudspeakers, within the distinctive acoustic of London's Henry
Wood Hall. The violins had just the right
amount of bow attack to their notes

Measurements

T he

Arcam's maximum output
level was 222V R/VIS, to specification but almost 1dB higher than
the CD standard's 2V. The player
preserved absolute polarity and the
output impedance was also to specification, at ausefully low 47 ohms
across the band. Error correction,
assessed using the Pierre Verany Test
CD, which has laser-cut gaps in the
data spiral up to 2mm in length, was
the best Ihave ever encountered —
there were no audible glitches in the
sound at all. Looking at the data
from the CD33's S/PDIF output
using RME's Digicheck program
indicated that one heck of alot of
error concealment was going on
with the longer gaps in the data, but
this didn't result in the player mut-

••••••01•• Arum .JC033

ing. Extraordinary performance.
Frequency response (fig.1, top pair
of traces) was perfectly flat, though a
slight droop in the top three octaves
(-0.5dB at 20kHz) can be seen with
pre-emphasized
data
(bottom
traces). Channel separation was
superb, with any crosstalk below
10kHz buried beneath the player's
noise floor (fig2).
Analyzing the Arcam's analog output spectrum with aswept 13-octave
bandpass filter while it decoded
dithered data representing a lkHz
tone at -90dBFS gave the traces
shown in fig3. Other than atrace of
60Hz hum in the left channel —at
-120dBFS, this is way below the
threshold of audibility—the noise
floor in this graph is due to the record-

cd dither on the test CD, implying
that the Arcam's intrinsic performance
is better than 16-bit. Similarly, the plot
of the player's linearity error (fig.4)
really shows only the influence of the
16-bit dither noise. With its excellent
linearity and low noise, the FMJ
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Fig.3 Arcam FMJ CD33, 'I3-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at —90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit CD data.
(Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.1 Arcam FM1 CD33, frequency response
at —12dBFS into 100k ohms, with
de-emphasis (bottom) and without
(top). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Arcam FMI C033, channel separation
(10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Arcam FM.ICD33, left-channel departure
from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Dear Music Lovers,
The 1980s were arguably the dawn of a
Golden Age for analog. Vinyl playback advancements
were in full bloom. Yet, many audiophiles and audio
manufacturers rushed headlong to embrace the next
big thing—the Compact Disc.
Déjà vu. Yogi Berra said it best. "It's déjà vu all over

Would you make
the same mistake twice?
Not only was the Zanden's sound more lively, it

again." Today, advances in CD playback finally re-

was more direct. Intensely involving. Only top-flight

veal the potential for aCD playback Golden Age. So

analog had been so seductive in my experience.
Returning to several highly reviewed digital sys-

what are we doing?
Chasing after the next big thing—so-called "Hi-Rez"

tems Ihad on hand, Iwas shocked to hear the music's

digital formats. Upsampling. Over-sampling. 1bit.

flow suddenly dry up. Detail was still good. Tonal

SACD. DVD-A. Confusion reigns.

qualities were still good. But the excitement was gone.
Plain and boring!

"Old technology" breakthrough? Recently, I'd seen
acouple of rave reviews for aJapanese digital-to-ana-

Why? Part of it is Zanden's rejection of gee-whiz

log converter—the Zanden Audio Model 5000 DAC.

filters. Less phase error. Less complexity. It's more

It had no up-sampling, no over-sampling, not even

detailed, more alive, and more tonally correct. Much

adigital filter! It didn't play the "Hi-Rez" formats.

more musically communicative. Ipromise, you'll dis-

Worse, it had no filter selections, and it used tubes!
So Ididn't take it seriously. After all, Ihad afirewired, up-sampled, CD/SACD top-rated digital system with transport, upsampler, and DAC.
But then, almost by coincidence, Iended up having the new version of the "old technology" Zanden
DAC in my system for afew weeks. And that's when
my tidy digital world became undone.

cover new treasures in your existing CD collection.
And it's probably no coincidence that the analog
Zanden 1000 Phono Stage is aStereophile Class W
component. It does for analog exactly what the Model
5000 now does for digital.
Where? There are only aselect few dealers. Contact
me for the nearest one to you, and to receive our
widely acclaimed 31 Secrets to Better Sound, FREE.

A new Golden Age? Ididn't think it was possible.
Not only were my favorite CDs (previously upsampled to DSD) suddenly far more involving, even
SACDs didn't touch their equivalent CD versions!

For the latest information on Zanden, visit our
website, vvvvw.avantgarde-usa.com.
Best regards,

My "reference" digital system now sounded mechanical and compressed.

Avantgarde-USA ac

6445 Calamar Drive Cumming, GA 30040

770-777-2095 InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537 E-mail: hornguys@aol.com www.avantgarde-usa.com
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had enthused over in May 2004. For the
comparisons, Ifed the Benchmark from
the Arcam's S/PDIF output, using DH
Labs' excellent Silver Sonic cable fitted
with an RCA plug on the source end
and aBNC jack on the other. Levels
were matched to within 0.1dB at lkHz
using the Mark Levinson preamp's
input level-offset capability. Iused the
Benchmark's balanced outputs, which I
think offer a better-focused presentation than from its unbalanced jacks.
Both Arcam and Benchmark sounded similar when it came to tonal balance
Comparisons
and soundstaging precision. However,
First up was the Benchmark DAC1
($975), which John Marks raved about the standalone processor's presentation
in his July 2003 column and which I was slightly more robust. The flute in

without the treble becoming grainy,
while at the other end of the spectrum,
the two double basses could be heard to
dig deep into their lower registers, but
without sounding plummy or ill-defined.
And the midrange, where the solo clarinet resides? Pure, dean, solid. Ihadn't
yet at the time of writing heard the
SACD that was made from the same
DSD master, but if it can sound better
than the CD played back on the CD33,
it will certainly be something.

my Mozart Quartet recording on the
Editor's Choice CD
(Stereophile
STPH016-2) stood alittle closer to the
front of the stage of Santa Fe's St.
Francis Auditorium. Which is correct?
Even though Imade the recording, both
were believable presentations. I preferred whichever one Iwas listening to
at the moment.
The situation was the same on the
Mozart Clarinet Quintet movement
that follows: the clarinet sounded fuller
via the Benchmark, more set back but
better defined in space via the Arcam.
Over along series of comparisons, I
think I ended up preferring the
Benchmark, but I can imagine this

Measurements

CD33's reproduction of an undithered 1kHz tone at exactly
—90.31dBFS (fig.5) was among the
best Ihave encountered, the three DC
voltage levels that describe this signal
being very clearly defined.
Harmonic distortion was vanishingly low, even into low impedances.
At full scale into 8k ohms, the measured THD (the actual sum of the
harmonics, without the contribution
of noise) was just 0.0015%, with the
third harmonic the highest in level, at
—97.4dB (fig.6). Intermodulation distortion, even at full level into alow 4k
ohm load, which is below the minimum recommended by the manufacturer, was extremely low, with the
difference component resulting from
an equal mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones lying at just 0.0003% (fig.7).
Using the Miller Audio Research
Jitter Analyzer to assess the Arcam's
rejection of word-clock jitter, the
result was very low in absolute
terms, but varied according to
whether or not Ilifted the CD player's AC ground. With the AC
Sunopn.
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e

Fig.6 Arcam FM1 CD33, spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into 8k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.5 Arcam FM.1 CD33, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31d6FS, 16-bit CD data.
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Fig.7 Arcam FM1 CD33, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC -25kHz, 19+20kHz at odBFs into 4k
ohms, CD data (linear frequency scale).
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Arcam

preference being reversed if Iexperimented with cables.
Next up was the Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 3D player ($5000 when last
available), which Ihad bought following
Michael Fremer's rave review back in
October 2001, and which has been my
reference for single-box CD playback
ever since. Again, levels were matched
to within 0.1dB at lkHz.
Playing the Beethoven piano sonata
tracks from Editor's Choice, the tubed
Musical Fidelity made the hall sound
larger than it did via the Arcam, with
greater image depth apparent. But even
though Ihad always thought the NuVista's powerful bass was one of its

strong points, the CD33 actually sounded as if it went deeper, with better lowfrequency definition. The Musical
Fidelity sounded alittle less "clattery"
on this recording, which, as you can
read in my recording notes (reprinted at
www.stereophile.com/musicrecord
ings/298), was made in ahall alittle too
small for the powerful Btisendorfer.
Both CD players had highs that were
impressively smooth-sounding.
On the Musical Fidelity Mozart
CD, an obvious choice for comparison, Iheard much the same differences. The solo clarinet was a little
better defined in space on the Arcam,
set a little farther back from the

Measurements

ground lifted, the jitter level was a measured performance as you can
low 195.5 picoseconds peak-peak,
get from the 16-bit CD medium.
with a sideband pair at ±15.6Hz
-John Atkinson
contributing a third of that total.
Lifting the AC ground caused those
sidebands to disappear, reducing the
measured jitter to 171ps. However,
a pair of sidebands appeared at
±120Hz (fig.8, blue "2" markers),
contributing 38ps to the total. Datarelated jitter (red numeric markers)
was at the background level with
the analytical signal used, though a
pair of sidebands at the power-supply-related frequency of 60Hz
(brown "1" markers) is aconstant
feature of the CD33's jitter spectra.
Overall, this is about as good a

Fig.8 Arcam FMJ CD33, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS sampled at 44.1kHz with 1513 toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace,
11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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FM.1

CD33

microphone on the Nu-Vista. Overall,
the tubed player did have a very
slightly warmer lower midrange,
which Ipreferred, but it was acloserun thing. If Ileft the room while one
was playing and got my son to switch
at random between the players, it was
next to impossible to identify which
was playing when Ireturned to the
listening chair.
Iwould have liked to compare the
Arcam with the three CD players Irecently reviewed: the Ayre CX-7 ($2995,
May 2003); the Classé CDP-10
(September 2003), winch cost $1995 before it was discontinued; and the Mark
Levinson No.390S ($6700, January
2004). Unfortunately, all three had long
since been returned to their manufacturers by the time the Arcam arrived. However, referring to my auditioning notes, I
figure the British player is pretty close to
the Classé in overall attainment, with
equally smooth highs but more extended, weightier low frequencies. It definitely has aless robust, less upfront balance
than the Ayre, but perhaps a more
refined presentation overall.
Both the Classé and Levinson offer
HDCD decoding, which will be abenefit for some audiophiles, and the
No.390S also has atransparent-sounding volume control, allowing its owner
to dispense with the preamplifier and
cabling. Perhaps the Ayre CX-7 would
come out ahead on points, but it would
be aclose thing, and Icouldn't be sure
without having the Coloradoan player
back in-house for adirect comparison
with the Cantabrigian Arcam.
Summing Up
With SACD and DVD-Audio currently stalled in the marketplace and commoditized DVD players proving
inadequate for two-channel music reproduction, audiophiles still need a
high-quality means of playing back
their CD collections. Arcam's top-ofthe-line CD player has crept up in price
over the years, but its performance has
increased commensurately. In addition,
given the currently parlous state of the
dollar against European currencies, it's
good to report that, because Arcam
pays for a large proportion of the
CD33's parts bill in dollars, the US distributor has been able to hold fast on
the player's price in this country.
With ameasured performance that is
beyond reproach and sound quality that
lacks for little — and what it does lack
can be obtained only by spending alot
more money — Iheartily recommend
Arcam's FMJ CD33.
121
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Wavac SH-833 monoblock power amplifier

L

eaving aside for a moment the
fact that the Wavac SH-833 costs
$350,000/pair —
Okay, you can't leave it aside.
Neither can I. They cost $350,000, fer
chrissakesl Can any pair of amplifiers
possibly be worth that? What's inside
those boxes that could possibly make
them cost $350,000? Will anyone
actually pay $350,000 for a pair of
150W amplifiers?
Yes, $350,000 is a great deal of
money to pay for apair of amplifiers. In
fact, it's agreat deal of money to pay for
aluxury car: you could buy an AstonMartin Vanquish and pocket around
100 grand. It's afair price for asmall
summer home, but it won't buy you
much, if anything, painted by Picasso,
which anyway would just hang on the
wall and do nothing. You could probably hang acopy of aPicasso on the wall
and be able to derive an equal amount
of pleasure from it, and few would
know the difference.
Yet people pay millions for aPicasso.
From that perspective, these $350,000
amplifiers are abargain. You could set
up a 5.1-channel surround-sound system based on SH-833s for less than the
cost of some Picassos. They'd play music
and, in winter, heat your listening room
and save you some money.
There's nothing outrageous about
spending amillion bucks on apainting
or avintage automobile. Nor is there
anything wrong with dropping 350 big
ones on apair of amplifiers—as long as
you're not robbing banks or selling your
sister into slavery to raise the cash. Car

Description: Direct-heated-triode,
single-ended, class-A tube monoblock power amplifier. Tube complement: one each VVE437, 6550/KT88,
SH-833. "Effective" power: 150W (no
distortion percentage specified).
Frequency range: 20Hz -100kHz.
Input sensitivity: 1V. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Signal/noise ratio:
>100dB (no reference level quoted).
Dimensions: SH-833 amplifier: 16"
(410mm) W by 10 3
/" (275mm) by
4
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Wavac SH 833 tubed monoblock power amplifier

buffs and art collectors never complain
about astronomical prices, but it seems
audiophiles have a big problem with
such a genuine luxury good as a
$350,000/pair of amplifiers.
Mention a $1000 turntable to an
audiophile — even adigital-only one —
and he won't blink. Mention a$1000
'table to your average "a-Bose-WaveRadio-equals-room-filling-sound"
kinda guy and his look says "$1000 for
awhat?"
When tmh's Jim Ricketts asked me if
I wanted to review this eight-box
assemblage, the first thing Idid was
laugh at the ludicrousness of 'the situation. Then Isaid, "Why the hell not?"
It's all relative.

Wavac and the SH-833
Wavac is asubsidiary of Sigma Co., Ltd.,
a relatively large Japanese industrial
concern that, as far as Icould gather, is
involved in large-scale road building.
Someone far up the chain of command
must be an audio enthusiast —clearly,
Wavac has access to the designing and
building tools necessary to turn out a
stunning-looking jewel of aproduct.
Wavac has been around for adecade,
building single-ended triode (SET)
amplifiers based on circuitry developed
by the late Nobu Shishido and earning
rave reviews from audio publications
around the world. Shishido's work is carried on today by Yuzuru Ito, asound
engineer, music lover, and major fan of

20 1
/
2" (525mm) D; 110 lbs (50kg).
Price: S350,000/pair. Approximate
PS-833 power supply: 16" (410mm)
number of dealers: 10. Warranty: 1
W by 12 1
/
8" (311mm) H by 20 1
2 " year parts & labor; 6 months, tubes.
/
(525mm) D; 143 lbs (65kg). TB-833
Manufacturer: Wavac Audio Lab,
power transformer: 20" (510mm) W
Sigma Co., Ltd., 1404-26 Nakadaby 12 1
/
8
(311mm) H by 20 1
/
2
Machi Yonezawa -Shi, Yamagata 992(525mm) D; 134 lbs (61kg). 15 833
0011, Japan. Web: vvww.wavacisolation transformer: 20" (510mnn)
audio.gr.jp. US distributor: tmh
W by 12 1
/
8" (311mm) H by 20 1
/
2
audio, RO. Box 751681, Dayton, OH
(525mm) D; 158 lbs (72kg).
45475. Tel: (937) 439-2667. Fax:
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
(928) 441-7418. Web: www.tmh
3Z35001 & 2.
audio.com.
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vacuum-tube amplification. One of the
keys to Shishido's original design is the
use of Inverted Interstate Transformer
Coupling (IITC), which does away with
the capacitors usually used to couple the
input and driver tubes. In this case a
Western Electric WE437A is direct-coupled to a6550 or ICT88. The cool-looking but warm-running 833 transmitter
tube is driven by aTango designed interstage transformer. The result, according
to Wavac, is supposed to be "clear and
full bass sound." That's agood start for
$350,000. We all want that, and most of
us think we can get it for alot less than
you-know-how-much.
Wavac claims there are no capacitors
in the SH-833's circuit [I actually counted
four in the ampleer chassis, two of which do
appear to be in the audio circuit —JA],
which runs in class-A and is claimed to

deliver 150W, with afrequency range of
20Hz-100kHz — an unusually high
power output and wide bandwidth for a
SET amp. Let's hope J.Ns measurements
support those claims.
Each SH-833 — that is, each of its
channels —comprises four boxes. The
floorstanding IS-833 is abig-ass isolation
transformer on wheels. These boys were
serious about providing pure juice to the
power supply when they ordered that
thing from Denkenseiki Laboratory and
installed it in a chassis of substantial
sculpted metal plate (not sheet metal). An
identical chassis contains the 113-833
power transforme4 which is bile:er than
most power amplifiers and sits atop the
IS-833. The TB-833 indudes five separate sets of taps, one for each of the amplifier's power circuits. A circular,
chrome-plated On/Off button and a

series of monitoring LEDs are set into the
box's front panel.
A second, shorter stack comprises a
smaller black box, the PS-833, which
contains the rest of the power supply. It,
too, is bi ler than most power amplifiers.
At one point during the installation,
designer Yuzuru Ito opened it (he'll
install them at your house, too, if you
order apair). Inside, along with acapacitor bank, solid-state diodes, and some
other stuff, Ispotted aseries of chokes
near the bottom that were bigger than the
transformers you find in most power
amps. The front of the chassis has aseries
of LEDs next to a rectangular LCD
screen that monitors the power-up procedure and counts down the seconds until
you can play music. When the mute circuit cuts off the screen announces "Let's
Erijoy!" Let's hope so.

Measurements
crhaps Ishould just measure
hum. The mput impedance was just
U one of the amplifiers," Isaid,
below 100k ohms across the audioeyeing the eight chassis that comprise
band — the input is taken to a100k
apair of the Wavac SH-833 mono- pot —and the amplifier didn't invert
blocks, all of them sitting at the busisignal polarity.
ness end of Mikey's room. Even so, as
The SH-833's output impedance
neighbor Wes Phillips and Imanhan- was on the high side, at 5ohms from
dled the 550 lbs of amplifier dead the 8 ohm transformer tap and 2.6
ohms from the 4ohm tap. These figweight out of my wife's SUV —price
new, one eighth that of apair of SH- ures were maintained across most of
833s — and down the steps into my the audioband, with arise at 20kHz
basement listening room and test lab,
from the 4ohm tap to 3.6 ohms. UnIthought Imight institute anew rule:
expectedly, the 20kHz source impedthat Stereophile's writers review only ance from the 8 ohm tap dropped
components that they can lift —with from 5to 4.3 ohms. This difference in
one hand!
top-octave behavior can be seen in
Once I'd set up the SH-833, conthe amplifier's frequency-response
necting the six umbilicals that join the
plots from the 8 and 4 ohm taps
four chassis and carefully installing
(figs.1 and 2, respectively). The amplithe bright-glowing 833 transmitter fier's output from the 8 ohm tap
tube, Icould get down to the business
(fig.1) tips up slightly between 20kHz
and 40kHz (more so into lower imof characterizing the Wavac's measured performance, using its unbal- pedances), whereas that from the 4
anced RCA input. (The XLR input ohm tap rolls off into lower impedsimply parallels the RCA, with pin 3 ances, reaching -3dB at 18.51cHz into
2ohms (fig2).
shunted to ground.)
With the Wavaes volume control
This rolloff will be audible, but is
all the way up, its voltage gain at 1kHz
not that important. What is subjectively important is the SH-833's behavior
into 8ohms was very high: 33.75dB
from the 8ohm tap, 32.4dB from the
in the bass. As with another amplifier
4ohm tap. Despite this high gain, the
using acircuit developed by the late
amplifier's A-weighted signal/noise
Shishido-san — the Antique Sound
ratio was excellent, at 87.5dB ref 1W Laboratory Explorer reviewed by Art
into 8ohms. This figure worsened to
Dudley in March 2004 —there is a
77dB when unweighted over awide
bass boost, the amount of which
(10Hz-500kHz) bandwidth, due to
depends on the output transformer
the presence of some very-low-level tap, the source impedance, and the
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load impedance. In the worst case, 4
ohm tap into 16 ohms, the boost
reaches 9dB between 80Hz and
160Hz, while in the best case, 8ohm
tap into 2 ohms, there is a broad
plateau 2dB high between 30Hz and
200Hz. With our simulated loudspeaker load, the high source impedsbeetophae Irma an Ito Fn.«, mamma al 2031. Mr vs Yer,
10.1
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Fig.1 Wavac SH-833, 8ohm tap, frequency
response at 2.83V into (from top to
bottom at 80Hz): simulated
loudspeaker load, 16 ohms, 8ohms,
4 ohms, 2 ohms (1dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Wavac SH-833, 4ohm tap, frequency
response at 2.83V into (from top to
bottom at 80Hz): simulated
loudspeaker load, 16 ohms, 8 ohms,
4ohms, 2ohms (1dB/vertical div.).
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Wavac
Atop the PS-833 sits the SH-833
proper, resting on cones ringed with a
proprietary white goopy material. The
chassis is smoothly machined from a
solid chunk of 60mm-thick aluminum
that's anodized satiny champagne. The
tube sockets are machined from Teflon,
and feature gold-plated pins of phosphor
bronze. The anode caps atop the 833
tubes are heavy brass with Teflon outer
shells, and athick sheet of solid Teflon
provides amounting surface for the internal posts for the hard-wired circuit,
comprising metal-encased, non-inductive power resistors. [These are not exotic
types but sourcedfiom RS in the UK—Ed.]
The circuit looks deceptively simple,
with all point-to-point silver wire. And,
of course, under the tall, chromed cover
at the back of the amplifier chassis is a
really large output transformer that is

ance and exaggerated low frequencies
produce awell-defined, 10dB peak at
the woofer's resonant frequency.
Even though MF used the 4ohm
tap with his WATT/Puppies, this
equalization will undoubtedly be
audible. Mikey says in his review that
the Wavac's balance "sounded rich
and warm," adding that the bottom
end was "fuller" than he was used to.
That is what Iheard in his system,
though it wasn't quite so much that
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Fig.3 Wavac SH-833, 8ohm tap, small-signal
IkHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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also bigger than ayou-know-what.
In short, the SH-833 crawls with
expensive, ultra-high-quality, customwound transformers. An ALPS potentiometer mounted on the amp's front
panel lets you attenuate the volume if
necessary. Through his translator, Yuzum Ito assured me that the pot did not
affect the sound, and that Icould set it
anywhere in its adjustment range and
get equally fine sound.
Connections are made behind the output transformer cover. Two industrialgrade umbilicals attached to multi-pin
connectors coming from the outboard
PS-833 supply feed to power the amplifier's rear panel. In between are RCA and
XLR inputs (the XLRs are for convenience only; the SH-833's input is singleended) and three oversized speaker
terminals: ground, and 4and 8ohm out-

the low frequencies were ponderous
as that the high frequencies sounded
plateaued down.
This low-frequency boost also manifests itself in the steep, upward slope
of the tops and bottoms of a 1
kHz
squarewave (fig3). What can also be
seen in this graph is adegree of overshoot and ringing that correlates with
the peaks apparent at 95IcHz and
149kHz in the response graphs. This
behavior can be seen in more detail in
the SH-833's 10kHz squarewave
response (fig.4). It is hard to predict
what the subjective effect, if any, will
be of these ultrasonic peaks, but it
might well be possible that some loudspeaker loads will trigger instability.
So, what about the SH-833's output capability power? Those 550 lbs
and that humongous transmitter tube
promise akit of power, not to mention
the specified "effective" output of

5H-833

put transformer taps. Wavac uses the
same steroidal binding posts Icomplained
about in my December 1999 review of
Musical Fidelity's Nu-Vista 300 power
amp. The difference is that Wavac has
machined the posts to more easily accommodate standard spade lugs.
The stacks look impressive, in an
industrial sort of way—except for the
main attraction, the tube-bearing SH833 itself. The two mirror-imaged chassis, with their satiny finishes and curved
glass shields inspire lust. At night, the
tubes fired up and glowing in adarkened room, that lust is consummated.
Accidents
Despite having been carefully packed in
substantial wooden crates, the SH-833s
arrived damaged, including abent isolation-transformer chassis, which is con-

150W. As you can see from figs.5 and
6, which plot the percentage of distortion and noise in the Wavaes output
against power from the 8and 4ohm
taps, respectively, that promise is not
kept. At our usual definition of clipping —1% THD+noise — the Wavac
gives out just 2W or less into loads
ranging from twice the nominal tap
impedance to one quarter that nominal value. The highest power is
obtained when the load is half the
nominal tap —ie, from the 8ohm tap
into 4ohms —but even then, the definition of clipping has to be relaxed
from 1% to 10% for the amplifier to
approach its specified power. Looking
at the waveform on an oscilloscope
during these tests, the point in these
graphs when the waveform clips is
actually the sharp notch in the traces.
At 10% THD, the amplifier is putting
out apretty good squarewave!

Slate.. Wm.& 11.13,11., rm.", v•Out* Power mu«.
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Fig.4 Wavac SH-833, 8ohm tap, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.5 Wavac SH-833, 8ohm tap, distortion
(%) vs IkHz continuous output power
into (from bottom to top at 10W): 16
ohms, 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.
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Fig.6 Wavac SH-833, 4ohm tap, distortion
(%) vs lkHz continuous output power
into (from bottom to top at 10W): 16
ohms, 8ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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structed not from sheet metal but from
solid metal plates that range in thickness
from lOmm to 50mm. There was more
damage in one of the main amplifiers. It
took the designer the better part of a
day to undo the pallet punter's work (I
didn't get special treatment: avisit from
aWavac rep., most likely Yuzuru Ito or
Yasunori Matsuld, is part of what your
$350,000 buys you.) A week or so into
the review, one channel failed, and back
the designer came. Turned out to be a
cracked power resistor — probably a
result of shipping trauma.

you've heard it athousand times. Me,
I've heard it amillion times. Yet when I
heard that flute through the SH-833s
during one of my many "I wonder what
that record sounds like through these
amps..." sessions, Iwas taken by complete surprise. Iliterally sat up, taking
notice of that flute as never before.
What had always been athin and
familiar-sounding, dismissible shadow of
adisconnected flute floating just above
the music bed suddenly became acompelling performance by an actual human
being standing there blowing air
through his lips. The SH-833s reproLet's stick together
duced the sound of the flute with more
In the bridge of the Mamas and the of the tonal, textural, spatial, and presenPapas' "California Dreamin' "there's a tational cues heard when you hear a
flute solo that, if you've heard it once, flutist performing live.

5H- 833

That's what the SH-833 did with
every instrument or voice it reproduced. It made everything seem more
alive, more real, more pure. Was it the
truth, or aeuphonic coloration? If it
truly sounded more alive, more convincing of reality, does it matter? Do
you really think that hard, brittlesounding amplifiers that measure "perfectly" are giving you "the truth"? I
can't answer that question.
Ihaven't spent all that much time listening to SET amplifiers—the original
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblocks of about a decade ago were
about it. They were enjoyable, but my
kind of listening requires more of a
foundation, greater solidity, and far
more slam. But I've heard no amplifiers

Measurements
Note that the SH-833 becomes
increasingly nonlinear with increasing
power into all loads. Only between
10mW and 100mW does it produce
what would conventionally be called
"low" distortion. So why did the
amplifier sound more linear than
these measurements would su 141 est?
The answer lies in the harmonic content of the distortion. At moderate
power levels in the midrange, it is

à .2
1.0
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20

Time In m•

Fig.7 Wavac SH-833, 4ohm tap, IkHz
waveform at 1W into 4 ohms (top),
1.08% THD+N; distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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almost entirely pure second harmonic (fig.7). At 1%, the level is high
enough that it will be just audible —
hear for yourself; using the distortion
tracks on Stereophil s Test CD 2.
However, second-harmonic distortion, being musically consonant and
dose enough in frequency terms to
the fundamental that there will be
plenty of masking, is both relatively
benign and can often be preferred to
an undistorted signal, in that it sounds
"fatter" and "warmer."
That other, higher harmonics are
present can be seen in fig.8, which
shows the spectrum of the Wavac's
output while it drove 1W into 8
ohms from its 4ohm tap. However,
these are all below -60dB (0.1%), so
may not play arole in contributing to
the SH-833's sonic character for
much of the time.
Interestingly, the low-frequency
distortion decreases into lower impedances compared with higher im-

pedances (fig.9). Note from this graph
that the amplifier is actually at its most
linear just above the audioband. This
correlates with what is relatively good
performance on the high-frequency
intermodulation test (fig.10). Yes, the
level of the lIcHz difference component is reasonably high at -46dB
(0.5%), but the higher-order components all lie below -63dB (0.07%).
So, that's that for the Wavac SH833. Ican't explain why Michael
found its sound so seductive; all Ican
do is point to the measurable problems or audible idiosyncrasies that
must be listened through to hear what
it does right. All Ihave to do now is
work out how to get this mondo
amplifier back out of my basement
and into the SUV so that Mikey can
spend another couple of weeks luxuriating in its sound..
—John Atkinson

Fig.9 Wavac SH-833, 4 ohm tap, THD+N (%)
vs frequency (from bottom to top):
2.83V into 16 ohms, 8 ohms, 4ohms,
2ohms.

Fig.10Wavac SH-833, 4 ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 2.5W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Wavac SH-833, 4ohm tap, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 1W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Waver
like the Wavac SH-833s. The
listening experience was so
fundamentally different from
anything else I've heard that
I'm still not quite sure what to
make of it. As one audiophile
friend remarked after listening
to a few tunes, "I've never
heard anything like that
before." He meant that it
sounded more like real music.
Can it be that everything else
is wrong and the Wavacs are
right? Or that the Wavacs are
fundamentally wrong but fundamentally more fun? Can an
amplifier that made the Wilson
Audio WATT/Puppy 7loudspeakers sound entirely different from
how they'd ever sounded before possibly be dose to linear? As you read this,
you can glance at JA's "Measurements"
sidebar to find the answer —but as I
write this, he hasn't yet measured the
Wavacs, so Idon't know. Nor am Isure
that measurements can reveal how the
SH-833 reacts to the particular load the
WATT/Puppy 7presents. (I used the 4
ohm tap.)
What Ican tell you is that the SH833 did what I'd expect of asuperbly
executed SET amplifier: it had absolute
midrange purity, physicality, transparency, and especially delicacy. These are
easily the most musically sensual, delicate, wrap-your-musical-heart-aroundthem, physically and emotionally
palpable amplifiers Ihave ever heard.
Getting this level of delicacy, transparency, solidity, and speed in one package is what's new for me — especially
the speed of resolution.
Though it sounds like acontradiction
in terms, the SH-833 sounded rich and
warm and had tremendous powers of
resolution. It managed to balance these
qualities in away that resulted in an
unusually and spectacularly seamless
and coherent performance. It
was also remarkably quiet.
Music erupted from the kind of
jet-black silence usually associated with solid-state gear — but
with far more grace, delicacy,
liquidity, and transparency.
Sound never seemed to be
coming from, or sticking to, the
loudspeakers.
After sitting through a "top
loader" UK pressing of The Beatles
("The White Album") —one of
the first records Iplayed through
the Wavacs —I was left in awe.
Objectively speaking, the bottom
end was fuller than I'm used to and
Stereophile, July 2004
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the physicality of each note
being struck. The SH-833s had
something new to say about
just about every recording I
played through them.
While it's true that acertain
level of brightness I've come to
expect from the WATT/Puppy
7s and from certain discs was
suspiciously missing in action,
somehow, the high-frequency
harmonic structures and transient details remained sufficiently in play to satisfy. Unlike
some other warmish-sounding
amplifiers I've auditioned, the
833 transmitter tube and two smaller friends.
SH-833s didn't guide me toward playing midrange-heavy
the top was somewhat on the mellow acoustic music that would show off
side, though not to the point of sounding their strengths while not calling attenmuted or dull. It was as if the highest fre- tion to their deficiencies.
quencies on this somewhat brash recordThat's because the SH-833s met
ing, which usually sounds ragged and challenges such as The Clash's mastersomewhat aggressive, had been perfectly fully recorded London Calling (LP, CBS
polished rather than lopped off CLASH3) by rendering the drum kit
Everything that was supposed to be there with sufficient slam and crackle to
was diere, while everything you'd want avoid the sensation of muffled softness,
removed was gone.
while adding weight to each percussive
The naturalness of the midrange on hit — whether cymbals, toms, snare, or
this recording was essentially flawless, kick drum. The overall effect was to
and far more convincing, detailed (via make the kit sound far more like alive
resolution as opposed to peakiness), event than Iwas used to experiencing
coherent, and physical5,present than I'd from this disc, even though it ever so
ever heard it. Paul McCartney's voice slightly mellowed the tonal expression
appeared between the speakers with a at the very top.
timbral and textural reality that was a
Bass presentation was equally sensanew experience for me. The sense of tional, if unusual: bigger and warmer
him being "there" as living flesh was than Iwas used to — which it needed to
never so pronounced.
be to match the voluptuous midband —
The string section in George but not sloppy or weak or incoherent. In
Harrison's "Piggies" asserted itself with fact, listening to the Weavers' Reunion at
the surprising importance of that flute
Carnegie Hall 1963 (45rpm LPs,
in "California Dreamin' "— with a Vanguard/Classic), [heard something
warm, woody weight and textural be- for the first time that amazed me. Pete
lievability that heretofore had escaped Seeger can be heard tapping his foot at
notice in my 35 years of listening to it. If the right of the stage during
the harpsichord lost abit of transient "Guantanamera." I've heard those footedge, it was more than made up for by raps for decades, but through the SH833s, for the first time Icould hear—
and clearly — that Seeger was
accentuating the third beat in each
bar. Icould also make out how far
the vibration spread across the
floorboard before dissipating.
This was not amusically significant event, but it pointed out to
me that while the SH-833s' midbass was big, voluptuous, somewhat rich, and less well damped
than you typically get with asolidstate amp, it was sufficiently wellcontrolled and delicate to
delineate heretofore hidden
details. Had the bottom end been
any more damped or the top end
Simple, single ended circuitry.
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any faster, the picture's coherence
would have suffered.
Speaking of the whole picture: One
afternoon Iwas out running errands
when Roger Waters' Amused to Death
(Columbia 46876) popped into my
head. Ihadn't played the LP in probably
adecade, and Idon't know which made
me think of it — the album's sonic brilliance, or its ruminations on "dramatic
foreign policy" and the ability to watch
awar on TV, which Waters satirizes as a
sporting event complete with aMary
Albert play-by-play. (Amused to Death
was released in 1992, around the time of
the first Iraq war.)
The press kit that came with the
promo CD described Amused to Death
as "a wide-screen, Technicolor cinema
for the ears," and for once arecording
lived up to its hype — it delivered all of
the sonic and dramatic impact I'd
hoped for. Of course, it was only because I'd bought the two-LP set, mastered by Doug Sax directly from the
original analog tapes that Ihad access to
far more spectacularly natural, rich,
dynamic sound.
Dynamics? Yes. Perhaps the SH-833s
didn't measure up to the sledge-hammer
authority of the Musical Fidelity kW
monoblocks, but Inever felt as if the
Wavacs ran out of steam, or shortchanged any of the large-scale symphonic recordings I played. Low-level
dynamics were equally well served: lithe,
nimble, and delicate.
Put it all together and Igot asonic
spread of unparalleled richness, coherence, and enormity of scale —when
the music made that appropriate. I
heard a program of Berlioz and
Sibelius symphonic music in Avery
Fisher Hall, then ran home and fired
up the system. What Ithen heard was
far closer to aliving reality than I'd ever
experienced before when making such
aquick comparison. Idoubt you'll ever
experience recorded strings sounding
as convincingly real as you'll hear
through these amplifiers.
Yet when Iput on something meant
to be lively, rocking, and intimate, such as
Memphis Slim's Tribute to Big Bill Broonzy,
LeRoy Can; Cow Cow Davenpotz Curtis
Jones, Jazz Gillum (LP, Candid 9023),
recorded at Nola Penthouse Studios in
1961, the SH-833s delivered the singer's
voice and piano slightly bright and forward, with the crispness and lightness to
which Iwas accustomed but with a
noticeably creamier and more transparent midrange that made this familiar
recording sound far more convincing and
translucent than I'd ever heard it.
Stereophile, July 2004

Given the Wavacs' sonic personality, I
wished Istill had the Aerial 20T speakers that Ireviewed in April. $350,000
doesn't buy you ultimate compatibility; I
don't think the WATT/Puppy 7s, with
their craftily placed 50Hz midbass
bump, were the ideal match for the SH833s, though the match was magical
nonetheless —especially after Ireplaced
the WATTs' standard port with the one
intended to be used with tube amps.
The Aerial 20T, with its hyper-detailed
and extended ribbon tweeter and flatter,
deepe4 better-damped bass extension,
might have combined with the Wavac to
produce even more memorable sound.
The midrange transparency and
purity delivered by the Wavacs made
driving them directly from the Manley
Steelhead's variable output, rather than
through the Musical Fidelity kWP preamp, a much better choice. While
almost transparent, the kWP imparted
a bit of unnecessary warmth and a
slight opacity. The newest Steelhead indudes aline input, so it was easy to play
both analog and digital while bypassing
the preamp altogether. That's how the
system sounded the most open, airy,
coherent, three-dimensional, and, especially, transparent.
Though most LPs and CDs Iplayed
during that magical month did not dis-

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke S7
turntable, Kuzma Air Line tonearm; Origin Live Resolution
Modern turntable & Encounter
tonearm; Graham Nightingale II,
Lyra Titan, Lyra Helikon SL cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
Tri-Vista SACD player, Arcam
DV27A DVD-A player, Alesis
Masterlink CD recorder.
Preamplification:
Manley
Steelhead phono preamplifier;
Musical Fidelity kW preamplifiers.
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio
Specialties WATT/Puppy 7.
Cables: Interconnect AudioQuest
Cheetah, Sky. Speaker: AudioQuest ICilimanjaro. AC: Richard
Gray's High Tension Wire.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform, Audiodharma Cable Cooker,
Finite Elemente Pagode equipment
stands, VP! SDS motor controller,
ASC Tube Traps, RPG BAD &
Abffusor panels.
-Michael Freiner
WorldRadioHistory
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appoint, afew did. That's to be expected with such asingular product as the
Wavac SH-833 in the system. Idon't
care how much you spend — some
recordings respond magically to certain systems, some just don't. But very
few discs, analog or digital, didn't
deliver on the promise of these stunning amplifiers.
Conclusions
Slightly on the mellow side up top, a
bit warm down below, the Wavac SH833 seamlessly filled in the midband
with a rich, transparent, detailed
sound that managed to unite the
entire audible bandwidth into awhole
that was coherent, transparent, rich,
and round.
You'll hear more extended amplifiers
on top, better-damped ones below, and
more powerful, punchy, and dynamic
ones all around. But Idoubt you'll hear
an amplifier that delivers the effervescence, transparency, and solidity of live
music — all kinds of live music — as
convincingly and effectively as does the
Wavac SH-833.
Could the enormity of the Wavacs'
soundstage and my inability to identify
sound as actually emanating from apair
of speakers be afunction of the amps'
slightly warm midbass and ever so gently softened top end? Could be. What's
important in the end is the totality of
the experience, and that was totally
awesome. Isuppose the distortion levels at or near rated output will be far
higher than those of run-of-the-mill
solid-state amps, but those numbers tell
only part of the story—which is why
higher-distortion tube gear is gaining
more and more acceptance in recording
studios. Speaking of numbers: If
$350,000 is too rich for your bank
account, the SH-833 is also available as
the HE-833 v1.3, which doesn't include
the isolation transformer and grandiose
power supply, for amere $69,000.
The SH-833 is absurdly expensive.
Only a few lucky audiophiles have
pockets deep enough to afford them,
and given the amp's distinctive personality, associated components must be
chosen with great care. But when everything is right, the Wavac SH-833 will
produce magical, musically fulfilling
sound that you're not likely to forget. If
Ihad agood third of amillion bucks to
burn, I'd do it —before I'd spend it on a
painting or asports car. And Ilike driving fast cars.
Ibegged for another month with the
magical Wavacs. Iwas lucky enough to
get it.
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EAR 324 phono preamplifier

1A/

hen we last heard from
Englishman
Tim
de
Paravicini, whose EAR 890
amp I reviewed in Stereophilds April
2004 issue, the veteran audio designer
suggested that he could make atransistor amplifier equal in performance to
any of his successful tube designs.
Whatever else it may be, the new EAR
324 is my first chance to test that claim:
astereo phono preamplifier without a
single tube in sight. It isn't TdP's first
all-solid-state product: That would be
the line-plus-phono EAR 312 preamplifier, introduced to no small fanfare alittle over three years ago. For all intents
and purposes, the 324 is astandalone
version of the phono section of that
$18,000 flagship: The designs are virtually identical — excepting, of course,
their casework and power supplies.
The 324 presents the serious LP
enthusiast with two pairs of inputs,
selectable via apushbutton switch on
the front panel. Gain for both input
pairs is supplied by atrio of discrete
transistors per channel, operating as a
class-A amplifier. On the Phono 1
inputs, the additional gain necessary to
bring the very low voltage of atraditional moving-coil (MC) cartridge up to
par with that of a moving-magnet
(MM) cartridge is supplied by apair of
step-up transformers, each comprising
three separate primaries and one secondary in ashielded can, nicely chromefinished. Another switch on the front
panel allows the user to choose between
4, 15, and 40 ohm primaries, corresponding to additional voltage gains of
30x, 20x, and 10x, respectively. Each
primary for each channel is addressed
with arelay, for greater signal integrity

Description: Solid-state phono preamplifier. Input impedance: switchable
between 4, 15, and 40 ohms via transformer (moving-coil), 15k, 22k, 33k, 47k,
and 100k ohms (moving-magnet).
Output impedance: 60 ohms. Gain:
54dB maximum (MM)/ 72dB maximum
(MC). Input sensitivity: 2.5mV (movingmagnet). Signal/noise ratio: 68dB ref.
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than would be possible using aswitch.
(The same trannies are available in the
company's standalone step-up transformer, the MC3, but that $1195 product uses separate pairs of input jacks
instead of relays.) The transformers can
also be switched out of the Phono 1circuits entirely, for use with any cartridge
whose output exceeds 1.0mV or so.
The pair of inputs labeled Phono 2

2.5mV input RIM accuracy: ±0.3dB.
Channel balance: ±0.2dB. TI-ID: 0.2%.
Dimensions: 12.7" W by 4" Fi by
10.5" D. Weight: 11 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
02521001.
Price: $3995 (wrth chrome or brushed
aluminum faceplate). Approximate
number of dealers: 24.

are optimized for an MM cartridge:
These bypass the trarmies altogether,
but route the phono signal through a
brace of capacitance and impedance
choices: 20, 100, 220, 330, and 470 picofarads for the former, and 15k, 22k, 33k,
47k, and 100k ohms for the latter. As
with the transformer primaries and
input impedances described above for
Phono 1, the Phono 2 choices are also

Manufacturer:
Esoteric
Audio
Research/Yoshino Ltd., Coombe Grove
Farm,
Ermine
Street,
Arrington,
Cambridgeshire SG8 OAL, England, UK.
Tel: (44) 1223-208877. Web: von/wearyoshino.com. US distributor: EAR USA,
1087 East Ridgewood Street, Long
Beach, CA 90807. Tel: (562) 422-4747.
Web: wvvw.ear-usa.com.
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switched from the front panel, also addressing abank of relays.
Before moving on to the 324's other
features, let's consider the technical reasons adesigner would choose acombination of step-up transformers and
active gain for his phono preamp, rather
than using active devices alone. As you
know, aphono cartridge can't drive an
active gain stage unless the input of the
latter presents an impedance that's significantly higher than the cartridge's
own coils: Ohm's Law says that, all other
things being equal, signal voltage can't
go up unless its current goes down —so

people generally try to have active inputs
that are higher in impedance than the
cartridge's own relative handful of ohms,
all the way up to awhopping 47k ohms
and beyond.
But when we speak of impedance
instead of mere resistance, we're speaking of something that's frequencydependent — and that's where things
get sticky. The impedance differential
required for asource to drive again
stage effectively, taken by most people
to be afactor between 50 and 100, is
unlikely to make this stickiness an issue.
But when you load a4 ohm source

with 47k ohms of shunt resistance, you
will exaggerate, rather than flatten, any
frequency-related response anomalies
that are present in that source. And an
MC cartridge has at least one of those
anomalies, notwithstanding its theoretical superiority in other regards.I
The loading game changes when we
1It's also important to choose aprecisely correct load
impedance so the MC cartridge can damp itself, electrically. I'M reluctant to put my hand in the hornets'
nest by suggesting, even approximately, what the right
number should be, but ni speak from personal experience and say that Idon't believe I've ever heard acartridge perform properly into a47k ohm load.

Measurements

I' he EAR 324's gain in MM mode

was alittle lower than specified,
at 50.6dB at 1kHz from both inputs,
and was the same in both balanced
and unbalanced output modes. The
"-6dB" and "-12dB" settings
reduced the gain by exactly those
amounts. Switching in the MC transformer set to its "40 ohm" winding
added another 19.5dB of gain, which
will make the 324 suitable for use
with low-output MC cartridges, particularly as its signal/noise ratios are
respectably high: 82dB for the MM
input (ref. 5mV input at 1kHz),
79dB for the MC input (ref. 0.5mV
input at 1kHz). Both these figures
are A-weighted; they worsen slightly
when unweighted over awide measurement bandwidth (to 75.4dB for
the MM input and 66.3dB for the
MC input), due to the presence of
some low-level 120Hz hum that I
could not eliminate by experimenting with the grounding between the
324 and my Audio Precision System
One test set.
The preamp's output impedance
was ausefully low 33 ohms from
both the balanced and unbalanced
output jacks, and it preserved absolute polarity with the front-panel
button set to Normal (the XLRs are
wired with pin 2hot, the IEC standard). The MM stage's input impedance could be varied with the
front-panel control. Set to "15k," it
measured 16.7k ohms at 1kHz; to
"22k," 23k ohms; to "33k," 42k
ohms; to "47k," 64k ohms; and to
"100k," 107k ohms. The MC stage's
input impedance varied from 100 to
780 ohms at 1kHz, depending on
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the transformer winding used. Idid
not find any interaction between
the phono inputs. However, the
EAR was very fussy about the
grounding between its inputs and
the Audio Precision's outputs, with
some low-frequency instability evident if the ground connection was
not to its liking.
The EAR's RIAA error, measured
through its MM input set to 100k
ohms to minimize any interaction
between the preamp and the signal
generator, is shown in fig.1. Other than
asmall, 0.5dB rolloff at the frequency
extremes, the response is very flat, with
just aslight (02dB) emphasis in the
lower treble. Channel separation, again
measured through the MM input, was
good in the treble, with the R-L leakage lower than in the opposite direction (fig2), but degraded at lower
frequencies, this presumably due to the
action of the RIAA de-emphasis. (The
input signal decreases with the frequency, meaning that the constant
noise floor increasingly affects the
measured separation.)
Above 100Hz, with the level of the
signal fed to the EAR 324's MM
Slafoaa... EAR ID. Ft...Error clOr vs frequency MO

input set to 5mV at 1kHz, and preequalized with the appropriate RIAA
curve, the THD+noise percentage
remained close to 0.01% at all settings
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Fig.2 EAR 324, MM input, channel separation
(10d13/vertical div., R—L dashed).
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Fig.3 EAR 324 line stage, MM input, THD+N
(%) vs frequency at 5mV at IkHz, right
channel top, left bottom.
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Fig.1

EAR 324, MM input, RIAA error at lmV
input at lkHz (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.4 EAR 324 MM input, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 300mV into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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precede our active stage with atransformer, which works by inverting the
ratio between voltage and current: low
voltage and high current at the primary
(input) become low current and high
voltage at the secondary (output). With
astep-up transformer, then, we don't
need to create an impedance differential
between source and load at all: All the
voltage we need appears at the secondary, virtually without cost.
Conditions at the secondary are such
that no reasonable gain stage could
complain: There's enough voltage to
drive any number of different devices.

of the gain control (fig3), which is
superb performance. Howeve4 again
there was some incompatibility between the EAR and the Audio Precision: I only obtained this low
distortion if Imeasured each channel
separately; with both left and right
inputs connected to the AP, the THD
rose to 0.06% in both channels.
And whether Iconnected one or
both channels, the measured distortion rose steeply with decreasing
frequency below 100Hz, reaching
our definition of "overload" — 1%
THD —just above 20Hz. Ichecked
and rechecked this figure, using an
unequalized signal and adifferent
generator — a battery-powered
Neutrik — with the same result.
This means that the EAR's circuit has
virtually no headroom in the low
bass. While this may not have any

THE ITC SUITE

Back at the primary, the only requirement is that source and input impedances be at least reasonably close to one
another, for the sake of electrical efficiency at most frequencies. Thus, astepup transformer is kind to the music
signal in many ways: It does not blow
frequency-related response bumps out
of proportion, it is electrically efficient,
it does not create unwanted impedance
"reflections," and it provides an operating condition in which the cartridge can
control itself—which is to say, there is
no electromotive force interfering with
the cantilever's work. (A fanciful term

subjective consequences with music
recordings, which tend to have little
energy below 40Hz (unless they are
of pipe organs or synthesizers), it
means that record warps will drive
the preamp into nonlinear behavior.
It should be noted that AD noted no
audible problems with any of the
cartridge/arm combinations he tried,
but Iwas alarmed by this behavior
regardless.
Moving higher in frequency, the
324's overload margins were only
moderate, this correlating with the
higher-than-normal MM-stage gain.
Imeasured around 13dB through
both the MM and MC inputs at
lkHz and 20kHz, this figure not
affected by the front-panel gain setting. (The 13dB figure is referenced
to standard lIcHz input levels of 5mV,
MM, and 0.5mV MC.) This perfor-

Mgt LE It AUDIO
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for such an electromotive force might
be "electrically induced mistracking" or
perhaps "backward mistracking.")
And in case you detect the unmistakable scent of sympathy in the preceding
paragraphs, let me confess: Ido in fact
think that an MC cartridge that's wellmatched to a step-up transformer is
capable of much more drama, and
much less distortion of the sort Ifind
objectionable, than an MC cartridge
driving active devices — or even an MM
cartridge driving fewer of those devices.
The only time when simpler isn't better
is when simpler is worse.

mance suggests that the EAR is best
used with low-output cartridges.
Fig.4 shows the spectrum of the
EAR's output while its MM input
was driven with a 50Hz tone at
440p.V; le; just below reference level.
The second harmonic is the highest in
level, at -60dB (0.1%), followed by
the third, at -64dB (0.06%). You can
also see the 120Hz hum components
Ireferred to earlier. Fig.5 shows a
similar spectrum for a11(Hz tone at a
high 15mV input level, again taken
through the MM input. Even though
this signal approaches the overload
point, the harmonics are only just visible above the noise floor, the latter
shaped by the RIAA de-emphasis.
The EAR also turned in low levels of
intermodulation distortion when
reproducing high levels of 19 and
20kHz tones (fig.6).
With the exception of its very limited low-frequency headroom, the
EAR 324 turns in good measured
performance provided it is used with
low-output MM or MC cartridges
through the appropriate inputs. But
that LF performance is still amatter
for concern.
—John Atkinson
00

00

Fig.5

EAR 324 MM input, spectrum of lkHz sinewaye, DC-10kHz, at IV into 8k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.6 EAR 324, MM input, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kliz at 1V
into 8k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Tundra. I'm sure glad Idon't have to
race them on the track., 9
-Mike Skinner
1995 Inaugural Craftsman Truck Series Champion
1997 Winston Cup, Rookie of The Year

See Mike and Angies' home theater at
www.featurepres.com/portfolio... theirs is #4

'Z. Sanibel Sound
Where Music speaks Louder Than Words

I To find your local, authorized
Sanibel dealer, call 1-800-531-6886
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MC-5000
MC-3000 II
MC-2000 II
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MC-25 FL
MC-15 Super II
T-3000
T-2011
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X3-MC
X1-MC
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$1,810
6480
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$350
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Turntables.
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Sale Price
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0M-10 Super It

$90

$64

$1,285

0M-5E Super II

365

$46
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0M-3E Super II
OMP-10
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$90

$32
$64
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OMP-5E

$6$

$46
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OMP-3E
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$32
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Back to the EAR 324's technical features: In addition to the
front-panel switches and knobs
for selecting phono inputs and
choosing between various
loading parameters, there are a
few other, equally useful
things. A pushbutton mono
switch serves an obvious,
important duty when listening to Toscanini (all) or
Eddie Cochran (most)
records. Another pushbutton
lets you invert the absolute
polarity of the signal, which
can be useful ...albeit only with
recordings that are not egregiously multimiked, and only to the
extent that its use doesn't encourage
fiddling, sound worshipping, or outand-out weirdness. And athree-position knob lets you choose between full
gain (54dB) and 6or 12dB of attenuation, the latter two being useful when
you're comparing an MC's performance into different transformer primaries and you want a quick and
positive way of effecting at least approximate level matching for the sake
of afair comparison.
The 324's signal output comes in unbalanced (phono jacks) and balanced
(XLR sockets) flavors, the latter being
true balanced in the sense that it is not
derived through the use of an extra
inverter — but not quite as true as can
be, since there are no balanced inputs,
which would of course require special
tonearm wiring.2 Both unbalanced and
balanced outputs are taken from the
secondaries of two very hefty transformers. That's right: output transformers,
just as in the Audio Note M2 preamp I
reviewed last issue. Thus, the EAR 324
can be expected to drive the line inputs
of any preamp or amp without difficulty. In fact, in amoment of what passes
for whimsy around here, Iconnected
the 324's balanced outputs straight to
the balanced inputs of my own EAR
890 power amplifier, using the latter's
input level controls to adjust listening
volume. It worked. (But the sound was
not, to my way of hearing, superior in
any way to the system's performance
with my regular preamp in place.)
In true EAR fashion, the 324's power
supply is elegantly simple, being centered around asmallish toroidal trans2Because aphono cartridge is that rare component that
naturally exists in abalanced stare—its AC goes back
and forth in asymmetrical circuit, without being referenced to ground — rm anxious to try this some day. It's
on my "to do" list, along with remodeling the kitchen
and saving up for ahorse.
Stereophile, July 2004
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First and foremost, it had
what Ithink of as an organic, as
distinct from artificial, presentation. Its ability to let the
music flow in an unmechanical way, and to let the sound
breathe in and out naturally,
was at least the equal of the
best I've heard in my home.
The 324 was tight in that it
played notes and rhythms
correctly, without sloppiness or ambiguity of pitch
and tempo — but it didn't
have that (forgive me) tightInside the EAR 324 phono preamplifier.
assed sound that characterizes so much expensive
former that's nicely shielded in its own playback gear, and which tells me, in an
metal sub-enclosure. Four smoothing
instant, that I'm hearing an electrocaps complete the scene —but there is
mechanical fake and not real people
no power-supply regulation at all, Tim playing music.
de Prelying instead on passive filtering
Those strengths were especially clear
in both the power supply itself and with a beautiful recording of Purcell
within the active circuitry. (There's a songs by the Deller Consort (French
pair of nicely shielded can-type inducHarmonia Mundi HM 247). The
tors in the latter for this purpose, which
sounds of the instruments on "My song
Ioriginally mistook for trannies.) There
shall be alway" had solidity and presis also an inductor in the power supply,
ence — but, again, without seeming too
between the rectifier bridge and the first tight or rigid, musically. Listening closer,
smoothing caps, which helps reduce
Iheard the EAR do. abetter job than my
electrical and mechanical noise, and own combination of Tamura transwhich provides some measure of reguformer and Fi preamplifier at keeping
lation in the bargain.
the violins — and, ultimately, the choral
The 324 remained cool to the touch voices — separate and distinct from the
at all times, even when powered up
bass-and-organ continuo. The latter had
around the clock — although it seemed
what Ithought was the right amount of
to reach full potential after just half an
heft and weight, yet the other parts
hour. Construction quality is fine, with
were free to shine and move about,
an especially robust chassis that's cleverwithout sounding stony or thick. And
ly reinforced, apparently to resist the
the colors of the instruments were lovetorsional forces exerted by the two
ly and convincing, too: no solid-state
heavy output transformers. My only
"graying-out" of timbres.
complaint is that the brushed-alloy faceYes, though it may sound simplistic
plate, while nice enough, isn't as pretty or wrongheaded to say so, the 324
as the heavily chromed brass faceplates
never sounded to me like asolid-state
of other EAR products.
amplifier. My own trannies and tubes
Well, that's not my only complaint:
were no better at portraying true instruWhen Itook off the bottom cover for a mental colors — as with the very disglimpse of the underside of the main
tinctive and realistically recorded brass
circuit board, I found the following instruments on Knappertsbusch's stumessage etched onto the board: "The
dio recording of Prelude to Wagner's
milenium has begun already" — mis- Parseid (Westminster/Speakers Corner
spelled in precisely that way. Oh, Tun,
WST-17032) — and the EAR had a
Tim, Tim...
consistently, pleasingly great sense of
flow and ease on LP after LP. That it
Listening
ran cool and could be left powered up
The EAR 324 is so flexible, with so
indefinitely was, as they say, icing. Or
many choices of inputs and settings, and
gravy. Or something.
with provisions for accommodating so
The EAR also played music with a
many different phono cartridges, that better sense of scale than my reference.
any reviewer could easily blow 3000 Take that great live recording of Procol
words just describing its sound in every
Harum with the Edmonton Symphony
reasonable combination. Instead, ni start Orchestra (the British LP, Chrysalis
by giving you ageneral sense of what the
CHR 1004, more than the compara324 sounded like in my system.
tively thin-sounding US release on
WorldRadioHistory
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A&M): The space from
which the orchestra plays
seemed larger, in addition
to which the orchestral
drums and all the smaller
drums in Barrie Wilson's
kit took on amuch bigger
sound, with more impact
and drama. Even the sound of
applause seemed to come from alarger
chunk of space.
While it isn't uncommon — and may
not even be objectionable, depending
on the system and the listener — for an
otherwise good component to have
some sonic signature, the EAR 324 simply didn't. It sounded neither brighter
nor darker than what Iexpected, with
no surplus of smoothness or grain, and
no little timbral hiccups that Icould
hear in my system. If one were to take
the parlor-trick approach to judging a
piece of playback gear—trying to prove
what we can or cannot hear in ablind
test —I'm reasonably confident Icould
identify the sounds of certain other
favorite products: transformers, preamps, and what have you. But not this
one: Isincerely doubt if Icould identify
the EAR 324 in use, other than to say
that it makes music quite well.
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Comparisons
Comparisons are tempting nonetheless — one of the most tempting involved the highly regarded Linn Linto
($1600), which has long been the finest
solid-state phono preamp of my experience. So I
jogged my memory with a
borrowed Linto (serial number
833669), noting, among other things,
the Scottish preamp's unsurprisingly
accurate pitches and apparently uncolored sound. And, mother of pearl, was
it ever quiet. The EAR was just as quiet
in my system, and just as musical — yet
it rewarded even casual listening with a
notably better flow and naturalness
than the Linn. The EAR was, simply,
more organic.
Working in the other direction —
back toward my reference setup — I'm
not sure that comparing agiven trannieplus-active phono device to different
types and combinations of those same
things, gathered from different suppliers
and assembled in different combinations, would be anything but dubious.
And so it went.
For example, Itend to mate low-output MCs with the lowest-impedance primaries possible when using a step-up
transformer: The Tubaphon TU3 prefers
the Tamura transformer's 3ohm primary
over its 40 ohm choice, and it prefers my
88

The back panel of the EAR 324 phono preamplifier.

Audio Note AN-S2's Low setting over its
High (precise specs are not given). Yet
with the EAR 324, things weren't so pat.
Some slight ringing signaled amismatch
between the TU3 and the EAR's 4ohm
setting, which was audible on tenor Peter
Pears' singing in the Britten Nocturne
(Decca/Speakers Corner SXL-2189).
Playing that cartridge into either the 15
ohm or 40 ohm primaries eliminated the
distortion, if indeed that's what it was, and
did abetter job of preserving very subtle
high-frequency contributions to the
sound —the natural sibilance of Pears'
very precise delivery, the realistic sound of
the skin of Denis Byth's kettledrum, and
so forth.
But Iwondered: Was this afunction of
the relationship between the cartridge's
coil impedance and the impedances of
the various primaries, or was it something else? I've imagined an active gain
stage would be difficult to overload with
awell-chosen step-up transformer since
a comparatively high voltage on the
transformer's primary — and its concomitantly relatively high impedance —

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn LP12 turntable, Naim Armageddon power
supply, Naim Aro tonearm; Rega
Planar 3 turntable, Rega RB-300
tonearm; Tubaphon TU3, Lyra
Helikon Mono, Miyabi 47, Linn
Adikt, Linn Altiva phono cartridges.
Preamplification: Audio Note
AN-S2, Tamura TKS-83 step-up
transformers; Linn Linto phono
preamplifier; Fi, Audio Note M2
preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Audio Note
Kit One, EAR 890.
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL-989.
Cables: Interconnect Audio Note
AN-Vic, DNM solid-core, Nordost
Valhalla, homemades. Speaker:
Nordost Valhalla, Audio Note
AN-SPx, hometnades.
Accessories: Mana stand (under
Linn LP12, preamps); Rega wall
shelf (under Rega Planar 3); Wally
Tools.
—Art Dudley
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will produce lower gain
on the secondary, proportionally. But Idon't
really know for sure.
Perhaps what Fm hearing is simply the different
"sounds"
of
different primaries. (But
please don't tell me they "break
in," and that the one Iuse least often will
always sound worse than the others...)
Permutations & Combinations
Rather than waxing all techno-philosophical, Idecided to tackle something
knowable: How would the different
cartridges in my collection fare with the
EAR 324, and what combinations of
settings would work best for each?
Here's what I've learned so far:
•Tubaphon TU3: As sult:ested, this
one sounded best driving either the 15
ohm or 40 ohm primaries. The
Tubaphon is somewhat warmish —not
as warm as an old Supex or Koetsu,
mind, just slightly and pleasantly thick —
and the EAR preserved that characteristic, while still honoring the timing and
pitch specifics of the notes. This combo
also had agreat bottom end, as heard on
the Bax tone poem November Woods
(Lyrita SRCS37): The center-stage kettledrum had more weight and impact
here than when Iused the same cartridge
with my reference gear. (By the way, this
is pretty nice music, even if it's abit obvious and traveloguey in spots.)
• Helikon Mono: This cartridge
sounded best with the 4or 15 ohm primaries —the latter getting the nod on
most pop records, especially ones that
are cut alittle too hot. The Helikon
sounded immediate, colorful, and
super-dynamic through the EAR 324.
Toscanini's late recording of the "Good
Friday Spell," from Wagner's Parsifil
(RCA LM-6020), was especially fine,
with agreat room sound and very present, if unavoidably colored, strings and
woodwinds. Notwithstanding the fine
sense of breathing and flow, the EAR's
tight musicality fit the deliberateness of
Toscanines performance well.
• Linn Adikt: This MM cartridge
sounded best at an impedance setting of
22k ohms (47k was too relentless and
sibilant for my tastes), with acapacitance
of 100pF. Even at its best, it was never the
most substantial- or colorful-sounding
thing —but then, it isn't terribly meaty
with my reference gear, eithet In any
event, the Adikt played music well, with
the bonus that it shrugged off surface
noise better than most other cartridges in
its price range. (A mildly off-topic note:
Stereophile, July 2004
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For some reason, the Adikt doesn't have
the same stylus-to-mounting-bolt distance as Linn's MC cartridges, making it a
less than optimal choice for use with the
non-adjustable Naim Aro toneann —
which is designed around "the Linn standard" in that regard.)
•Miyabi 47: Wow. Together with the
EAR 324, this already dynamic cartridge
made some of the most immediate and
downright thrilling music I've enjoyed at
home. It worked best with the 4 ohm
primaries, but with the gain knocked
down afrill 12dB: For whatever reason,
it liked that part of the Fi's volume range
best of all. Other combinations had
more color and slightly gooshier, more
liquid textures — whether or not you
like that sort of thing —but nothing was
more dramatic.
•Linn Akiva: I've saved what Iconsider the best for last. Unsurprisingly, this
recent review sample sounded great
driving Linn's own Linto preamp:
superb all-around performance that
would please Flat-Earthers and high-end
salon jockeys alike, with faultless pitch
and tempo performance and at least
decent color and texture —plus groove
noise that was as low as I've ever heard.
But imagine my surprise when the

Linn cartridge and EAR trannies and
preamp did alip-lock from which they
have yet to emerge. The bass was nothing short of awesome in its combination of depth, power, pitch, and speed
(try virtually any cut on Leonard
Cohen's New Skin for the Old Ceremony,
Columbia 33167), and stereo imaging

Imagine my surprise when
the Linn cartridge and
EAR trannies and preamp
did alip-lock from which
they have yet to emerge.
and scale were superb: The great SoltiCulshaw recording of Wagner's Die
Walküre (London/King Records KIJC9180) was so spatially convincing it had
me grinning like afool. Tracking was
good, too (after I'd run it in for aweek,
before which it was itchy on those loud,
loud voices). Buying a $2995 phono
cartridge and a$3595 phono preamplifier in the same year may seem dizzying to people, like me, of average

324

means, but based on this combination's
performance in my system, no record
lover could call it amistake.
Conclusions
If the EAR 324 has ashortcoming, it
might be the price. Of course, there's
nothing cheap about it: The 324 is welldesigned and superbly engineered, and
its musical performance speaks for
itself. Especially if you want this kind of
flexibility — this exact combination of
features — then $3595 is the not-unreasonable asking price.
If the 324 has another shortcoming, it
might be that its features don't happen
to suit every enthusiast who might be
interested in such a thing. There are
probably record collectors out there
who would appreciate the 324's performance, but who would also insist on
such additional features as switchable
EQ curves for various LP types, or perhaps more than one pair of MC inputs.
Again, this is not unreasonable.
But there's no point in reviewing what
the 324 isn't. Take it for what it is — a
serious and downright scary assault on
the state of the art of phono amplification. Recommended with great enthusiasm and no small amount of envy.
12I
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Report
Paul

Bolin

Edge NL-12 power amplifier

C

onsider the plight of
solid-state
muscle
amps. Often derided as
brutes lacking sophistication or
subtlety, particularly by the
SET set (ie, fans of single-ended
triodes), these powerhouses are
taken for granted and often, like
Rodney Dangerfield, they get no
respect. And once upon atime, the
stereotypes were true. Every veteran audiophile has at some time heard an
immensely powerful transistor amp that
had the soft sonic allure of asheet of
sandpape4 alumbering oaf of acomponent with nothing whatsoever to recommend it save for abulging set of mighty
moose muscles.
The Edge NL-12 is amassively powerful solid-state amp — at 300Wpc, it
qualifies as aboard-breaker of the first
order — but it's amuscle amp built from
a different perspective. On my first
hearing of the NL-12 at aConsumer
Electronics Show afew years back, Iwas
instantly struck by its delicacy and
finesse when playing an Emmylou
Harris CD. This was no "conventional"
high-power amplifier. A chat with
Edge's marketing director, Steven
Norber — afriendly fellow who combines intensity and mellowness — at
Home Entertainment 2003, and an NL12 was dispatched for my edification.
What's different about the NL-12
begins with its sleek, art deco-ish appearance. Shapes are softly rounded;
even the hefty cooling fins can't gouge
the hands. While this is apowerful amp,
it doesn't look particularly large or imposing, though it's certainly handsome.
But be warned: the Edge is far more
heavy than you'd think it is. As my review sample was equipped with the
optional engraved top panel of transparent Lucite, Iquickly discovered why it
had seemed as if Iwas pulling an engine
block out of the box: enormous dualmono toroidal transformers live within,
topped by nicely machined crowns of
power-supply capacitors. The internal
design is clean and well organized, with
minimal wire snaking around inside.
Stylish inside and out is the NL-12, as
might Yods it put.

white paper I received
argued that NPN
transistors differ
greatly
from
PNPs in linearity
"and the parameters that account for
linearity — beginning with the doping
of the [transistor's]
silicon substrate." The
output transistors are
matched to tolerances
tighter than 1% and are
‘se'
supposedly driven with ineg
creased amounts of current in
order
to minimize the already small
tète
differences between the individual transistors' response curves. A "judicious"
Edge Electronics has
amount of local negative feedback is used
been slowly and carefully building their in the interests of stability.
reputation and expanding their product
The exdusive use of NPN devices is
line since 1987, and now produces afull
also said to minimize crossover and
line of line stages and power amplifiers.
switching distortions. Somewhat obliqueThe $15,500 NL-U is the company's
ly, the white paper notes that the NL-12
most potent stereo amplifier; above it are
"offers the sought-after attributes of Class
the $35,000/pair NL Signature One
A operation." Whether this means the
400W monoblocks and the monumenamp runs in chicsA or that Edge expects
tal 800W Reference monoblocks,
reviewers to rate it Class A I'm not cerwhich are built to order and will set you
tain. Given that it never became overly
back about 75,000 bucks. Now there's a warm, Isuspect that the NL-12's output
muscle amp.
stage operates in the usual dass-AB.
The most unusual feature of anumCircuits
ber of Edge amplifiers is their use of a
The NL-12's circuit uses bipolar transislaser biasing circuit. A chip diode that
tors, and is given its backbone by those
enormous, stainless-steel-clad transformers. The power supply is optimized
Description: Dual-mono power
to operate within aspecific temperature
amplifier with laser-biased output
range. Not that the NL-12 ever got
stage. Output power: 300Wpc into
much more than moderately warm,
8 ohms (24.8dBVV). Constant cureven when blasting power music
rent capacity: 56.34 amperes.
through the Focal-JMIab Nova Utopia
Input impedance: 30k ohms.
Be loudspeakers, which Jolm Atkinson's
Output impedance: 0.025 ohm.
measurements in June revealed to be a
Dimensions: 15" W by 9" H by
less than forgiving load.
19" D. Weight: 106 lbs.
Norber and chief engineer Tom
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Maker describe the NL-12 amplifier's
102282.
output-stage topology as "quasi-complePrice: $15,500. Approximate nummentary," meaning that, like Plinius,
ber of dealers: 12.
Edge uses NPN transistors in place of
Manufacturer: Edge Electronics,
the usual PNPs. 1 The Edge technical
815 SE 47th Street, Cape Coral, FL
1See "Sanes Space" in March 2003 for adiscussion of
the benefits of this.
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33904. Tel: (239) 945-6227. Web:
www.edgeamp.com.
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produces red coherent light with awavelength of 630 nanometers is coupled
with the bias transistor in ahermetically
sealed, transparent chamber (which
glows a nifty red when observed
through the amp's clear top). Inside the
chamber, the laser is focused directly on
the transistor's substrate, and the laser is
modulated by aservo that's tied to the
SI
for exact bias tracking in response
to varying signal inputs. Edge asserts that
the upshot is a"more efficient move-

ment of electrons as seen in a400%
increase in transistor gain" over anonlaser-biased circuit.
The speaker terminals are unique:
heavy-duty washers fused to 1-handles
that screw into holes on the amplifier's
rear panel: easy to tighten, simple, and
effective.
Setup
When the Edge arrived, Idiscovered
that it accommodated only RCA input

jacks. An e-mail to Steve Norber resulted in the quick delivery of apair of
beautifully made Cardas female XLRto-male adapters, which Iused for all
evaluative listening. As my usual Grand
Prix Monaco amp stands were full of
amps, the Edge, like the Hovland Radia,
was perched atop three StillPoints isolation feet. Given its weight, it's safe to say
that the NL-12 was securely coupled to
the slab beneath the thin carpet of my
listening room.

Measurements

A

sIalways do before any testing, I
ran the Edge NL-12 at one-third
power into 8 ohms for an hour, in
order to test the amplifier's ability to
eliminate waste heat. Despite the relatively small profile of the NL-12's
heatsinks, they had heated up to only
60°C or so by the end of this period,
proving they had adequate thermal
capacity. However, the smell of hot
insulation emanated from the amplifier's chassis. In addition, Imonitored
the amplifier's THD during the preconditioning period. It was surprisingly high at the outset, at 025% at
100W. However, instead of decreasing as the amplifier warmed up, it increased, reaching 0.28% after 30
minutes, and finishing at 029%.
The NL-12 preserved absolute
polarity and offered a moderately
high input impedance of 34k ohms.
Its voltage gain was about 3dB higher
than average, at 303dB. The amplifier's output impedance was 0.1 ohm
over most of the audioband, rising to
0.3 ohm at 20kHz. (Both figures
include the series impedance of 6' of
speaker cable.) Any modification of
its frequency response by the usual
Ohm's Law interaction between the
source impedance and the loudspeaker impedance will therefore be
minor. The top dotted trace in fig.1,
for example, shows that there was
about ±02dB of response error with
our simulated speaker load, which is
minor. However, this graph also
shows that there is some interaction
between the amplifier's high-frequency bandwidth and the load impedance. While the —3dB point is a
high 105kHz into 8ohms, this drops
to 43kHz into 2ohms, with an audioband rolloff of almost 2dB at 20kHz.
Associated with the wide band-
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width into higher impedances, the
NL-12's reproduction of a 10kHz
squarewave (fig2) showed short risetimes. However, there is a hint of
overshoot on the waveform's leading
edges. Given its apparently dualmono construction, Iwas surprised to
find that the Edge had some crosstalk,
with more in the R—L direction than
in the other. The L—R channel separation is excellent below 5kHz but
merely good R—L (fig3), though the
latter should have no subjective consequences. The amplifier's A-weighted signal/noise ratio was excellent, at
90dB ref. 1W into 8ohms. The wideband unweighted figure was only
64.5dB, due to the presence of some
ultrasonic noise, as well as some
120Hz hum that Icouldn't eliminate
no matter how much Iexperimented
with the grounding between the
Edge and my Audio Precision System
One. However, this hum is low
enough in level that it won't be audible with non-horn loudspeakers.
Fig.4 plots the percentage of
THD+noise in the NL-12's output
against output power into resistive
loads ranging from 2 to 16 ohms.
Below 2W into any of these loads,
stm 5505 p4512

the curves are conventional, their
downward slopes indicating that the
measured percentage is dominated by
noise. Into each load, however, there
comes an output power level where
the distortion level suddenly rises.
This rise is small in the case of a16

o
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Fig.2 Edge NI-12, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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Fig.3 Edge NI 12, channel separation
(10dB/vertical div., R—L dashed).
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Fig.1

105

Edge NI-12, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 4W into
2ohms (1dB/vertical div.).
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4.4 Edge NI-12, distortion (
0/0) vs lkHz
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 10W): 16 ohms, 8
ohms, 4ohms, 2 ohms.
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Edge
Sounds
After power-lifting the NL-12 out of its
box and receiving the necessary
adapters, Ihooked it up and let it cook
for aweek. Two things stood out at first
listening: The amp sounded alittle tight
and unforgiving at first—the mids and
top sounded rather dynamically constricted — but its bass power and control
were astonishing. The NL-12 joined the
rotation of amps in my system and, over
the next 100 or so hours, lost its some-

ohm load (bottom trace) and takes
place at 20W output, above which
there is the usual "knee" at 116W.
The clipping point (1% THD) occurs
at 135W into 16 ohms (243dBW).
Into 8ohms, the initial rise in distortion is greater, reaching 0.38% between 40W and 50W, and the
clipping occurs at 250W (24dBW),
which is lower than the specified
300W (24.8dBW). The 4ohm output reaches 1% in distortion at 20W,
though the true clipping point occurs
at 400W (23dBW). And the increase
in distortion into 2ohms (top trace)
rises well above 1% even at powers of
afew watts. Note that this trace ends
at 450W, which is when the rearpanel 8A fuses blew.

Fig.5 Edge NL-12, distortion (%) vs IkHz
continuous output power into 8ohms
from right channel (bottom at 1W), left
channel (top).
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what pinched sound and began to open
up, harmonically and spatially.
As it was the bass that had made such
astrong first impression, it seems logical
to begin there. The NL-12 did not
merely go deep, though it certainly did
that. The gargantuan synthesizer bass
on Sugar's "Let's Feel the Music," from
Shine (Korean CD, Starworld/BMG
PD-6621), plummeted nearly to the
center of the earth. While this was
mightily impressive, the Edge's most

To make sure that this was not specific to the left channel, which is
shown in fig.4, Irepeated the test into
8ohms from the right channel. The
top trace at low powers in fig.5 shows
the left channel's behavior, the bottom trace the right channel's. The
right channel is actually more linear
than the left and reaches a slightly
higher power before it reaches the
point where its distortion starts to rise.
However, both channels fundamentally behave the same, which effectively rules out the amplifier being
broken as the cause of this behavior.
If you look at the "break points" in
the fig.4 traces, where the distortion
percentage starts to rise, the output
power where this happens halves
each time the load is halved. This
means that the break point happens at
the same output current into each
load, which asimple Ohm's Law calculation indicates is approximately
1A. At that current level (a little higher in the right channel), something is
going wrong with the NL-12's operating parameters.
This radical change in behavior
above or below the 1A output current
limit can also be seen in the plot of

NI-12

evident quality was its tremendous
authority and control of the midbass.
Most music does not have truly deep
bass; that is, any musical information in
the 20-40Hz octave. For instance, the
low Eof afour-string bass guitar or double bass has afundamental of 412Hz,
and most of the sound when the string
is plucked is the first overtone: 82.4Hz.
The midbass — from 40 to 160Hz — is
where most bass energy exists, and the
fact that an amp can plumb the deepest

small-signal THD+noise against frequency (fig.6). At 2.83V into 8and 4
ohms, the THD+N percentage remains respectably low across most of
the audioband, at just above 0.05%,
with amodest rise in the top audio
octave, where the distortion harmonics emerge from the noise floor. Into 2
ohms, however, where the current is
greater than 1A, there is adisproportionate increase in distortion — except,
puzzlingly, above the audioband.
My next series of measurements
examined the nature of the NL-12's
left-channel distortion signature
above and below the 1A output-current "tipping point." The lower trace
in fig.7 was taken at 2.3W into 8
ohms. The distortion level was just
0.01%, and the harmonic content is
heavily second-harmonic. Halving
the load impedance and keeping the
output voltage constant doubles the
THD percentage, to astill low 0.02%.
However — and this is an enormous
"however" — the harmonic content
changes from subjectively benign second harmonic to aspiky waveform
loaded with potentially nasty-sounding higher harmonics (fig.8).
Given how coolly the NL-12 runs

4
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Fig.6 Edge NL-12, THD+N (%) vs frequency
(from bottom to top): 2.83V into 16
ohms, 8ohms, 4 ohms, 2 ohms.
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Fig.7 Edge NL-12, lkHz waveform at 23W
into 8ohms (top), 0.01% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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Fig.8 Edge NL-12, lkHz waveform at 4.4W
into 4ohms (top), 0.02% THD+N;
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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depth does not guarantee that it will
handle the crucial midbass region with
the same aplomb.
The Edge most certainly did.
Unamplified bass instruments are the
most demanding test, though not the
only relevant one, and with them, the
Edge showed exceptional mettle. Scott
LaFaro's matchless, groundbreaking
playing on Bill Evans' Waltz for Debby
(SACD, Analogue Productions CAPJ
9399 SA) had apresence and strength
that were matched only by the clarity
of his articulation. LaFaro's bass had a
natural bloom and expansiveness into
the Village Vanguard's space (and that
of my listening room) that was truly
eye-opening.
Charles Mackerras' Pineapple Poll
(Mackerras/Royal Philharmonic, UK

LP, EMI ESD 7028), adelightful pastiche of Sir Arthur Sullivan's melodies
arranged as aballet, has spectacular sonics and full-bodied bass, which the Edge
delivered in smashing style. With amplified bass instruments, such as John
Taylor's bass guitar on Duran Duran's
"A View to aKill," from The Best offames
Bond (CD, EMI 798413 2), there was
emphatic wallop when called for.
The NL-12's midrange performance
was excellent, its defining character traits
being sterling transient response and admirable transparency. "Pavlo Style,"
from Pavlo's IFeel Love Again (Canadian
CD, Sleeping Giant SGM 03), features
an upfront nylon-string guitar played
with speed and brio, and the Edge
tracked it like sonar. Despite the CD's
rather hot EQ, the angelic cloud of voic-

es at the beginning of Sugar's "Shine"
sounded property heavenly. Bert Jansch's
guitar and voice on "Needle of Death,"
from Bert Jansch/It Don't Bother Me (UK
CD, Transatlantic ESMCD 407), were
warm and involving.
The NL-12 had aparticularly nice
way with singers. Jessica Banks' vocal on
"Cherry Blossom Girl," from Air's Talkie
Walkie (Dutch CD, Source/Virgin 5
96600 0), was delicate and evanescent,
and Phil Collins sounded sufficiently
melancholy and resigned on "Blood on
the Rooftops," from Genesis' Wind and
Wuthering (UK LP, Charisma CDS
4005). Clannad's "Closer to Your
Heart," from Maca/la (LP, RCA NFLI
8063), showed off Maire Brennan's
enticing ability to simultaneously sound
cool and sultry. The Edge made it easy

Measurements
under normal operating conditions, I
initially suspected drastic underbiasing
of its output stage as the culprit for this
behavior. However, if you look closely
at fig.8, you'll see that the bursts of distortion coincide with the point in the
waveform where the slope changes
from positive to negative, not the zerocrossing points, where crossover distortion would be excited.
Ihave no idea what mechanism lies
behind this idiosyncratic behavior.
age 1.13
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Fig.9 Edge NI-12, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 100W into 8
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Without acircuit diagram it is impossible to diagnose what is going wrong,
but perhaps the fault lies in the driver
circuitry rather than the output stage.
However, it means that, at high powers, the NL-12's output spectrum is
corrupted by averitable picket fence
of distortion products. Into 8 ohms,
the second and fourth harmonics are
highest in level (fig.9), while dropping
the load to 4ohms brings up the third
harmonic (fig.10).
Fig.11 shows the spectrum of the
Edge amplifier's output driving a
lkHz tone at avery high level into 4
ohms. Again the harmonics are evident, and the 120Hz hum Imentioned earlier can also be seen, though
this lies at a very low -96dB
(0.0015%). More important, note the
appearance of 120Hz- and 240Hzspaced sidebands around not just the
fundamental, but the harmonics as
well. This su14:ests that either the NL12 has suboptimal internal grounding
Stere00.4 fdpe.12

or that the power supply is inadequately specified.
Finally, I measured the NL-12's
susceptibility to high-frequency intermodulation at alevel just below visible waveform clipping on the
oscilloscope, 96W into 8ohms. Many
distortion components appear in the
amplifier's output (flg.12), with the
11(1-1z difference component at an
audible -43dB (0.7%). The level of
the intermodulation components
dropped slightly into higher impedances and as Ireduced the level, but
overall this behavior is evidence of
poor high-frequency linearity on the
part of the NL-12.
All in all, Iwas disappointed in the
Edge NL-12's measured performance.
Unless something was broken—and
there were no obvious signs of this,
both channels behaving identically—
these measurements indicate an
amplifier that has more in common
with early transistor amplifiers than a
Edge .12 1.441... • 04,V inlo
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Fig.10 Edge NL-12, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 200W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 Edge NL-12, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 200W into 4
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.12 Edge NL-12, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 96W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Edge

G'
to ignore the question of what
type of devices were providing the amplification and sit
back to enjoy the music, just
as it should be.
There was harmonic generosity aplenty to be heard on
orchestral music. Traditionally, the signature of highpowered solid-state amps has
been aslight dryness, athinning
of the lush textures of strings
and the organically woody character
of woodwinds. The Edge defied oldschool solid-state shibboleths. It
brought alight touch and anaturally
musical sweetness to the posh massed
strings of George Butterworth's Two
English Idylls (Marriner/ASMF, UK LP,
Argo ZRG 860). The gorgeous Pavane

modern design. Which begs the
question: Why did Paul Bolin like
its sound as much as he did?
PB did note that, out of the
box, the NL-12 "sounded alittle
tight and unforgiving at first—
the mids and top sounded rather
dynamically constricted." This is
what Iwould have expected from
the measured performance. But
I, too, listened to the Edge in
PB's system, and while Ipreferred the sound of the FocalJMIab Nova Utopia Bes driven
by the McIntosh MC501
monoblocks (which Paul will
review in the August issue), I
wasn't driven screaming from the
room. Iimagine that this proves
the adage about "the first watts
being the most important," as
Paul would not be asking the
NL-12 to cross that demarcation
line of 1A output current for
much of the time. Below that
point, the Edge does offer excellent measured performance;
above it, the extra distortion on
musical peaks will only last for
the duration of the transient,
which will work against audibility. Only on sustained high-level
music will the Edge's sound
become harsh.
—John Atkinson
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equal of the Plinius SA-250
Mk.IV — the finest onechassis amp Ihad heard up
to then. The Edge's performance was continuously
good across the spectrum.
The subtleties of Jansch's
voice and guitar ebbed and
flowed serenely, and the
top-to-bottom fireworks of
the Berceuse and Finale from
Stravinsky's The Firebird, from
The rear panel of the Edge NL-12
power amplifier
Reference Recordings' Tutti sampler (CD, RR-906CD), had superb
from Peter Warlock's Capriol Suite nuance in the former and overwhelm(Dilkes/English Sinfonia, UK LP, EMI
ing potency in the latter.
ESD 7101) was enchanting. Here, the
The NL-12's soundstaging was spastrings should be abit more astringent cious, well-defined, and as good as that
than on the Butterworth, but not agof any stereo amplifier Ihave heard.
Mariss Janssons and the Berlin
gressively so. The Edge caught this characteristic with delicate precision.
Philharmonic's performance of Kurt
Through the upper mids and lower Weill's Mahagonny suite (CD, EMI
treble, the NL-12 seemed to me just a 56573 2) had afine sense of size and
tad light — not grainy, not bright, just
scale with apleasingly expansive feel of
gently and ever so slightly spotlit. Part of the hall. Depth was excellent on the
cavernous "The Nightingale," from the
this turned out to be the amp's decided
sensitivity to the AC with which it was
Twin Peaks soundtrack (CD, Warner
fed, as I later found out when the Bros. 26316-2).
Shunyata Hydra 2 power conditioner
Image localization and solidity were
showed up at the end of the auditioning uniformly excellent. Definition of
period. Overall treble performance was
images was clean and clear, but without
adroit and revealing, giving neither the always unpleasant "razor-cut" effect,
warm fuzzies nor cold comfort. The
in which every voice or instrument
Edge did offer superior treble resoluseems to exist in its own distinct space
tion, reaching deep into the stage to unrather than within the context of the
ravel faint details.
whole. The NL-12 never ran things
Transient response was steadily supetogether, nor did it artificially highlight
rior across the spectrum, the bass again individual instruments. On "Cry," from
taking special honors. Well-recorded Brian Wilson's Imagination (CD, Giant
acoustic guitars tell more about 24703-2), the old master overdubbed a
midrange and treble transient response
veritable cathedral of backing voices,
which remained individualized but no
than do most other instruments; Steve
Hackett's nylon-strung guitar on "Blood less apart of the entire picture — amark
of genuine distinction. Vaughan
on the Rooftops" and Bert Jansch's disWilliams' Five Variants on Dives and
play of steel-string virtuosity on "Anji"
Lazarus is alongtime favorite of mine,
both had spark and immediacy, while
retaining the unique timbrai characterisand the Slatkin/Royal Philharmonic
tics of the respective instruments. The performance (CD. RCA 61195-2)
forest of percussion instruments on
caught its inner voices with delicacy,
Talking Heads' "The Great Curve,"
subtlety, and perfect placement through
from Remain in Light (LP, Sire SRK the Edge NL-12.
6095), had snap and vitality. Notoriously complex and difficult treble tran- Accessorizing
sients, such as the Tibetan bells at the
As the Focal-JMlab Nova Utopias
beginning of "The Lagoon," from the
weren't going anywhere without piano
Thin Red Line soundtrack (CD, RCA
movers or aforklift, Idid all of my evaluative listening with the French master63382-2), were as clean as the proverbial hound's tooth.
pieces. The Novas' standard-setting
Combine awalloping power supply top-end extension clearly presented the
with alot of watts, excellent transient character of the Edge's top end, as well
as how it changed with two excellent
response, and seriously quiet backgrounds, and the result should be excelbut quite different speaker cables. The
lent dynamic performance, which is
Nordost Valhalla allowed the Edge's resexactly what the NL-12 delivered. The
olution and transient response to come
bass dynamics were world-class, the
to the fore, while the Sikech LS-188
WorldRadioHistory
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YARA multi-channel Ensemble

Expert Design
Plus Dynamics
Top center, alaser bias module feeds the array of 8 output devices,
each standing on a0.33 ohm resistor.

Classic gave a slightly mellower and
richer presentation.
The Edge also proved picky about
power. While it sounded as I've
described it without the Shunyata Hydra
2between it and the wall socket, adding
the little Hydra made nearly all of that
touch of lower-treble lightness disappear, as well as apreviously unnoticed
fine scrim in the treble. Some garbage
riding in on the AC line that was
scotched by the Hydra? Entirely possible. Top-level components are often the
most sensitive to changes in associated
equipment, and the NL-12 hid nothing
about the distinctive characters of my
BAT, VTL, and McIntosh front ends.
Leading Edge?
The sound of the Edge NL-12 is any-

thing but the shopworn cliché of what a
massively powerful solid-state amplifier
"should" sound like, and it's athoroughbred — aseriously solid piece of equipment in every way, physically and
sonically. Idon't know of aspeaker that
this amp would not be able to handle. Its
prodigious power reserves, tremendous
bass control, and polished, well-balanced
character would make it aparticularly
appealing match for any difficult speaker
load, especially if the speaker is abit reticent in the lower treble. The Edge NL12 has no serious weaknesses, and a
commendably high number of genuine
sonic strengths. It should be considered a
must-hear by anyone looking for an
amplifier that offers aparticularly wellbalanced combination of brute Eirce and
true finesse.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: SOTA Cosmos
Series III turntable, Graham 22 tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Digital source: Classé Omega
SACD/CD player.
Preamplification: Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix Io Signature
phono stages; VTL TL-7.5 Reference,
BAT VK-51 SE line stages; McIntosh
C200 preamplifier (as line stage).
Loudspeakers: Focal-JMlab Nova
Utopia Be.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic Zen
Silver Reference & Matrix Reference,
Nordosr Valhalla, Siltech SQ-110
Classic. Speaker: Nordost Valhalla,
Siltech LS-188 Classic AC: Shunyata
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Anaconda & Anaconda V4 Siltech
SPX-30 Classic, Wireworld Silver
Electra III+.
Accessories: Shunyata Hydra 8(front
end) & Hydra 2(amps) power distribution/conditioning, Walker Audio
Ultimate High Definition Links;
Grand Prix Audio Monaco stands,
Ultra
Resolution
Technologies
Bedrock stand,
Ganymede
&
StillPoints isolation footers; Caig Labs
Pro Gold contact cleaner, Walker
Audio Silver contact enhancer;
Ayre/Cardas IBE system-enhancement
CD,
Cardas
Frequency
Sweep/Burn-In LP, Argent Room
Lenses; Disc Doctor, LAST Labs
record-care products.
-Paul Bolin
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The '(ara line offers comprehensive
home theater solutions that fit into any
décor and budget. Available in Black
Ash, Natural Cherry, Light Maple and
our new Aluminum finish.

Summer Special
Consider this, for less than $4,000 you
can now own acomplete Audio Physic
surround sound system.
Until August 31, 2004 purchasing any
'(ara front, surround and subwoofer
package qualifies yom for afree
matching '(ara Center Channel.
This is a$995 value in wood finishes
and a$1,245 value in Aluminum.
Please contact your Audio Physic dealer
now to take
advantage
of this offer.
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No loss of fine detail

USA:
IMMEDIA
Tel. 510.559.2050
Fax. 510.559.1855
eMail: info@immediaso ,ind.com
envw.immediasound.com
outside

USA:

Audio Physic GmbH -Grmany
www.audiophysicde
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From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories -with our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee!
TURNTABLES &TONEARMS -Call for Package pricing! L4
Basis Signature Turntables/Rega &Vector tonearms
Clearaudio Turntables, Toneanns &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms & all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 2, 5, 7& 9& Ringmats
VPI Scout w/JMW9, NEW Scoutmaster
VPI Aries 2& Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6
ALL VPI Upgrades, Clamps, Dustcovers & Accessories

• HR-X Turntable
with .IMW 12.6
T

mi&sos

Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones!

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starting at S174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Grado (all models) -starting at $35.99!
Lyra -Argo, Helikon &Titan!
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood
Koetsu, Goldring, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!) Phono Cartridge Class-B
Stereophile Recommended
***Let one of our analogue specialists design
acomplete system for you today!***
Component SSS
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player
Shunting CD-T200 Tube SACD Player
Philips 795 & 963 SACD/DVD Players
Shanling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Creek OBH-11/11 se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Head hone Amp

•

ea,
•

Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! SSS

must have accessories under

100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!
100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -529.99!
100 Jpn Resealable 7" Inner A. Outer Sleeves -$24.99 ea!
100 Jpn Resealable I
0" Inner .4 Outer Sleeves -$24.99 ea!
RBI LP#9, Vinyl Wash &Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
RBI Shine-ola CD Cleaner -$24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$39.99!
Cordes Mk 2Sweep, Bum-in &>mug Lp •$22.99!
Ayre/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Cluietlines -$29.99!
Gm Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 & 2.5FI, Mini Pro 1& 2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI
VPI HW-16.5 & 17F Models & all Accessories
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $74.99!
VPI 17F Record Cleaner Stereophile
LOUDSPEAKERS & HEADPHONES
Recommended Component!
Epos ELS-3 Bookshelf Loudspeakers, All Epos models

0!

Allsop Orbitrac 2Record Cleaner $39.99
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!
Cardas RCAYLR Caps -Starting at $29.99!
MFSL Litt Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$19.99!
Audiapnsm CD Blacklight Mat -$29.99!
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99
Vibrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99

each!
Visit www elusivedisc com or mill us for a
corn lete list of all accessories we co

SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Cardas Golden Cuboids -starting at $63.99! (16 pack)
SFC Electrostatic CD/DVD/LP Brush -5;.59.99!
Bedini Ultra Clarifier &Notepad Dampening Pillow
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro & Electri clears
Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Interconnect 8powetChord All
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cables
Stereoifide Recommended Components!
Audience powerChord
Audioquest Interconnects w/NEW Dielectric-Bias System
Audioquest NRG Power cords
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
—
AcousTech PH1SE &PH-D Phono Stage
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
"The PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise 8very
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
liquid..." Hairy Weis field VPI Industries
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX upgrade

elusive disc Inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusales@netdirect.net
4020 frontage road anderson. in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est. sat: 11am-3pm est

NEVV audiophile recordings -call us or visit our website for our most recommended titles!
AUDIOPHILE LPs $9.99 & UP!
Eden Atwood /This Is Always 245rpm 180g LPs
Stan Getz /Spring Is Here 245rpm 180g LPs
Jacintha /Jacintha is Her Name 245rpm 180g LPs
LAlmeida &Charlie Byrd /Tango 245rpm 180g LPs
CSN&Y /Deja Vu 200g LP
Allman Brothers /Live At The Fillmore 2200g LPs
Alan Parsons /IRobot 200g LP
Nornh Jones /
Feel Like Home
All 16 Beatle Japan Import LPs -limited supply!
Classic Records 200g LP
New MFSL J. Lennon, A. Munn, I. Hayes 180g LPs
8Blue Note CD 8SACO!
Peggy Lee Latin ala Lee &Be-Witching Lee 180g LPs
MFSL, Nautilus, Out-of-Print 1/2 Speed &D2D LP's!!!
AUDIOPHILE OVO -A $17.99 & UP! Over 275 titles!
NEW Classic Alan Parsons, Mozart, Auvergne HDADs
Santana Shaman &Supernatural DVD-A
Dr. Chesky's 5.1 Surround Show DVD-A
Sting /Brand New Day &Sacred Love OVO -A

I

AUDIOPHILE SACDs $9.99 & UP! Over 1100 titles!
Eden Atwood /This Is Always M-CH SACO
Laurindo Almeida &Charlie Byrd /Tango 2-CH SACD
Greta Matassa /Live at Tub's M-CH SACDs
Groove Note/Sony SACD Demo 2Sampler M-CH SACD
Romero Una Segundo & Live at Trinity M-Ch SACDs
All Fantasy 2-CH SACDs titles
BMG Bruckner Symphony No. 9DOMESit 2-CH SACD
Mercury Living Presence M-CH SACDs
Diana Kral: /The Girl in the Other Room
ALL Sony & Universal SACDs
Verve Hybrid Multi-ch Stereo SACD
New Hyperion 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
Five Great Songbirds (Jacinth°, PBober, etc.) 2-CH SACD
New Harmonia Mundi 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
New Praga 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
New Channel Classics M-CH SACD releases
Audio Fidelity Deep Purple, The Searchers 2-CH SACDs
Fidelio Audio 2-CH & M-CH SACDs
All Patricia Barber & Mobile Fidelity SACDs
James Taylor /All 5Titles M-CH SACDs
All Bob Dylan, Rolling Stones, Peter Gabriel SACDs

AUDIOPHILE CDs $9.99 & UP!
111. HIATUS
Diversity 2003 & 2004 CD-R Samplers
The Beatles, Let It Be... Naked
Gary Karr /Super Double Bass LIM xrcd24
Other available Labels: Al? AO, Absolute Analog, Alban Alto, Artegra, Alto,
EMI Japan Import 180g LP 87",
River of Sorrow &Autumn Yearning FIM xrcd24s
Audio Fidelity, BIS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky, Classic Records, DCC,
EMI UK Import 180g LP 8. 7"
DMP Decal, Delos, Diverse, EMI, FIM, Fidelis, Groove Note, Hyperion, RC, Linn,
Every XRCD, XRCD2 &XRCD24 known to man!
8EMI Aluminum 2CD!
MA, MCA, MFSL Mosaic, Opus3, PentaTone, Proprius, Red Rose, Reference,
WorldRadioHistory
The Beatles /Let It Be... Naked 2CD
Rounder Simply Vinyl, Sony, Speakers Comer Sundazed, TBM, Tacet Telart,
Vanguard, Writer Lily &many more!
John Lennon Imagine &Plastic Ono Band MFSL Gold CDs

Eden Atwood /This Is Always
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 2LPs
8Multi-Ch SACD
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Report
Atkinson

Gershman Acoustics Opera
Sauvage loudspeaker

A

, last January's Consumer
Electronics Show, one of the
more musically satisfying rooms
Ivisited in Las Vegas' Alexis Park Hotel
was hosted by Canadian magazine Inner
Ear Report. Ihad visited the room ostensibly to take alook at the Audiophile
APS AC regeneration system, but Ialso
wanted to give alisten to the Gershman
Acoustics Opera Sauvage speakers that I
had agreed to review for Stereophile —
not just the speakers in the abstract, but
the very samples that, after CES, were
going to make the trek to my Brooklyn
listening room.
Driven by Tenor Audio tube amplification, the sound in that hotel room
was lush and smooth, with a large,
well-defined soundstage. And the
speakers, given their rather bulky proportions, nicely disappeared, at least in
acoustic terms.
Operatic
The Opera Sauvage is the top model in
Canadian manufacturer Gershman
Acoustics' line. Looking much like a
dinghy stood on end, the 52"-tall, 210 lb
speaker's cabinet is based on aheroic
attempt by its designer, Eli Gershman,
to minimize panel resonances. Eighteen
vertical ovoid sections are machined
from 1" MDF sheets and then glued
together front-to-back to form the basic
shell. The 2"-thick front baffle and rear
panel then close the enclosure, and the
whole is veneered (in the case of the
review samples, in an attractive dark
mahogany). The bulky grille consists of
black cloth stretched over awood frame
and secured by three plastic fasteners. I
discarded it for my auditioning.
The four drive-units are mounted

Description: Threeway, reflex-loaded,
floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units:
1" (25mm) soft-dome tweeter; 6"
(152mm) polypropylene-cone midrange unit; two 10" (254mm) doped
paper-cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 150Hz, 1.8kHz. Crossover filters: third-order, woofers-midrange;
first-order, midrange-tweeter. Fre-
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Gershman Opera Sauvage loudspeaker

vertically in-line on the baffle, with the
twin 10" woofers at the bottom. These
drivers made in Canada to Eli
Gerslunan's specifications, use doped
paper cones with inverted dustcaps, rub-

quency range: 20Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity:
89dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance:
4 ohms (originally stated as 8). Power
handling: 20-600W.
Dimensions: 52" (1333mm) H by
17" (432mm) W by 18.1" (465mm)
D. Weight: 210 lbs (95.5kg) each.
Finish: Dark mahogany veneer.

Serial number of units reviewed:
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ber half-roll surrounds, and pressedsteel baskets. The two sets of connections, suggesting adual voice-coil, are
wired in series.
The polypropylene-cone midrange
unit is also made in Canada to
Gershman's requirements. Branded
"Filais," from The Real Speaker Company, it has rather alarge radiating diameter of 5" and is mounted in its own
irregular-shaped chamber at the prow of
the "boat," and reflex-loaded with a2"deep, 2"-diameter port at the top of the
rear panel. The tweeter is Dynaudio's
popular D28/2 Esotec ferrofluid-cooled
soft-dome unit, mounted below the
midrange unit in its own sealed chamber.
(At this price level, Iwould have expected to see Dynaudio's high-performance
Esotar tweeter.)
The crossover is carried on two boards,
one fixed to the speaker's base behind
the large 52"-square port on the rear
panel, the other on a vertical board
attached to an integral horizontal cross
brace behind the lower woofer. Electrical
connection is via two pairs of brass binding posts with hex heads mounted to the
panel above the port. A switch, enigmatically labeled On/Off, is below the terminals. Internal wiring uses a14-gauge
Monster-type cable labeled Megacable
and is rather untidy, some splices insulated with electrical tape.
Unusually at this price level, connection to the drive-units is via press-on
clips rather than solder joints. The
drive-units are fastened to the front baffle with wood screws, and while the baffle is rabbeted to accommodate the
drivers, the four chassis are not quite
flush with the baffle surface. Gershman
informed me that these samples of the

OP021901 (both)

Price: $23,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 6. Warranty: 5
years parts & labor.
Manufacturer: Gershman Acoustics,
151 Spinnaker Way #3, Concord,
Ontario L4K 4C3, Canada. Tel: (416)
561-2399. Fax: (905) 669-1941. Web:
www.gershmanacoustics.com.
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Opera Sauvage were prototypes; Ihope
that the fit and finish of production
samples are closer to what is appropriate
for aspeaker at this price level.
Sound
The first recording Iplayed on the
Opera Sauvages was a CD Ibought
after hearing it in Paul Bolin's system
when Ivisited him to measure the awesome FocallMlab Nova Utopia Be,
which he reviewed last month: Vernon
Handley's 1990 performance of

Bantock's A Celtic Symphony with the
Royal
Philharmonic
(Hyperion
CDA66450). Engineered by Tony
Faulkner, with whom Irecently worked
on a project to record the Mozart
Clarinet Concerto for release on SACD
and LP, this is perhaps the most naturalsounding recording of astring orchestra
Ihave heard.' Through the Gershmans
it sounded smooth, clean, and mellow,
with impressive bass extension and an
awesome dome of ambience above and
behind the orchestra.

But even though the symphony starts
quietly, it didn't develop dynamically
with quite the loudness Iwas expecting
from my earlier audition of this CD
with the Sonus Faber Cremonas I
reviewed in the March issue. Iturned
IIe-mailed Tony to ask how it was recorded: "I am
95% sure the main mikes were Neumann M49s
(ex-Bob Auger). The location was All Hallows, Gospel
Oak, amassive barn of achurch close to Hampstead
Heath. A wonderful, bighearted orchestra (RPO); a
wonderful conductor (Tod Handley). No rehearsals, no
concert of the music before the recording sessions.
Extraordinary music."

Measurements

M

easured on its tweeter axis, the
Gershman Opera Sauvage was
of average voltage sensitivity, at an
estimated 87dB(B)/2.83V/m. This is
2dB below the specified figure.
However, my figure is in line with
that implied by Gershman's own
measurements of the Opera Sauvage
at Canada's NRC, which they kindly
enclosed with the review samples.
Gershman also specified the speaker
as an 8ohm load, but this is misleading. Both the NRC measurements
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Fig.1

Gershman Opera Sauvage, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed) with rear-panel switch On
(2 ohms/vertical div.).

and my own (fig.1) suggest that a4
ohm rating would be more appropriate. In addition, as the impedance
drops below 4 ohms for the entire
midrange, reaching aminimum value
of 2.73 ohms at 525Hz, agood, beefy
amplifier in terms of current delivery
is mandatory for driving the Opera
Sauvage. This graph also shows that
the electrical phase angle gets abit
extreme below 25Hz; however, as
there is very rarely any significant
energy in that region (LP record
warps aside), this should not unduly
tax the amplifier.
This graph was taken with the rearpanel switch set to its On position.
Switching it to Off raised the impedance slightly throughout the treble,
but didn't change the shape of the impedance curve. No wrinldes can be
seen in the impedance traces, which
would indicate the presence of mechanical enclosure resonances. However,
investigating the panels' vibrational
behavior with a simple plastic-tape

accelerometer revealed that some resonant modes are present on both the
front baffle and the bottom half of the
sidewalls. Fig2, for example, is a
cumulative spectral-decay plot taken
with the accelerometer fastened just
below the woofers on the baffle. Two
strong modes can be seen, at 160Hz
and 195Hz. The 160Hz mode could
also be detected on the sidewalls level
with the bottom woofer, as well as a
lower-level mode at 240Hz.
The saddle centered on 30Hz in
the fig.1 impedance trace suggests
that this is the tuning frequency of the
big rectangular port at the base of the
speaker's rear panel. This was confirmed not only by the nearfield measurements of the woofers' output,
which shows the expected notch at
this frequency (fig.3, green trace), but
also of the port, which peaks in the
same region (fig.3, blue trace). The
port's output is clean above its passband. While the woofers' output has

no
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Fig.2 Gershman Opera Sauvage, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet's front baffle beneath the woofers (MLS driving
voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
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I.requercy eHz

Fig.3 Gershman Opera Sauvage, acoustic
crossover on tweeter axis at 50",
corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses,
taking into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point,
plotted below 300Hz, along with the
nearfield responses of the midrange
unit (black), midrange port (red),
woofer (blue), and lower port (green).
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Gershman
up the volume control, but the speakers
still didn't seem to want to "give," even
though the peaks were definitely loud. I
experimented quite alot with speaker
positions in the room, and things improved somewhat, but there was still a
residual lack of lower-midrange power.
With classical orchestral music, this
character could be adapted to. (Much of
what audiophiles refer to as "break-in"
is, Iam sure, them learning to tune out
atonal imbalance in much the same
way that you learn to see what appear to

be accurate colors through tinted glasses.) An SACD that has spent alot of
time in my system2 recently is Michael
Tilson Thomas' Mahler 3with the San
Francisco Symphony, on that orchestra's
own label (821936 0003-2). "Oh man,"
I muttered, as mezzo Michelle DeYoung softly intoned "0 Mensch!" to
spine-chilling effect at the start of the
2My thanks to Philip O'Hanlon of Haler° distributor
On A Higher Note for the loan of his Philips/Meitner
SACD player.

some slight peakiness evident in the
midrange, this is suppressed by the
crossover and probably won't have
any audible consequences.
Plotting the relative levels of different drive-units always involves abit of
hand-waving. As recommended by
DRA Labs' Doug Rife, Iweight the
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Fig.4 Gershman Opera Sauvage, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the complex sum of the nearfield
midrange, woofer, and port responses,
taking into account acoustic phase and
distance from the nominal farfield point,
plotted below 300Hz.

nearfield measurements for each
source in the ratio of the square root of
its radiating diameter. But as fig3
shows, when Idid this for the midrange unit (black trace), it gave an
apparent crossover point almost an octave above the specified 150Hz. 'This
appears to be due to the fact that the
midrange unit's response steps down
below 350Hz rather than extending
smoothly to the crossover point.
You can see also from fig.3 that the
midrange unit peaks up alittle between 80Hz and 90Hz, before rolling
off sharply into the usual reflex notch
at what Itake to be the tuning frequency of the 2"-diameter port that
loads this drive-unit, 63Hz. However,
the output of this port (red trace)
peaks at almost exactly the frequency
where the midrange unit peaks, and
then has its upper-frequency rolloff
disturbed by resonant modes at
320Hz and 700Hz. These last two
will be suppressed in-room by the fact
that the upper port is mounted on the
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Fig.5 Gershman Opera Sauvage, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90°--5° off-axis, reference
response, differences in response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Opera

Sauvage

symphony's fourth movement.
Though scored for massive forces,
Mahler's music depends on the tonal
contrast between different, small instrumental voicings being made clear. The
start of this movement is scored for
muted cellos and basses, but with aharp
emphasizing what would otherwise be
asubdued starting transient. The Opera
Sauvage allowed the two disparate instruments' characters to be perceived,
without blending them into amule possessing the starting transient of aharp

rear panel, but all in afl, there is something suboptimal about the port
arrangement for the Opera Sauvage's
midrange unit.
Fig.4 shows how these individual
responses sum in the farfield. (Above
300Hz, the trace is the average of
seven measurements taken at 50"
across a30° horizontal window on
the tweeter axis; below 300Hz, it
shows the complex sum of the fig.3
traces.) As usual, the nearfield measurement technique boosts the apparent bass response by 3dB or so, which
means that the Opera Sauvage's bass
appears flat down to 30Hz, rather
than being 6dB down at that lowerport tuning frequency. But you can
see how the coincidence of the peaks
in both the midrange and upper port
outputs peaks up the speaker's output
in the midbass. The speaker's lower
crossover region — basically, the
lower midrange — appears suppressed compared with both the bass
and the upper midrange.
Higher in frequency, the presence
band is very slightly suppressed compared with the regions above and
below, which, all things being equal,
will tend to make the speaker sound
polite. Overall, however, the Opera
Sauvage's response is relatively flat.
Both the preceding graphs were
taken with the rear-panel switch On.
Switched to Off, it drops the tweeter
level by 1dB or so.
Horizontal dispersion will always
be hard to control with aspeaker that
has as wide a baffle as the Opera
Sauvage's. Fig.5 reveals that the tweeter becomes very directional above
81cHz — more so than you'd expect
from a1" soft-dome unit—which is
why the speaker tended to sound mel-
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but the body tones of adouble bass.
And the speaker's extended low frequencies allowed the long pedal fifth —
A above D— held by the basses to
clearly sound out while the composer
moved the rocking melodic figure
above it from horns to woodwind and
back between the vocal passages, all
made deliciously, almost fetishistically
clear by the Gershman's uncolored
upper midrange and low treble.
"Mellow" was the word Iused to
describe my first impression of the
Opera Sauvage's balance, and nothing I
experienced throughout my auditioning
persuaded me that that impression was
mistaken. The Opera Sauvage just didn't
have enough top-octave energy. This
might not be aproblem for many listeners, given the current obsession of so
many recording engineers for overcook-

ing the highs and crunching the dynamics of their productions. But when the
engineer has paid the appropriate respect
to the real sounds of instruments, as in
the Mahler and Bantock recordings
mentioned earlier, Idon't want those
sounds bowdlerized by the speaker.
Ihave always liked the Esotec tweeter for its clean, grain-free presentation.
(The last speaker Ireviewed that used a
version of this tweeter was the
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk.II, in
August 2000.) The Esotec's subdued
top octave in the Opera Sauvage is not
due to equalization, but to the 1"
dome's dispersion being modified both
by the wide baffle and by the fact that
the baffle's edges are not chamfered. It
seems topsy-turvy thinking on the part
of the Opera Sauvage's designer to
arrange for this speaker to have agrace-

fully tapered frontal profile but to not
then position the tweeter at the apex of
that profile, where its top-octave dispersion will be maximized. And if the
deleterious effects of sharp baffle edges
on aspeaker's dispersion were familiar
a half-century ago — see Keith
Howard's article on diffraction elsewhere in this issue — it seems perverse
for adesigner to offer aflagship speaker that doesn't address that problem.
The speaker's low bass was almost too
good to be true: at the key change at
6:30 in the Mahler movement, when
the basses plunge to alow C natural —
fundamental frequency 32Hz — the
Opera Sauvages made the most of this
moment. The downside to these
extended low frequencies was that Ibecame too aware of LF spuriae that had
escaped the notice of the recording

Measurements

low in-room. The use of arelatively
large-diameter midrange unit means
there is the usual off-axis flare through
the bottom octave of the tweeter's
passband, which to some extent will
work against the lack of on-axis energy in the same region. In the vertical
plane (fig.6) there are small changes in
the treble response as you move alitde above or below the tweeter axis,
this 39" from the floor. But stand, or
slump in asofa with your ears less
than 30" from the floor, and the top
octave rolls off and asuckout appears
at the upper crossover frequency.
Fig.7 shows the Gerslunan Opera
Sauvage's response in my listening
room. (Using an AudioControl

octave spectrum analyzer; Iaverage
120 spectra taken for left and right
speakers individually across avertical
rectangular window centered on my
ear position. This spatial averaging
minimizes the effect of room resonant
modes on the measured response.)
The upper-midrange and treble
responses are pretty flat overall, though
the slight lack of presence-region energy and the prematurely rolled-off top
octave expected from the quasi-anechoic graphs make their presence
known. The low bass is boosted by
room boundary effects, resulting in
impressive low-frequency extension.
However, the lower-midrange and
upper-bass regions are shelved-down,

resulting in the lack of perceived loudness that Icommented on in my auditioning notes. Iwondered at first if this
lack of integration between the
woofers and midrange unit was due to
aphasing problem. However, inverting
the polarity of the woofers dropped
the speaker's output in the 160-320Hz
octave by another 6dB, indicating that
that was not where the problem lay.
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Fig.7 Gershman Opera Sauvage, spatially
averaged, 1/
3-octave response in Xs
listening room.
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Fig.6 Gershman Opera Sauvage, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 20°-5* above axis, reference
response, differences in response 5*-10° below axis.
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Fig.8 Gershman Opera Sauvage, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms
time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Gershman
engineers. Ihadn't realized before that
there are some scary thumps on our
September 2003 "Recording of the
Month," the Franck Violin Sonata performed live by Renaud Capuçon with
Alexander Gurning on piano (CD, EMI
Classics 557505 2). And on one of my
favorite recordings of Brahms chamber
music — alive performance of the second String Sextet with the three surviving members of the Amadeus Ensemble
supplemented by the Alban Berg
Quartet (CD, EMI CDC 749747 2) —
Ibecame annoyingly aware of the Paris
subway's contribution to that special
evening in October 1987.
Even so, the Gershman's powerful
low frequencies didn't make rock
recordings sound overcooked in the
bass. Yes, Bingo's kick drum on "For
You Blue," on the Beades' Let It Be...

All Ican think is that this lack of energy in the region where so much
music has much of its energy stems
from the midrange unit's premature
high-pass rolloff, seen in fig3.
In the time domain, the Opera
Sauvage's step response (fig.8) indicates that the tweeter and midrange
unit are connected in the same
acoustic polarity, with the former's
output leading the latter's by afraction of amillisecond. Not apparent
in this graph is the output of the
woofers, which are connected in
negative acoustic polarity. The
Gershman's farfield cumulative
spectral-decay plot (fig.9) is clean
through most of the tweeter region,
but some low-level hash is apparent
in the mid-treble, most probably due

Acoustics

Naked (Apple/Capitol CDP 95713-2),
was full, but this wasn't accompanied by
boom. And while by this time in my
auditioning Iwas aware of the rather
peaky nature of the midrange unit's
reflex tuning — see the "Measurements" sidebar — Icouldn't hear any
midbass muddiness that might be
ascribed to this behavior.
In fact, any coloration seemed to be a
little higher in frequency. While the
sidewalls seemed to be very dead —that
heroic cabinet construction has alot to
be said for it — the front baffle and the
rear panel did have some resonances
that were very occasionally apparent as
additional warmth. When Ipaused the
200Hz, 1
/
3-octave warble tone from
Editor's Choice (CD, Stereophile
STPH016-2) and listened close to the
speaker, the overhang of the tone could

to breakup modes in the midrange
unit's cone. It is possible that this
correlates with the aggressive edge I
noted when Iauditioned the speaker at high sound-pressure levels.
All in all, while there are some
excellent aspects to the Gershman's
measured performance, Iwas bothered by what appeared to be aless
than optimally realized crossover
between the woofers and the
midrange unit. This can also be seen
in Gershman's own measurements
of the speaker, which Iexamined
only after Ihad finished my own
assessment.
—John Atkinson
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be heard to shift up in pitch as it
decayed. Applying astethoscope to the
baffle while I played the half-step
toneburst scale from this CD, Icould
clearly hear three distinct resonances
excited between 160Hz and 240Hz.
Once Icould get past the fact that I
kept wanting to turn up the volume with
the Opera Sauvage, the speaker actually
had terrific dynamics. Transients
punched forward from black backgrounds without apparent compression,
which translated into spinal shivers. The
stabbing chords that punctuate the end of
the fugue in Liszes B-minor Sonata, for
example — Robert Silverman's 1993
Albuquerque performance (Stereophile
STPH008-2), which Iprefer to his 2003
live Vancouver concert (OrpheumMasters
KS P880) 3—were reproduced with
about as lifelike an impact as Ihave experienced in my listening room. In fact,
the Gershmans loved classical piano. The
rather exaggerated low bass added
weight without boom to left-hand notes,
while the somewhat recessed lower mids
maximized clarity of line.
Stereo imaging was well-defined, the
dual-mono Fender bass track on Editor's
Choice producing astable, narrow image
exactly midway beneath the speakers.
However, the sibilants on Richard
Lehnert's voice, which introduces the
bass, splash to the sides — asign, perhaps, that there is some mid-treble coloration that is not correlated between
the two speakers. In fact, at very high
levels there was some shoutiness in the
mid-treble that might have been due to
the midrange unit cone misbehaving.
Whatever it was due to, it put acap on
ultimate loudness with some kinds of
music — solo violin, for example,
where certain notes jumped forward in
the soundstage.
Overall, Ienjoyed my time with the
Opera Sauvages. Immediately prior to
my turning in this review text, after
years of patiently waiting, Ipicked up a
copy ofJoni Mitchell's 1979 Shadows and
Light concert, finally out on DVD-V
(Shout! Factory DVD 30161) with a16bit/48kHz LPCM soundtrack in addition to Dolby Digital. Ifed the Technics'
S/PDIF output to Lavry's impressive
DA2002 DAC, fed its S-Video output
to a15" Apple LCD computer monitor
placed at center stage, turned up the
volume (as before, alittle higher than I
was expecting to have to), and settled
back in the warm bath of music Ihave
grown to love over the years.

Fig.9 Gershman Opera Sauvage, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
3Both CDs are available from the secure "Recordings"
page at www.stereophile:com.
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFI"
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AVON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR
•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•KEF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSLJ
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LUMENWHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SONUS FABER
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THORENS
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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The Opera Sauvage's smooth, mellow
highs presented Mitchell's open-tuning
strumming and Pat Metheny's chimingly chorused guitar at their best. That
uncolored upper midrange allowed her
vocals and Michael Brecker's tenor sax
to communicate without strain, and the
excellent dynamics worked wonders for
Don Alias' drums. Most important the
speaker's powerfully extended lows
allowed the late Jaco Pastorius' fretless
Fender Jazz Bass to rock mightily.
"Coyote" followed "Edith and the
Kingpin" and was followed in turn by
"Free Man in Paris" and "Goodbye Pork
Pie Hat." Which led to Jaco's solo: chorused harmonics on "The High and
Mighty," seguing into "Third Stone from
the Sun," arranged for virtuoso bass and
repeat echo. The Gershmans usefully
fleshed out the bottom octave of the
Fender's midrange-dominant tonal balance, the result being pure musical ecstasy courtesy of the hardware. Ain't that
just what audio's about!
Summing up
Gershman Acoustics' Opera Sauvage
has many good things going for it. Its
mellow, rather polite balance will tame
the tonal excesses of many modern
recordings, even when played very loud.
The tweeter, in particular, is smoothsounding and grain-free, and the
superbly extended low bass and excellent dynamic range are to be commended. The Gershmans' imaging is

well-defined, and the speakers throw a
big, mostly stable soundstage.
However, at its current price of
$23,000 the Canadian speaker runs up
against powerful competition. First you
have the Aerial Model 20T (starting at
$23,500/pair, reviewed by Michael
Fremer in April 2004), the Wilson
Audio WATT/Puppy 7 ($22,400/pair,
reviewed by MF in September 2003),
and the EgglestonWorks Andra II
($18,900/pair, reviewed by Paul Bolin in
November 2002). Then, at a slightly
lower price, you have the Dynaudio
Confidence C4 ($16,000/pair, reviewed
by me in March 2003). And for half the
Gershman's price you can buy apair of
Revel Studios ($10,995/pair, reviewed by
Kal Rubinson in January 2001).
These are all superb- if differentsounding loudspeakers that have impressed me in my own auditioning.
And while the sound is supposed to
be what matters most, all five are finished to astandard that, even taking its
prototype status into consideration,
makes the Gershman look rather
plain. Putting to one side the question
of its reticent lower midrange, the
Opera Sauvage offers sound quality
that is not to be sniffed at and may
well be preferred by many listeners. It
is definitely acontender, but whether
it offers enough in the way of overall
excellence to compete with the thoroughbreds listed above will depend
on individual taste.
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12-Cirkus-Trampolin-LingoEkos-Arkiv LP player on aSound
Organisation table.
Digital sources: Mark Levinson
No.31.5 CD transport; Mark
Levinson No.30.6, Benchmark
DAC 1, Lavry Engineering DA2002,
Nagra DAC D/A processors; dCS
972 upsampler, Arcam FMJ CD33
CD player; Technics DVD-A10
DVD-Audio player; Philips SACD
1000 SACD player with Meitner
EMM6 D/A processor; Apple 15"
Titanium PowerBook with iTunes
and Metric Halo MIO 2882 digital
interface.
Preamplification: Linn Linto,
Sutherland PhD phono preamps;
Mark Levinson No380S line preamp; Z-Systems rdp-1 digital control
center (updated to handle 96kHz
sources).

Stereophiie, July 2004

Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No33H monoblocks, Halcro dm38.
Cables:
Datalink:
Kimber
Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU,
AudioQuest
SVD-4
S/PDIF.
Interconnect: AudioQuest Cheetah,
Madrigal CZ Gel-1 (balanced);
DiMarzio,
AudioQuest
Lapis
(unbalanced). Speaker: AudioQuest
Kilimanjaro.
AC:
Synergistic
Research Designers' Reference2,PS
Audio Lab Cable.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
300 at 90Hz (preamps, sources
only); Audio Power Industries 116
PE-1 AC line conditioners
(not power amps); ASC Tube Traps,
RPG Abffiisors. AC power comes
from two dedicated 20A circuits,
each just 6' from the breaker box. A
monoblock was plugged into each.
—John Atkinson
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e
PHONO PREAMPS
PRO-JECT Tube Box
Simple to use with
either Moving Magnet or Moving
Cod cartridges. Avery flexible, all-tube design.
S TUBE BOX $549

0

PRO-JECT Phono Box SE
Same function as Pro-Ject
Phono Box but with
premium component parts.
S PHONO BOX SE $299
S PHONO BOX $119

CLEARAUDIO Micro Basic
MM-MC switchable
phono stage. Manufactured
with hand-selected parts.
S MICROBASIC $350

•

Thaws TD 800
The chassis is decoupled and isolated from
the mounting surface. Comes with Thorens
TP 250 tonearm.
S TD800 $1,599
Thorens
TD 190
Includes fully
automatic
switchoff and
lift. Comes with
an Ortofon 0M10 cartridge.
S TD190 $499

PRE-AMPS

"Class A"

Aesthetix Janus
Enjoy the renowned Aesthetix sound, full
system control and preamplification from
asingle chassis with remote control.
S JANUS

$6,500

Sc

1

8

1111.1TMŒIRLANIS

SUTHERLAND Ph.D. Phono Stage
"...the Sutherland Ph.D. is one of the bestsounding phono preamplifiers I've heard..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile
Hear the music, not the noise with the batterypowered Sutherland Ph.D.
S PHD $3,000
(CALL ROGER OR CLARK ABOUT TRADE-INS)
Snapper Monoblock Amplifiers
Features aquartet of EL-34s per
chassis in afully-differential circuit
topology. It can be driven full balanced
all the way through via the XLR
inputs, or single-ended RCAs.
SSNAPPER $4,250 (PAIR)

VPI Scout
Packaged with aunipivot JMW-9 tonearm, the
Scout is an outstanding rig at avery
reasonable price.
(with tonearm) S SCOUT $1,600

Upgrade your Scout to aScoutmaster, or fot other
VPI tumtaide upgrades see www.acousticsounds.com
or call us!
NEW VPI TNT VI
Uses the same two-motor assembly,
platter and inverted bearing as the HR-X.
Also includes VPI's Synchronous Drive
System for speed control and power line
filtration.
(with tonearm) S VPI TNT HR $8,000
(table only) S VPI TNTMKVI $6,000

Aesthetix Calypso
Remote-controlled line stage.
S CALYPSO

$4,500

Aesthetix Rhea
Remote-controlled phono preamp.
S RHEA

MANY MORE
ITEMS AVAILABLE.
Call 800-716-3553
or go to www.acousticsounds.com

PROJECT RM-SB6
The minimal, circular plinth
repels external vibration
using three-point aluminum
cones and the decoupled
motor mount virtually eliminates any motor or
noise vibration. With speed box.
S RM6SB $899

NEW VPI Scoutmaster
The Scoutmaster
combines key features
from several of VPI's
most successful tables.
(with JMW-9 tonearm)
S SCOUTMASTER $2,400

«
(:
ell;)

ACOUSTECH PH-1P Phono Stage
The PH-1P has received acoveted "Class-A"
rating in Stereophile's Recommend
Components, plus most of the "Class-A"
competition costs several times the
AcousTech's asking price.
S PH1P $1,500

SME Model 20/2
The compact Model 20/2
features all of the same design
principles as its big brother, the Model 30/2,
including the main bearing, platter design and
suspension system.
(w/SME IV.Vi tonearm)
S SME20/2ARM $12,499
(table only) S SME20/2 $9,999
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$4,000

VPI TNT HR-X
Features atriple-laminated chassis, an
integral air system, and an inverted main
bearing that incorporates asteel ball running
on Teflon. Includes HR-X periphery ring and
JMW 12.6 tonearm.
(with tonearm) S VPI TNT-X $10,000

vvww.acousticsounds.com

FREE
CATALOG
SEE WHAT'S
NEW!

ACCESSORIES

SUMIKO Blackbird
Blackbird is designed for
exceedingly-low noise levels and
wide dynamic range.
S BLACKBIRD $749
Other Sumac° MC cat tridges starting at $250.

Zerodust Stylus Cleaner
Cleans your stylus without
using brushes or fluids.
S ZERODUST $69

Sennheiser HD 600
Reference Headphones The
ergonomic design makes the
HD 600s comfortable to wear
for long listening sessions.
S HD600 $350 (CALL FOR
SPECIAL PRICING)

Cardas Caps
Cardas Caps fit over
unused RCA jacks
keeping RF1 distortion
out. Pack of 12.

New Sennheiser Flagship Headphone
S HD650 $449

S CCAPS $35.99

LYRA Titan
The new flagship model.
S LYTITAN $4500

The Vibrapod Cone

LYRA Helikon
Stereophile Class Arated.
S HELIKON $1,995
(low output version) S HELIKON
SL $2,195
(mono) S HELIKON MONO $2,195
GRADO The Statement
The best Grado ever built and one of
the world's finest sounding
cartridges.
S STATE $2,249.99
Other Grado cartridges starting at $35.99.
BENZ Ruby 3, Ruby H
The pinnacles of Benz engineering
and performance.
S RUBY 2 $3,000

Can be used independently or in conjunction with Vibrapod
Isolators.
S VPCONE $8

FISt-1L,"

WALLYTRACTOR
Protractor
The best available protractor for phono pickup
cartridge alignment.
S WALLYTRACTOR
$149.99
Expressimo
MICRO-TECH Digital
Tracking
Force Gauge
S EXP DFG $160

Higher .8mV output. Other Benz
cartridges starting at $175.
S RUBY H $3,000
KOETSU Urishi
Full line of Koetsu's available
starting at $1,500.
S URISHI $4,000

MUSICAL FIDEUTY NEW X-CAN V3
Headphone Tube Amplifier
This is an improvement
on their already-excellent
headphone amp.
S MFXCAN V3 $449
1.11.01X;)
GRADO RS-1 Headphones
Couple apair of the RS-1s or RS-2s with the
new Grado RA-1 headphone amp for
reference-level sound quality.
S RS1 $629.99 (retail $700)
S RS2 $449.99 (retail $500)
GRADO RA-1 Headphone Amplifier
(battery powered) S RA1 $314.99 (retail $350)
(AC version) VS RA1AC $384.99 (retail $425)

INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLES
Silver Circle Audio Interconnects
Silver Circle Audio interconnects are constructed
from 2conductor 18 AWG silver-plated copper. The conductors are covered with an extruded Teflon dielectric and covered with ashield of silver-plated copper braid.
(1.5 METER) SSCA INT 1.5M $215
(1 METER) SSCA INT 1M $200
..r!"

Silver Circle Audio 8' Speaker Wire
Silver Circle Audio has produced the first cables we know of to use
conductors of different materials within the same speaker cable to
produce avery specific effect.
(8' PAIR) S SCA STD 8FT $240
(10' PAIR) S SCA STD 10FT $280
(10'81-WIRE PAIR) S SCA BIWIRE1OFT $340
HOME THEATRE
Many more cable and power cords available. Call Roger or Clark.

Discovery
Custom magnesium body
resulting in exceptional
channel separation.
S DISCOVERY $3,800

CLEARAUDIO Matrix Record Cleaner
Cleaning fluid application is accomplished with
an integrated pump system that applies the
cleaning solution to the LP surface during the
vinyl wash cycle.
S MATRIXCLR
S MATRIXBLK

HEADPHONES

$3,750
$3,000

ARAGON Stage One
The Stage One recognizes decoding for today's most popular
formats including Dolby Pro Logic II, dtsES-Matrix and Discrete,
dtsNE0:6 and THX Surround EX. This preamp was designed for
top performance in both multichannel and two-channel audio or
home theater systems.
S ARAGONONE $4,000 (CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING)
ARAGON 2000 Series
The 2000 Series amplifiers will deliver 200 watts into 8ohms
and 300 watts into 4ohms for effortless performance from
nearly any loudspeaker system.
S ARAGON2007 (7 ch.) $3,000
CALL FOR SPECIAL
S ARAGON2005 (5 ch.) $2,500
PRICING
S ARAGON2002 (2 ch.) $1,500

P.O. Box 1905, Salina, KS 67402
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A Little Shelter For Your Listening Pleasure
When creating a little sanctuary for the pleasures of personal listening, you just can't beat a pair
of Sennheiser headphones and Little HeadRoom. What's cool about this combo is that you can
get various versions at a variety of price points.

Great bedside or workstation listening can be had at just over $350 with
the HD280 Pro headphones and a stock Little. Your bedmate or cubemate
will appreciate not having to listen to your music, and you'll appreciate not
having to hear them snore!

L
For a step up to
audiophile performance, check
out the Sennheiser HD555 and
the Little with our Premium Electronics Module upgrade. $650 plus an entry-level
high-end CD player gets you a listening retreat
rivaling a $5000 speaker based system.

Looking for reference quality audio at the lowest possible
price? Pair Sennheiser's top-of-the-line HD650 headphones with a Little
that's been upgraded with More Power power supply and Reference
Electronics Module options. Snuggle this $1000 combo up to
your favorite reference CD player and you've got your ticket to
a daily vacation in an oasis of fidelity listening.

But wait, don't just come to our website and buy one of the above suggestions (well ... go ahead if
you want), call and have a chat with one of the sales folk here and they'll help you find just the right
combo for your listening pleasures. Who knows, maybe you'll find your new favorite listening room
right between your ears.

www.headphone.com

HeadRoom
800.828.8184
HeadRoom Corporation 2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184 outside US 406.587.9466 fox 406.587.9484
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Follow-Up
Keith
New Media Metrics

Iempathize with those readers who
have contacted Stereophile asking for
some summary of the graphical evidence Ipresented in "New Media
Metrics," in the April 2004 issue. Ihad
planned to include a more rounded
condusion to the piece, but, with my
word budget almost spent and aguilty
conscience at asking John Atkinson to
find space for more than 60 graphs, I
put aperhaps premature sock in it.
So what messages did all those
graphed wiggles convey? Well, let's first
admit that, substantial though the exercise was, it can make no claim to represent astatistically significant sample of
commercial SACD and DVD-Audio
discs. There are doubtless some even
more impressive spectral contents to be
found, along with some spectacular
duffers as yet unmasked. Ican only
speak of the selection of discs Imeasured — or, even more specifically, of
the tracks on those discs that Iselected
for the analysis.
On the positive side, Iwas gratified to
find more than the occasional example
of spectral content reaching out to beyond 401cHz. Many studio microphones
have a high-frequency response that
falls away beyond (or even before!)
201d-lz, and this characteristic can be
seen in some of the results (for example,
the Clark Terry/Max Roach Friendship
SACD, p.69). But some engineers are
clearly making the effort to use microphones with amore extended HF capability. Whether this matters is one of the
continuing uncertainties surrounding
high-rate digital audio, but when the
extra bandwidth capability is available, it
seems at least miserly not to exploit it.
On the subject of uncertainties,
SACD's high level of ultrasonic
noise — amply demonstrated in both
the spectra and the rate-of-change
graphs — continues to be a conundrum. Does it have asubjective effect
even if the downstream equipment is
tolerant of it? Idon't think we know
yet. What can be said with confidence is that, on some recordings (eg,
the Steve Davis Project disc, p.67),
there is clear evidence of ultrasonic
music content being swallowed up in
Stereophile, July 2004

Howard

SACD's shaped quantization noise,
which might just be an argument for
saying that the medium's effective
bandwidth capability is insufficient.
Something Idiscovered the hard way
in compiling this report is that too many
DVD-A and SACD releases tell you too
little about the origin of their content.
CD's three-letter SPARS code —which
indicates which domain, analog or digital, the recording, mixing, mastering,

TRIANGLE •CAMELOT •
JPS •CAIRN
REGA •
GRADO •
CREEK •
AUDIOPRISM
TARGET •
MAGNUM DYNAIAB •
EPOS
UNISON RESEARCH •APOLLO
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •PUNIUS •RGPC
BRIGHT STAR •
OPERA. BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •CI AUDIO •VINCENT
AUDIBLE IIIUSIONS• PS AUDIO •!AST
GOLDRING •
JOUDA• EQUITECH •
BOR
BELLES •
MONOUTHIC •
SHANLING
SOLILOQUY •
ANTIQUE SOUND IfiB
ANALYSIS PLUS •
VON SCHWEIKERT
Sumiko
Blackbird
adios ClossicOne
-,«MiumoMme.
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(CIAUDIO
Too many DVD-A

Power AC ,

Auaio

you too little about the

were done in (AAD, ADD, DAD,
DDD) — tells you only so much, granted, but it's more than some hi-rez releases do. Hell, one of the discs Ichose
didn't even include track timings, either
on the tray card or in the booklet, which
by any account is plain inept. You can
appreciate, though, why record companies would sometimes prefer to be coy
about such things. Discovering that the
Alison Krauss SACD was derived from
a 481cHz PCM master, for instance,
makes you scratch your head in wonder. 1And Idoubt that Reprise would be
keen to concede that the Frank Sinatra
track had been ineptly upsampled at
some point —although that is what its
spectrum dearly indicates.
If Iruled the world, every SACD and
DVD-Audio disc reviewed in the audiophile press would have its spectral content laid bare so that issues like this
become inescapable for the culprits.
Such apractice might, if nothing else,
encourage the record industry as a
whole to be a) more upfront, and b)
more careful about what it lays out for
our delectation. And our bucks.
1Z1

Digital AC

Yon Sch.weikert

and SACD releases tell
origin of their content.
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Stereophile Class A

LOUDSPEAKERS

ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordable\A:3
auc —

800.510.4753

Ma -Thur. 8-5:30 Fri 8-5 (PST)
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowavescal.com

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
1John Marks and Iare currendy investigating another
album from asimilarly high-profile singer, where the
SACD was produced using the 16-bit/44.11cHz CD
master!
—.John Atkinson
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FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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Manufacturers' Showcase
Advertising

53effes 21 A9Jreampliftezd 150.}1.We erence Anpftfter

A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED.

Introducing
the new
GAP 828

speaker
from
GERSHMAN
ACOUSTICS

çaihnicut

Simply the best $26,000 amp
and preamp available*
"VVith acombined cost of only $5500, those who can afford
more don't always taking them seriously. That's too bad
because they are missing out on the most neutral, accurate,
and engaging sound in the industry. Paired with the very best
in reference grade accessories and speakers (for which you
will need an extra $20,000) they perform even better!

time

GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941

Seductively enchanting finesse, iron fisted bass control!

www.gershmanacoustics.com

Power Modules Inc. 479 East St. Pittsford, NY 14534 (585)586-0740
vwewpowermodules.corn

BEAUTY IS IN THE EAR
OF THE BEHOLDER

_L_

BLUE CIRCLE
ECF-1013USTEI:
Simplicity Artistry Music

TM

absorption pancl
bsorbs echoes
reflects sinl MIS

The New BC20
Hybrid Stereo Power Amp jier
...can be auditioned at:
Sonic Spirits in New Jersey and Entre'act Audio in Toronto
Blue Circle Audio
phone: 519-469-3215
fax
:519-469-3782
erne :bcircle@bluecircle.com
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Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
CHRIS STAMEY: Travels In the South
Yep Roc 2033 (CD). 2004. Chris Stamey,
Jefferson Hoft, prods.; Don Dixon, Greg Elkins,
prods., engs.; Tim Harper, Brian Paulson, John
Plymale, Wes LachoL Logan Matheny, Dan
Korneff, engs. MD. TT: 52:30
Performance ****
Sonics

abunch of appealing major chords
and basic rhythms together. Big Star
might have invented this ride, but
Stamey and his ilk put it on the road
and pressed Go.
In "Kierkegaard," Suuney gets paying his respects out of the way by borower pop may well be the
rowing the vocal arranging and
hardest of all the rock-related
optimistic song turns of one of the
genres. To be successful, you've
genre's most pervasive spirits: Brian
got to crank out asteady stream of
catchy, hook-filled melodies —and as
Wilson. This tune also features especially wonderful piano solos by Tyson
anyone knows who's ever tried to
write asong, those are damned hard to
Rogers. "Insomnia" (track four) is the
come by. After Mozart, Gershwin and the Beatles in their
kind of thoughtful near-ballad Stamey's always excelled at
early years, few have ever done it with any consistency.
writing and performing. Buoyant pop returns on "Ride," this
time with glockenspiel (or something that sounds like it), and
But in music, as in the war of the sexes, hope springs
Ryan Adams on duo vocals.
eternal. If anyone is qualified to try to assemble an album
of alt-rock/power pop, it is one Chris Stamey. A founding
Where Travels reaches new heights is in the soaring "In
Spanish Harlem." At first listen, the tune seems like an odd
member of the same late-'70s/early-'80s Southern alt-rock
revolution whose most famous members are R.E1V1.,
addition. Why is awhite guy from North Carolina, with
Stamey is best known for his time in the power-pop band
backup vocals from Tift Merritt, awhite woman from
Sneakers, and the late and immensely influential New NC, crooning lines about how he's waited his "whole life
York cum North Carolina alt-rock quartet the dB's (with to see the streets of Spanish Harlem"? To be fair, Stamey
lived in New York during the dB years. And strangely
Gene Holder, Will Rigby, and Peter Holsapple), whose
legacy now rivals even that of the supposed forefathers of enough, Ben E. King, who made Jerry Leiber and Phil
Spector's "Spanish Harlem" ahit in the early 1960s, was
Southern alt-rock, Big Star.
Guitarist-singer-songwriter Stamey has worked as a from North Carolina. Go figure.
sideman with Big Star frontman Alex Chilton, and has
"In Spanish Harlem," which bears no musical resemreleased anumber of solo albums since leaving the dB's in blance to the earlier hit, begins with the lines "Kenny
1983. The highlights are It's Alright (1987, A&M) and his Burrell doesn't know how to play out of tune /the orcheslast record before Travels In the South, the jazz-esque, tra swells across Fifth Avenue," and opens up into abig,
instrumental-only The Robust Beauty of Improper Models in fragrant blossom whose sheer enthusiasm for its subject
Decision Making (1995, East Side). Stamey reunited with overwhelms any doubts you might have. There are
old dB's member and longtime pal Holsapple in 1991 to
moments when it's so sweeping that you could easily miscollaborate on the worth-having Mavericks (Rhino).
take it for ashow tune from some long-lost musical. Think
In the last decade, Stamey has primarily stayed behind
of it as Stamey's ode to West Side Story.
the glass, producing records by many artists, including
Throughout the record, Stamey is in fine, clear voice
Alejandro Escovedo, Le Tigre, Ben Folds, the Squirrel Nut
and manages to tear into some decently inventive guitar
Zippers, and Whiskeytown. The connection with
licks when it's called for.
Whiskeytown, whose lead singer and guitarist was Ryan
Problems here come in two sizes. On the small side, the
Adams, provided Stamey with the inspiration for Travels In
prominence of the flute in the final two songs made the
the South; he credits Adams, who sings on two songs here,
hair on the back of my neck stand up; power pop needs to
with having "relentless enthusiasm" for the project and be sweet, but this was positively saccharine — but then,
being its driving force. Although a"pit orchestra" of guest I'm not aflute guy. It's just too precious.
players help out here, the most famous are still Adams and
A larger issue is the sound, which is just passable. Despite
an accompanying biography that talks about Stamey's
Folds. Stamey's core band is distinguished in its own right,
and is aWho's Who of many vintages of the North Carolina
home studio, Modern Recording, having "vintage tube and
rock scene: bassist Danny Kurtz played in the Backsliders,
transistor gear with state-of-the-art digital technology," the
drummer Jon Wurster was in Superchunk, and keysound is not especially clean or dynamically rich.
boardist Greg Reading plays with songstress Tift Merritt.
Despite these misgivings, this is guitar pop ca 2004,
The album opens with "14 Shades of Green," ablast of honed to afine, evocative edge. The drum sequence that
power pop that immediately identifies Stamey as what he is:
ends the last track, "Leap of Faith," is asuitably inventive
one of the finest, sweet guitar-pop songwriters ever to string coda for avery welcome return.
—Robert Baird
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Record
ings in the past decade
alone. An offshoot
from their double-disc
set of Haydn quartets
from
2001,
the
Emerson
String
Quartet's recording
lays claim to uniqueness in that the group
has rearranged some of
the traditionally flawed
quartet transcription to
incorporate
music
missing from the orchestral
rendition;
moreover, the group
has included a new
transcription of asecond instrumental introduction that Haydn
added to the oratorio.
The impeccable Emersons.

HAYDN
The Seven Last Words of Our Savior
on the Cross, Op.51
Emerson String Quartet: Eugene Drucker, Philip
Setzer, violin: Lawrence Dutton, viola; David
Finckel, cello
Deutsche Grammophon B0002053-02 (CD). 2004.
Da-Hong Seetoo, prod., eng. DDD. T'r: 69:03
Performance **
Sonics **

I
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their disc to over 70 minutes even
without the Emerson's extra movement. For those who prefer modern
instruments, the Rosamunde Quartett
(ECM) eschews excess vibrato àla the
period players while striving to make
the most of the music at every turn.
Another disappointing aspect of the
Emerson disc is the strangely veiled
nature of the recording, which exacerbates the performance's inhibited,
anachronistic character. In each comparative version noted above, the
sound quality is more richly immediate
and conducive to conveying the music.
— Bradley Bambarger

JENNIFER HIGDON
City Scope, Concerto for Orchestra
Robert Spano, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Telarc CD-80620 (DSD CD). 2004. Elaine Martone,
prod.; Jack Renner, eng. Tr: 66:17
Performance *****
Sonics ****

y

classical

n1785-86, Joseph Haydn was commissioned to write an unusual orchestral work for Spain's Cádiz
Cathedral: asequence of seven Adagios
that were to be interspersed between
readings of the seven last words that
Jesus spoke from the cross. Although
Haydn wrote that it was "no easy task,"
he responded not only with seven varied slow movements, but framed them
with agripping introduction and afinal
"earthquake" (symbolizing the ground
shaking after Jesus gave up the ghost).
With its imaginative form and expressive potency, the Seven Last Words became one of the older Haydn's most
admired works.
The original orchestral work's popularity spurred atranscription for string
quartet, which Haydn only loosely
supervised, if at all; he later made areduction for fortepiano himself; as well
as expanded the piece with vocal lines as
afull-blown oratorio. In modern times,
the string quartet version has proved the
most-recorded incarnation of the Seven
Last Words, with ahandful of fine record-

Reviews

Yet despite the novel virtues of the
Emerson recording — and the group's
stature as one of the most virtuosic
chamber groups working today, with
vital surveys of the complete
Beethoven, Bartók, and Shostakovich
quartets to its credit—the group fails to
voice the Seven Last Words with an expressively authentic style. Bluntly stated,
the Emerson's tightly wound, vibratoladen, almost neurotic sound gets in the
way of the communicative power of
Haydn's music. Nowhere is this made
more plain than in the bold opening
Introduction, which such groups as the
Quatuor Mosaïques (Astrée/Nafve)
and the Fitzwilliam String Quartet
(Linn) play with aplangent directness
and drive that go straight to the solar
plexus. The gut strings of the latter
groups' period instruments add to their
expressive palette, but it's more aquestion of playing style, their nearly vibratokss tone enabling the score's emotional essence to ring out.
The Quatuor Mosaïques also observes the work's repeats, which brings
WorldRadioHistory

ou could stay awake at night
wondering why so much neotonalist music is greeted with
vague dissatisfaction. Isn't this the kind
of thing the world was screaming for
during the John Cage-Morton
Feldman heyday of high experimentation? What, from these born-again conservatives, is missing? Answers arrive in
this first major-label CD devoted to the
music of 42-year-old composer Jennifer
Higdon, who enjoyed amajor breakthrough in 2002 with her Concerto for
Orchestra, commissioned and premiered by the Philadelphia Orchestra.
There's nothing all that new or novel
in Higdon's Copland-based language,
which, in the hands of Robert Spano, also
reveals serious allegiances to Britten. A
lesser composer might make you wish
you were hearing the antecedents, but
Higdon makes you enjoy her process of
galvanizing what's already in the landscape. She uses these borrowed languages
with an assurance that suggests, momentarily, that she invented them; more
important, she composes orchestral
music with great precision and ease of
expression. In contrast to so many of her
contemporaries, whose orchestral music
sounds as if it has been written by a100lb pencil, Higdon composes with afine
enough wit that her only equal on that
front is Elliott Carter Often, her orchestral flourishes turn on adime, as if she's
saying, "So you think you know where
this is going? Guess again!" After many
hearings of the Concerto, Istill enjoy Idon't-believe-she-did-that moments.
The Concerto's first movement begins with some fairly generic late-20th115
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Record
century fast music, then progresses through aseries of congruent modules that grow
increasingly personal, climaxing
with a wholly unexpected,
mostly
percussion
fourth
movement that's so buoyant it
sounds like Carl Nielsen's
Symphony 6 on antidepressants. From there, the piece
takes off into an exhilarating
fifth movement that climaxes
the work with adual tour de
force of orchestral technique
and compositional acuity.
Written soon after the
Concerto for Orchestra, City
Scape is atriptych of tone poems
inspired by the city of Atlanta,
where Higdon spent some formative childhood years. Once
you get past the somewhat
impersonal descriptiveness of
Somewhere between Gone lioppo ,,rd Cloud Nine, George
the first movement, Sky Line,
during the Dark Horse years.
it's actually more abstract and
original than the Concerto.
Higdon's usual modular constructions,
Harrison, Russ Titelman, prods.; Lee Herschberg,
Phil McDonald, Kumar Shankar, engs. AAD? TT:
which she assembles like mosaics, give
43:39
way to atraditional rondo in the third
Performance ***
Sonics
****
movement, Peachtree Street, with some
fugato passages that, paradoxically, liberSomewhere in England
Capitol CDP 5 94088 2 (CD). 1981/2004. George
ate her to compose with a longHarrison, Ray Cooper, prods.; Phil McDonald, eng.
breathed improvisational freedom that's
AAD? TT: 44:20
unusual even for her. The second movePerformance ***
Sonics ****
ment, River Sings aSong to lieu, shows
Higdon at her mystical best: Musical
Gone Troppo
Capitol CDP 5 94089 2 (CD). 1982/2004. George
events are ordered with infallible intuHarrison, Ray Cooper, Phil McDonald, prods., engs.
ition rather than logic in along-evolvMD? TT: 45:10
ing, constantly unfolding journey of Performance Itr%
Sonics ****
orchestral color into increasingly ecstatic realms.
Cloud Nine
Capitol CDP 594090 2(CD). 1987/2004. Jeff Lynne,
At the Philadelphia premiere of the
George Harrison, prods.; Richard Dodd, John
Concerto for Orchestra, conductor
Etchells, engs. AAD? TT: 49:32
Performance
**** .
/
2
Wolfgang Sawallisch projected less
Sonics ****
awareness of Higdon's antecedents than
does Spano, who contributes adistinct- live in Japan
Capitol CDP 594665 2 (2 SACD/CDs). 1992/2004.
ly American swiftness and robustness.
Spike & Nelson VVilbury, prods.; John Harris, eng.
But there's no escaping that the Atlanta
MD? TT: 87:14
orchestra is aregional one doing its best Performance ***
Sonics ****
in aflat, one-dimensional acoustic.
—David Patrick Stearns

rock/pop
GEORGE HARRISON
Six Reissues
33%
Capitol CDP 5 94086 2 (CD). 1976/2004. George
Harrison, prod.; Tom Scott prod. asst.; Hank Cicalo,
Kumar Shankar, engs. AAD? TT: 43:21
Performance ****
Sonics ****
George Harrison
Capitol CDP 5 94087 2 (CD). 1979/2004. George
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The Doric Horse Years: 1976-1992
Includes all six albums listed above.
Capitol GH Boxl (6 CDs, 1DVD). 2004. See above
for prods., engs. MD? TT: 5:13:16. DVD: 89:00.

eorge Harrison was inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame this year. He was aBeade,
after all. But does his solo work actually
warrant aseparate induction?
On the basis of his first few postBeatles albums, you'd have to say he was
headed in the right direction. All Things
Must Pass (1970) is aclassic, arguably the
best solo album by an ex-Beatle, and
was given the red-carpet treatment
when reissued in 2001. The Concert for
WorldRadioHistory

Reviews

Bangla Desh (1972) was awatershed event in terms of rock
charity concerts, and featured
an incredible array of talent.
Living in the Material World
(1973) is also afine album, if
sometimes overshadowed by its
two predecessors.
On
the
other
hand,
Harrison's last two albums
under his contract with EMI,
Dark Hone —hurriedly recorded, despite Harrison's laryngitis,
so it could be rushed out before
his 1974 tour — and Extra
Texture (Read All About It)
(1975), are middling efforts,
maybe worse.
It was an encouraging sign
when Harrison founded his
own record company, Dark
Horse, whose name signifies an
underrated talent such as
Harrison
Harrison himself) and whose
logo incorporates Uchchaisravas, the seven-headed horse
of Indian mythology. A mix of Eastern
and Western thought and symbolism —
that was Harrison all over.
His records, too, mixed East and
West. They were by turns prayerful,
witty, and wise, but, most of all, true to
the nature of the man who made them.
There were hits, yes, but that didn't
seem to be much of a concern for
Harrison. He'd been to the top of the
pop heap already, and by 1976, unfettered (for awhile, anyway) by the usual
record-company constraints, it was time
to make the sort of music he himself
wanted to hear.
Some of it is still worth hearing. Now
on Capitol (though initially released on
A&M and Warner Bros.), Harrison's
long-out-of-print Dark Horse albums —
3.3 1
/
3, George Harrison, Somewhere in
England, Gone livppo, Cloud Nine, and
Live in Japan—are due a fresh look.
They've been nicely remastered and reissued, both separately and in aboxed
set, The Dark Hone Years: 1976-1992,
which also includes a DVD featuring
most of Harrison's music videos and
some interview segments.
33 1
/
3,
titled for the speed at which LPs
are played as well as for Harrison's age at
the time of its release in 1976 (he was
only 26 when the Beatles broke up),
marked areal return to form. Not only
does the album contain some fine slide
guitar playing, but a terrific batch of
songs as well, including the whimsical
"Crackerbox Palace," the soulful
Smokey Robinson tribute "Pure
Smokey," and "This Song," a wry
117
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response to the court case that found
him guilty of "unconsciously plagiarizing" the Chiffons' "He's So Fine" for his
own single "My Sweet Lord."
The self-titled album that followed in
1979 is only slightly less distinguished,
led by the singles "Blow Away," "Love
Comes to Everyone," and his paean to
Formula One racing, "Faster." It's characterized more, though, by its laid-back
numbers: the blissed-out open-tuning
exercise "Your Love is Forever," the gorgeous "Here Comes the Moon," and
the psychedelic goof "Soft-Hearted
Hana." Even "Not Guilty," which comments on his contentious Beatle mates,
appears as ajazzy lounge track, not the
knife-edged song originally intended
(and which was revealed much later on
the Beatles' Anthology 3).
Harrison's solo career bottomed out
with Somewhere in England (1981), whose
initial rejection by Warner Bros. led
Harrison to write the poison missive
"Blood from a Clone," which stands
right up there with any anti-recordcompany rant. The other song of note is
"All Those Years Ago," atender ode to
his murdered friend John Lennon, to
whom he admits, "I always looked up to
you." The song is a de facto Beatles
reunion as well, with Ringo Starr playing
drums and Paul McCartney supplying
backup vocals. The rest of the album is
slight, with apair of Hoagy Carmichael
covers and originals with more of atropical-island vibe than anything having to
do with the England of the title.
Gone Troppo (1982) is easily Harrison's
most dashed-off effort. By the time he
recorded it, he was more involved in following Formula One racing and producing films (including Monty Python's Ltfe
of Brian) through his company,
Handmade Films. Despite the energetic
single "Wake Up My Love" and the
track "Dream Away," from the Terry
Gilliam film Time Bandits (another
Handmade production), there's little to
recommend it. Significandy, Harrison
didn't record again for five years.
But what acomeback he made with
Cloud Nine (1987), his most successful
solo album since All Things Must Pass, and
probably his best since then, too. Co-produced by Jeff Lynne, who made acareer
out of his Beatle fanaticism, the album
sounded great, and the songs were worthy of the labor Harrison and Lynne put
into them. Harrison reaches back for the
energetic oldie "Got My Mind Set on
You"; his own songs, including "This is
Love," "Devil's Radio," and "When We
Was Fab," apiss-take on his Beade past,
are terrific. Guest stars abound, including
Stereophile, July 2004

Waiting for the handshake drugs to kick in, VVilco gives birth to aghost.

Elton John, Ringo, and Eric Clapton, who
turns in amemorable solo at the end of
'Wreck of the Hesperus."
Harrison's 1992 live album, recorded
on tour in Japan with backing from
Clapton and his band, is solid but
unspectacular, yet it might salve the
wounds of those who saw his disappointing tour back in 1974. Clapton's
playing pushes Harrison forward, and
it's nice to hear his versions of his Beatle
classics, such as "Taxman," "Something,"
and "While My Guitar Gendy Weeps."
Briefly, the downside of these discs:
The bonus tracks aren't plentiful enough,
averaging one per album. A real opportunity was missed with Somewhere in
England, where they could have reconstructed the album that Harrison had
originally turned in. Next, the live album
is an SACD/CD hybrid, which is nice —
but why not release the entire set that
way? As for the boxed set, the booklet is
well-done, featuring numerous photos
and liner notes by Olivia Harrison and
journalist David Fricke. The DVD is an
incentive as well, containing Harrison's
whimsical videos for "Crackerbox
Palace," "This Song," "Fab," and two versions of "Got My Mind Set on You." But
some of his videos are missing, and the
other features — a short piece about
Dark Horse, interviews with Harrison,
and aselection of videos from the Live in
Japan set — are incomplete. It's odd they
didn't go all out here to make this the
final word on this period of Harrison's
career.
is, after all, the legacy of a
WorldRadioHistory

member of the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame.
-Daniel Durchholz
VVILCO
A Ghost Is Born
Nonesuch 79809-2 (CD). 2004. Wilco, Jim O'Rourke
prods.; Chris Shaw, eng. MD. TT: 67:32

Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

he process is probably the same
everywhere. When track 11 of A
Ghost Is Born devolves into 12
annoying minutes of electronic buzzing,
the listener inevitably picks up the CD
booklet, reads the song's tide, "Less
Than You Think," smiles, and thinks,
"Those naughty boys."
Naughty indeed. Jeff Tweedy and
the saga that has become Wilco have
had abusy couple of years. First there
was the overblown melodrama that was
the band's exit from Reprise Records,
much of it captured as it was occurring
in the documentary film, IAm Trying to
Break Your Heart. In that same filin, guitarist-keyboardist-collaborator
Jay
Bennett is unceremoniously tossed out
of the band for erratic behavior brought
on, it's intimated, by acraggy personality fueled by substance abuse. Now the
release of A Ghost Is Born, Tweedy's
noisiest Wilco record yet, has been delayed because Bennett's judge has himself been packed off to rehab himself
because of an addiction to painkillers.
Delicious irony that that is aside,
Wilco, aband whose outlines are still
defined by its leader's extraordinary
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songs, has now become atwo-man race
between Tweedy's
chamber-pop
Beatlesisms and man-child Jim
O'Rourke's addiction to noise. The
resulting music, as heard here, is spare,
alternately noisy or melodic, prog rock
for the new century.
Take "Spiders (Kidsmoke)," the third
track on this, the band's fifth album.
The song begins with an electronic
keyboard repeating the same figure
while an effects-free electric guitar
stabs away disjointedly in the background. Tweedy's disembodied voice
enters with the first verse, "Spiders are
singing in the salty breeze /Spiders are
filling out tax returns /spinning out
webs of deductions and melodies /on a
private beach in Michigan." Then the
tune breaks into the kind of elemental
dunh-dunh-dunh dunh dunh dunh
guitar riff, here doubled on piano, that
once made 1970s rock famous. Long,
Neil Young-styled guitar strangulation
solos complete this +10-minute musical epic.
Two tracks later, in "Hummingbird,"
Tweedy channels John Lennon in convincing fashion. And just when you
thought this piano-led beauty of asong
had shown its hand, afalsetto chorus
followed by strings whips into life, leaving you open-mouthed that Tweedy's
seat on the Magical Mystery Tour is this
close to the front of the Yellow Submarine. This glorious number is among
the best he's ever written.
Next up, "Handshake Drugs" (previously released on an Internet-only EP),
is, for fans of Tweedy's music, an even
better version of the tune he's been
writing on and off throughout his musical caree; je the easygoing, loping
folk/funk, midtempo pop tune that was
"Jesus, Etc." on Yankee Hotel Foxtrot.
Here, O'Rourke's talent for ornamental
noise — electronic echoes and feedback
of every imaginable tone and timbre —
adds much between verses, playing the
roles of guitar fills and solos while being
much more edgy and expressive.
The disc's hardest rocker, "I'm a
Wheel," which will clearly become a
dervish when played live, and in which
"1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9" passes for lyrics, has
a stop-and-start motion driven by
Tweedy's guitar and his falsetto howling
of the song's title. That all might sound
like adisparate mishmash, but again it's
another Tweedy triumph.
Sonically, the album is clean and
sparse, with as much space built in as
there is actual music.
The album's flaws are few —again,
risks are what Wilco runs on, and that
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Poland's Tomasz Stanko likes his portent

means missteps, such as "Less Than You
Think," but then to actually risk something in today's pop music is avery, very
good thing. Strong as A Ghost... is,
Tweedy's past work automatically sets
up each new record to wilt in comparison. On that scale, A Ghost Is Born is
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot taken three steps further into experimentalism. Here there's
more found-sounds, yet the songwriting
and the way it comes together are astonishing. It remains to be seen if the variety and surprises that've come from
O'Rourke's production style and weirdo
introverted personality (musical and otherwise) has run its course.
In the end though, the fact that Ican't
adequately describe the music therein, or
even settle on quite how Ifeel about it —
love it one moment, pondered that decision the next — is what's best about what
Wilco has become.
—Robert Baird

jazz
TOMASZ STANKO QUARTET
Suspended Night
Tomasz Stanko, trumpet; Marcin Wasilewski, piano;
Slawomir Kurkiewicz, bass; Michal Miskiewicz,
drums
ECM 1868 (CD). 2004. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan
Erik Kongshaug, eng. DOD. TT: 69:05
Performance *****
Sonics **** 1
/
2

T

he German label ECM is home to
some of the major names in jazz,
such as Keith Jarrett and Dave
Holland. But ECM also records many
European players who never come to
the US. Their work, even when it is
respected in this country, is often perceived as "foreign." From an American
perspective, these artists are too far away
to be well understood, and perhaps even
WorldRadioHistory

to be taken entirely seriously. Until
2002, the Polish trumpet player Tomasz
Stanko belonged to this latter category.
What happened in 2002 were Stanko's
first-ever US tour and the release of his
sixth ECM recording, Soul of Things.
Soul of Things was too remarkable to
be ignored. In contrast to the European
all-star bands that had been featured on
Stanko's earlier ECM albums, it presented Stanko fronting avery young,
very unknown Polish rhythm section.
Its 13-part, 75-minute suite is asprawling yet unified epic act of the imagination, adisplay of trumpet virtuosity, and
afearless, wrenching, personal (and universal) revelation. It made many of
2002's most important Top Ten lists,
and, with his well-received tour, put
Stanko on the map in this country.
No wonder that Suspended Night,
which carries over the personnel on Soul
of Things, has been much anticipated.
The members of Stanko's young
rhythm section are now ready to play
much more prominent roles, but Stanko
still sets the creative level. Everything
about him is different from other jazz
trumpet players: His tone or, more precisely, his tones — acidic, or granulated
to abrasiveness, or like sudden blinding
light. His counterintuitive accentual

variations. His shifting substrata of
modal and harmonic suggestion.
His silences. His portents. His lines of
irregular length that break off and hang
in the air like smoke. Those lines are so
unpredictable and inevitable that they
arrive like complete spontaneous songs
and devastating spiritual discoveries.
Stanko's Slavic-romantic-classical roots
provide alanguage that is new to jazz,
even while he respects such antecedents
as Chet Baker and Miles Davis.
Like Soul of Things, Suspended Night is a
series (ten, in this case) of untitled "variations." They are indeed various, in tempo
and structure and length, yet all fulfill and
elaborate a particular rapt, nocturnal,
pensive atmosphere. This existential territory, which Stanko has claimed as his
own, is explored with such intense individual and collective creativity that it sustains interest, even suspense, over almost
70 minutes.
The other members of the quartet
have grown enormously since Soul of
Things. Pianist Marcin Wasilewski is
now more profoundly embedded in
Stanko's ideas, although he does not
repeat them. As he shadows them, he
marks out gestural forms and free-floating fragments that cohere into luminous
lyricism. Bassist Slawomir Kurkiewicz is
now capable of taking his own turn exploring Stanko's dark landscape of feeling and perception. Drummer Michal
Miskiewicz is quick and subtle enough
to move, and be moved by, music so
motivated by chance and impulse. The
variations of Suspended Night extend the
arc begun in Soul ofThings, and also open
up the now expanded suite, allowing all
four players to share the risk.
The work of Tomasz Stanko (who
will begin his second American tour in
June 2004) is perhaps the most compelling evidence to date that the internationalization of America's indigenous
art form is complete. Suspended Night
makes it clear that Stanko is our greatest
living trumpet player.
ECM's house engineet Jan Erik
Kongshaug, is known not only for the
high quality of his recorded sound (most
often achieved in Rainbow Studio in
Oslo, Norway), but for his identifiable
sonic signature. Suspended Night illustrates
that Kongshaug is not content with his
past achievements, but continues to
evolve. He captures Stanko's trumpet, in
its fierce harmonics and idiosyncratic
inflections, with alevel of intimacy and
incisiveness that is new. In the fullness
with which the entire ensemble is rendered, Suspended Night is some of Kongshaug's finest work.
—Thomas Conrad
Stereophile, July 2004

is your
CHAKRA

balanced?

Power and refinement. Pitch-accurate at a roar or a whisper. Linn's new
CHAKRA circuit design, proprietary Switch Mode Power Supply, and stunning
"clamshell" chassis, give the new CHAKRA 500 TWIN virtually urlimited safe
current output to drive any loudspeaker, while staying cool and quiet. Unrivalled
musical performance in a remarkably affordable stereo amplifier. Linn calls it
CHAKRA...we call it BALANCE.

At EARSNOVA we want you to listen, so our showrooms are comfortable and
welcoming. We know how this stuff works, and we know how to insure that the
sound you love in our showroom will be the sound you hear at home. Visit us.
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• Now in Manhattan

Call for an appointment: 212.288.2855
207 East 84th Street, Suites 406 + 407, New York, NY
hififtearsnova.com
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Dealers' Showcase
Advertising

l'ou are Cordially Invited to
Audition Our Dream Systems ...

\ IS

* Theta Compli/Gen VIII or Audiologic 24 MXL
* WAVAC Ti Pre/805M mono's or Lamm 1.2 hybrids

F
TRI
HIE
mATere

Visit with us at
www.tfta.com

* Avantgarde Duos/Trios, Joseph Pearls or Eggleston
Works Andra Ils
* Kubala•Sosna or Cardas cables
* Conveniently located Manhattan showroom; in-home
consultations and demonstrations in Northern NJ
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DESERVE

AUDIO AERO
AUDIO LOGIC
AUDIOPAX
AVANTGARDE
BOSENDORFER
CARDAS
DENON
DWIN
EGGLESTON WORKS
ELITE VIDEO
EQUI.TECH
EXTRON
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FAROUDJA
FUJITSU
GRAND PRIX AUDIO
HALO/PARASOUND
JOSEPH AUDIO
JPS LABS
KUBALA•SOSNA
LAMM
LINN CLASSIK
MANLEY LABS
ORPHEUS LABS
PANASONIC

BEST
PLINIUS AUDIO
QUICKSILVER
RIVES AUDIO
RPG
STEWART
SYMPOSIUM
THETA DIGITAL
TOSHIBA
VIVA
WAVAC
ZENITH

New, Pre-owned & Vintage Hi-End

BUY + SELL + TRADE + CONSIGN
203 Mamaroneck Avenue

212.229.1842 or 908.781.0768 (NJ)

White Plains, NY 10601

27 W .24TH ST., SUITE 502 eNEW YORK, NY
by appointment

www.rhapsodynyc.com

914-421-0069 (Voice) • 914-328-3852 (Fax)
audio@tfta.corr (e—mail)
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SOUND
INSIGH
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE WORLD'S FINEST PATENTED
AND PATENT PENDING HIGH-END POWER CABLES, SPEAKER
AND INTERCONNECT CABLES
Sotoastring
.. —
WE INVITE YOU TO AUDITION SOUNDSTRING CABLES ON
ALL OF OUR AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO SYSTEMS FEATURING:
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Eree2GY
ECHOI
BUSTERS

In the time you spent reading this magazine, you
could have built your own high-performance
subwoofer. Designed in the U.S. using premium
components, these systems are guaranteed to
outperform any off-the-shelf subwoofer. Choose
from three sizes and power levels to find
erfect subwoofer for your application.
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414 NEW YORK AVE HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
PHONE 631-171-HIFI (4434)
VVEBSITE ADDRESS: VVVVVV.SOUND-INSIGHT.COM
EMAIL, STEVEN@SOUND-INSIGHT.COM
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Expressimo Audio Mongoose
Editor:
Iwant to thank Stereophile and Michael
Fremer for his review of the Mongoose
tonearm from Expressimo Audio. Ialso
want to say Ifeel honored that $350,000
Wavac amps were used to evaluate this
modified Rega tonearm.
The Mongoose arm indudes CardasWasatch cable, two Hex-Treme stainlesssteel end stubs, The Heavy Weight (twice a
Stereophile "Recommended Component"),
infinitely adjustable VTA, and astainlesssteel lower locking nut with two stainless
steel washers.
Over several months, many hours of listening were conducted with four identical
turntables, each fitted with the KB-250
with adifferent phono cable. The CardasWasatch combination was chosen for its
outstanding musical experience. Michael
found the tonal balance darker and drier. I
can only attribute that to aVTA adjustment that needed tweaking. The cost of
the Mongoose is ajoke—the bargain of.
the century. My hat is off to Origin Live
for manufacturing the fine-sounding 'table
on which the listening was done.
Mikey loved it!
Sal Calaio
Express Machining aka Expressimo Audio
Origin Live Resolution & Encounter
Editor:
Thank you for a great review of the
Resolution and Encounter. All we would
want to say is that we have significantly
improved the instructions since the time
of the review. They are now alot easier to
follow.
Mark Baker
Origin Live
Wavac Audio Lab SU-833
Editor:
A gracious thank you to Michael Fremer
for taking time to review our Wavac Audio
Lab SH-833 monoblock amplifiers. We
are most pleased Michael found our "little"
150Wpc SET monos "more alive, more
real, more pure" than any amplifier he has
ever heard. We humbly agree. Michael's
insightful comments on the speed and resolution of the SH-833 certainly contribute
to this live-music presentation, regardless
of the type of music —Beatles, Clash,
Mamas and Papas, Pete Seeger, Berlioz,
Memphis Slim, and others —as the SH833 captured voices, flutes, drum kits,
strings, etc., with the sound of live music
without compromising "slam and crackle."
We also appreciated Michael's comment
Stereophile, July 2004
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re. recording studios using high-distortion
tube amplifiers. Wavac and tmh audio are
honored that critically acclaimed mastering
guru Steve Hoffman had added Wavac to
his reference mastering system. (By the
way, Stereophile had agreat interview with
Steve in its May 2001 issue.) A growing
number of professionals, consumers, and
reviewers are understanding that measurements don't always tell us how acomponent will sound musically, and that is
especially true for SET amplifiers, which
typically will have ahigher output impedance than push-pull amplifiers. As others
before have noted, perhaps we have not
found the measurements to correlate with
the musicality of acomponent.
Although wooden crates are used to
ship the SH-833, Wavac is improving the
protection to ensure protection from the
pallet punters. All Wavac amplifiers use
the same IITC circuit, developed by the
late Nobu Shishido and implemented by
the Wavac design team, headed by Yuzuru
Ito. This includes ultra-high-quality transformers (as required for Shishido-san's
IITC circuit) co-designed by TANGO and
eliminating coupling capacitors from the
signal path. The two caps John Atkinson
noted are used for the cathode of the input
and driver tubes to determine operational
conditions of tubes with no effect on the
sound. Ultra-wide bandwidth (to 100kHz
in some SET models) and high power
(10-150Wpc) are hallmarks of all Wavac
single-ended-triode IITC amplifiers.
Jim Ricketts
trnh audio
EAR 324 No.1
Editor:
Art Dudley has left me little to comment
upon in his review of the EAR 324, except to say that it is amodel review —
informed, thorough, and well-written.
Naturally, his enthusiasm for the 324
contributes to my opinion of his review,
but the more important consideration is
that he liked the 324 for the best of reasons —it made LPs sound like real people
playing music. To my mind, if an audio
component can't do that, it doesn't much
matter what else it can do.
Art did have two complaints, so let me
address those. The first was that he found
the brushed-aluminum faceplate less attractive than the chrome &ceplates of other
EAR components. This is not aproblem;
the 324 is also available with achrome faceplate. His other complaint (this one, Ihope,
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largely facetious) concerned the misspelled
slogan etched onto the underside of the circuit board. This, along with the misplaced
apostrophe Art mentioned in his review of
the EAR 890 amplifier, suggests that Tun
paid insufficient attention to grammar
when he was in grammar school. These
lapses must be admitted, but after all, they
have nothing to do with the sonic performance of EAR products. And, at least this
time, the error is in aplace where most
people won't see it!
Art would also have preferred that the
324 be less expensive, though he concedes that it is well worth the asking
price. Ihope that he will continue to
think so if the price goes up. Due to the
current fortunes of the US dollar, Ihave
been forced to raise the prices of all EAR
products. This decision was made by
necessity, not by choice, and Ihave kept
the increases as small as possible, but it
means that the list price of the 324 is now
$3995.
Dan Meinwald
EAR USA
EAR 324 No.2
Editor:
The EAR 324 phono preamp was designed to fulfill two roles: home use and
pro audio. The MM input is referenced at
2AmV at 1
kHz for 122V output (+4dBm
operating level), so that the Shure V15 cartridge often used for lacquer playback
would provide astudio operating level of
about 20dB, with sufficient headroom for
any disc-cutting system.
As John Atkinson noted in his technical
measurements, the 19/20kHz intermodulation distortion was low. Ithought this
important so as to make record scratches
and clicks much less disturbing, and thus
result in a subjectively quieter performance. The 20Hz distortion of 1% THD
was, as JA correctly pointed out, mainly
second harmonic, and is well under the
3% level of detectability of human hearing
for second harmonic Very tubelike!!
Tim de Paravicini
EAR/Yoshino Ltd.
Edge Electronics NI-12
Editor:
We extend agracious thank you to Paul
Bolin and Stereophile for providing your
readers with a thorough review of the
NL-12 laser-biased amplifier. Of course,
we remain grateful that the amplifier provided satisfaction during the listening section of the review — to such an extent that
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How do you choose aLoudspeaker?
You can read areview.
You can listen to afriend.
You can buy the cheapest or the most expensive.
Some get their palms read or trust afull moon.
Others choose by measuring square waves.
Still others choose speakers only their spouses would accept.
But there is only way to choose loudspeakers:
Play some music. Put on amovie. Sit back and listen.
Of course some speakers are very well reviewed.
Joseph Audio's RM7si MKII for instance:
"Joint Loudspeakers of the YEAR" (the first speaker under $4k)
Some speakers win "Best Of Sound" year after year.
Joseph Audio's Pearls do that.
Or you can come to an expert and say,
"Hello. Iwould like to transcend space and time."
And Music Lovers would say:"Here, listen to this..."

here, listen to this
Acoustic Energy
Anthem
Arcam
Avalon Acoustics
Avante -Garde
Basis
Benz-Micro
B&K
Black Diamond Racing
Clearaudio
conrad-johnson
Equi-tech
Fujitsu
Grado Labs
Graham Engineering
Grand Prix Audio
Halcro
Hitachi
Integra
Joseph Audio
Koetsu
Magnum Dynalabs

Joseph Audio Pearl Refere nce Loudspeakers (Top)
Joseph Audio RM7si Signa ture MK2 (Bottom)

A Bay Area Company Since 1989
1995 El Dorado Avenue
510.558.1000

Berkeley, CA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ZOLPere
S

94707

www.MusicLoversAudio.com

•
•

Manley Labs
Mark Levinson
MIT
Music Hall
Nagra
Paradigm
Parasound
Richard Gray
Revel
Rotel
Runco
Samsung
Shunyata Research
SME
Spectral
Synergistic Research
Theta
Transparent Audio
VPI
Wadia
Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

audio •video •installation
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Paul was able to drive aspeaker as refined
as the Focal-JMIab Nova Utopia Be, and
thus describe the NL-12's abilities.
In addition to Paul's description of the
amplifier's break-in process and consequent change in some character, we were
happy to read that he was able to provide a
historical and (sub)cultural context with
regard to the varying attitudes toward solidstate amplifiers; albeit note that, while listening to the NL-12, he was able to "ignore
the question of what type of devices were
providing the amplification and sit back to
enjoy the music." This, Ihope, still stands as
the reason we invest ourselves as we do, for
manufacturers and consumers alike.
As for the measured performance:
Clearly, something went awry with the
amplifier between listening and bench
testing. If, in fact, the bench testing was
conducted prior to listening, then clearly,
John Atkinson is correct with regard to
"the first watts being the most important."
Irrespective of this, the amplifier was
not fiinctioning properly, and the crosstalk, distortion numbers, and 120Hz hum
are indicative of a transformer casing
breaking through its nylon barrier. This is
commonly referred to as ashorted turn
and will result in aground-loop current at
60Hz, its multiples, and the associated
crosstalk disturbances. The problems described in the "Measurements" section
speak to aproduct that endured an impact

AUDIO

significant enough to crack or shift atransformer's nylon insulator. (No small feat.)
Needless to say, we look forward to
providing you with a fresh NL-12, or
returning the repaired original for re-testing.
Steven Norber
Edge Electronics
Gershman Acoustics Opera Sauvage
Editor:
On behalf of all of us at Gershman
Acoustics we would like to thank John
Atkinson for such awell written review.
We are delighted that John "enjoyed his
time with the Opera Sauvage."
The Opera Sauvage was achallenging
design project. When designing aspeaker
in this level our company goes to the
greatest extent in order to come out with
aspeaker which is as well-designed as the
Opera Sauvage. We put alot of thought
into the design of the enclosure, which is
made out of 18 layers of high density
board to create a"wavey" effect for the
speaker's internal surfaces, making the
walls of the cabinet 2-2.5" thick. The
front and rear baffles are 2" thick.
Much effort was also put on designing
the woofers and the midrange unit, which
allowed us to arrive at the "smooth, clean
and mellow sound, with impressive bass extension and an awesome dome of ambience above and behind the orchestra," and
abass that was "almost too good to be

NEXUS
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true," in John Atkinson's words. We would
also like to thank the National Research
Council for allowing us to use their anechoic chamber extensively when designing
the Opera Sauvage.
When designing aspeaker in this level
and price range, our company was not
concerned too much about the price of
the components used. Our main goal was
to achieve the perfect sound and synergy
between the components. We decided to
use the Esotec tweeter instead of the
Esotar tweeter because, regardless of price,
we have found the Esotec to sound more
musical in this particular application.
As John noted, the samples reviewed,
and the components used, were all prototypes, where fit and finish took aback seat
to the sound quality. The fit and finish of
our production speakers are first rate and
second to none. The nominal impedance of
the Opera Sauvage, by the way, is 4ohms.
The 8ohms mentioned on our website and
in our literature is amisprint that we did
not have achance to fix as of yet.
Designing ahigh-end speaker such as
the Opera Sauvage may have been very
challenging, but reviewing a speaker of
such caliber can also be very challenging,
as well as time-consuming. Ibelieve that it
was possible due to John Atkinson's experience as areviewer and his knowledge in
these fields.
Ofra Gershman
Director of Marketing, Gershman Acoustics

STEREO COMPONENdTS THAT.HONOR MUSIC

If you want great home theater, you've got to have great sound!
What good is agreat picture if the sound that accompanies it is third rate?
Just because asystem is supposed to play movie sound tracks, that doesn't
mean it shouldn't image beautifully and sound clean, spacious, and natural,
whether it's reproducing amulti-channel sound track or 2-channel music.
Properly-designed systems will play your movie sound tracks as well as they
play your music.
At Audio Nexus, our home theater systems start with the world's best
video from companies like Runco and Loewe. We carefully choose each
projector, plasma, or TV to meet your needs. Then we use our 22 years of
experience in setting up great sounding systems to combine that video with
world class audio and make sure that your home theater system sounds
fantastic. The resulting packages are unbelievably engrossing and enveloping
because great video and great audio complement and reinforce each other
so that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Your friends will be
absolutely blown away by how great your system is, and you will, too.

Here are some important points to remember:
Adealer can't design agreat sounding home theater system for you if he
doesn't know how to design afirst class audio system. It takes dedication, a
love of music, and frequent trips to live concerts to comprehend how to pick
the best components and set them up properly.
If the home theater system you're auditioning doesn't sound great with music,
it won't sound great with anything. If adealer doesn't enthusiastically offer to
play music on it, how will you ever know?
0 Adealer must have facilities for setting up audio systems so he can keep in
practice and evaluate the latest audio and home theater components. If he
doesn't have aproper showroom, open to the public for quality demos, he's
probably forgotten how to do great audio. Or, worse yet, he might never
have known.
So, whether you want the best sound for your stereo system or the best
sound and video for your home theater system, now you know you can
count on Audio Nexus.

Home Theater Systems That Captivate Your Imagination
ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis •Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •Chang
Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado •Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Loewe •Lyra •Magnum Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty
Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel* •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

Trade-ins Accepted c_) Consultations
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice! www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901

We ship Anywhere

908-277-0333

*Not available b mail order.
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Maxx-imum Performance at CSA
Wilson Audio proves their commitment to no-holds barred highfidelity again, as their new Mam 2offers advanced levels of precision
and power. CSA is the only place in New Jersey to hear how something
so big and strong can be so airy and transparent when it comes to
sonic presentation. Come in, bring your favorite demo material and be
amazed. CSA proudly carries the entire Wilson line, and with decades
of experience designing and installing high-end systems, we're the ones
to trust when it comes to selecting the best options for your room.
Discover anew level of service, the best brands and an attentive,
knowledgeable staff that loves music as much as you do.

CS4 ADIO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600 www.csaaudiodesign.com

ACCUPHASE •ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •B&K •B&W •BDI •BENZ •BURMESTER •CARDAS •CLASSÉ •CINEMA TECH •CONRAD-JOHNSON
•CRESTRON •DCS •DRAPER •DYNAUDIO •ELAN •ESCIENT •FINITE-ELEMENTE •GRADO •GRAHAM •HARMONIX •HITACHI •KOETSU •KRELL •LAMM
•LIGHT SPEED •LOEVVE •MARANTZ •MARTIN LOGAN •MCCORMACK •MCINTOSH •MERIDIAN •MONSTER CABLE •NILES •NOTTINGHAM ANALOG •
PANASONIC PHONE SYSTEMS •PRO-JECT •PS AUDIO •RCA •REGA •REL •ROTEL •RUNCO •SALAMANDER •SENNHEISER •SHANUNG •SILTECH •SME
•SOTA •SPEAKERCRAFT •STEVVART FILMSCREENS •STRAIGHT WIRE •SIMKO •TARGET •TOSHIBA •TRANSPARENT •VTL •WILSON AUDIO •ZOETHECUS

Through September 1st, you can trade in aqualified CD or
DVD player on aBurmester 001 CD player, or the exceptional
new 033 DVD player, and receive atrade in allowance of up to
$3000.
Please ask your Burmester specialist for details.
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ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

T

hen along came ...
The Cable Company,
who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what -works-withwhat '...Eureka!

Now try-at-home:
CABLES
AC PRODUCTS
RESONANCE
CONTROL
-i- RACKS - TUBES ANALOG - ACOUSTICS

116,

THE
CABLE
COMPAllY

Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price

125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYRE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871

www.fatwyre.corn

ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal

email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.

Most Orders Ship Free!

Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

The on-line used cable

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.

972 960 2911
505 332 0336

Home Theatre Concepts

309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

LA T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAT International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com
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clearing house @

www.usedcable.com
eel Friar.

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
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Classified

THE BEST DEAL

ON

NAD
&more!

SPEAKERS

WWW.DMC-ELECTRONICS.COM
(714) 534-8780 Established in MS

Hi-End Hi-Ii From China
COriPPCT

AUDIO UNLIMITED

US&Canada:1.888.8899007

Offers Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Aesthetix, Air Tight,

SPACE DeNum

Arcam,XSC, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Balanced

(AUDi0

Audic T.,..^..hnology, Basis, fienz-Micro, Boulder Amplifiers,
Ca mbrige Audio, Chang, Cieara udie, Dwin, DynaVector, EAR,

NomhArrwricaDiseihmoc

SC Resources Inc.
323.7801900

.hifiresources.com

Electrocmpaniet, Fanfare, Grado, Graham, .1Mlab, Koetsu,
Kuzma, !oewe HON Magnum Dynalab, McIntosh, Nagra,
Nordost, Pathos, PS Audio, Rega, Shelter, Sherwood
Newcastle, Spender, TacT Audio, Tway, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfigumtion,Transrotcr, XkO,YBA. Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at 003) 691-3407, fax 1303) 691-1768, 3205
EColoradeAve..0enver,C0 80210. ovekaudinunlimiteddenver.com

20,000 Watt Hi-Fi
improved by

AUDIO SPLENDOR TM
software
www.burwenaudio.com

ANALOG -at its very best:
Allaerts, dps, EuroLab, 0-Finity, March, SchrOder. Come
visit us in beautiful North Jersey mountains and have
alistening feast. Call for an appointment and hear gear
selected by musicians: Brocksieper,FJ,Tron.Also on display:
the world's finest headphone setup.
(973)875-8705 www.audioadvancements.com

The on-line
used cable
clearing house.

usedcable.com
W E BUY CABLES. W E SELL CABLES.
GOOD ADVICE.

Factory direct since 1984

Iteireea..M,

•D

Cary • Nordost • Pass labs •INireuvorld
Harmonic Tech •Salamander
Black Diamond Racing •Denon
Synergistic Research and many more!

Before I
was terror long quanterbaLks or] Sundays
now I
provide some of the finest cadra equipment
Charles Bowser, owner and fOrrl,
plus,'

8624 GA. Ave. Silver Spring, MD

301 -565 -8877

work by the people who
designed it and built it.

WE CAN HELP YOU
choose excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (and video) We efer friendly, knowledgeable
advice. years of hands-on experience. We carry: NAO.
Parasound. NOT. Adcom, KIF TARA. VPI, Aragon. Spender.

Salamander, loLida, CambrUge,SharoVision.A0.more
Read 8,others, 593 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403

(843)723-7276

www.readbrathers.com.

Arizona Hi-Fi
You know you want to call!

Free brochure (mention Stph)

LARGEST SELECTI ON OF TUBE AUDIO
EQUIPMENT AND TURNTABLES IN AZ .

Per Madsen Design (800)821-4883

www.tubeaudio.com

www.rackittm.com

o
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SS AudioVideo

I.

CD, LP and gear
storage furniture

G01- COUNTERPOINT?
1..../
\ .
'o

480-921-9961

To advertise in Stereophile, call Latarria:

(212) 886-3684
or e-mail:
latarria.hardygprimedia.com

PassDIY
Zen & other DIY projects
www. •ass • .com
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Audio Mart
ADVERT1 SE IN
STEREOPHILE
•it's easys. We can uesign your ad.
•It's effective! You will reach
enthusiasts who actively look
to our rnagazinefor product
purchase decisions.
LI NE RATES:
$35.00 per line.
The:e are approximately
45 characters naline (including
letters, spaces. and punctuation).
5âne minimum.

SPLAY RATE S:
Contact Latarria Hardy
at (212) 886-3684 cr
lataxr.a.hardy@primedia.com

PAYMENT:
All classified ads must be prepaid
with (»der by check or credit card:

QS&D, SPENDOR & QUAD—Factory Sales
and Service for Spendor. The FactoryAuthorized US service center for Quad, with
upgrades available. QS&D Audio Furniture
information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aol.com. Web: www.
qsandd.com.

WWW.RANGERSAUDIO.COM
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, Ventura, California—
Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spendor,
Quad, IA Michell, Harbeth, Rega, Koetsu, Benz,
Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation, Dynavector,
Clearaudio, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
www.generubinaudio.com.

SOUND LAB SPEAKERS CHICAGO &
MIDWEST Ultimate music experience with
Parasound IC-1 amps, TG Audio, Creative Cable
Concepts, and more by appointment. Free stay,
travel reimbursement with purchase. (847) 3828433, www.essentialaudio.com.

DEADLINE:
Ads are due on the first working day
of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which youra.d will
appear. For example if
yogi want your ad to run in the
September 2004issue,
you must submit
itbyJuly 1, 21.104.
No refunds.

Stereophikluly 2004

DALL Quad, REL, Rogue, Pass Labs,
Supra, JM-Reynaud, Silverline
Portland, Oregon (503) 998-6836

MUSICAL CONCEPTS—Finest-quality mods
since 1979, audiophile parts including BlackGate
caps, platinum resistors, Schottky diodes, much'
more. We mod many already high-priced units.
SACD/DVD -Audio"all-format" players, $995-up.
Incredible single-ended PA-3B, boards for Hailer
amps—sublime, $299/kit. Available soon—tube
preamp kit and phono stage! Musical Concepts,
189 Jacobs Way Drive, St. Peters, MO 63376
(636) 272-0040, www.musicalconcepts.com.

MICHAEL GREEN AUDIO DIRECT
G&W Design, RoomTuneAcoustics
www.michaelgreenaudio.com
www.michaelgreenaudio.net
888-Room Tune/766-6886/(989) 345-4090

MasterCard or Visa.

MAIL TO:
Primedia Magazines
110 5th Ave, 5th F:oor
New York, NY 10011
Latarria Hardy
FAX: (212) 886-2810

McINTOSH, B&W, KRELL, KLIPSCH,
Tannoy, CL VPI, Sunfire, Marantz, Levinson,
Lexicon & more. Bought-Sold-Traded-Repaired.
3501 Old Vesta/ Rd., Vesta!, NY (800) 321-2834,
AudioClassics.com.

SALT LAKE CITY AREA—Audio Research,
Benz, Chord, Clearaudio, Grado, Koetsu, NAD,
Plinius, Regs, Ruark, Totem Acoustic, Triangle,
Vandersteen, Wadia, Wilson Benesch, and more!
(801) 272-1690, www.arisaudio.com.

AUDIO ART, EST. 1976—Edge-of-the-art
audio components dedicated to serving music.
Avalon, Ayre, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff
Rowland, Classé, Shunyata, Aesthetix, Theta,
Aerial. Cardas, ICimber. Richmond, VA. Voice/
fax (804) 358-5300, AtulioArtUSA@aol.com.

SERVING THE NY/NI METRO AREA
Sonic Spirits is an authorized dealer for:
Blue Circle, Focus Audio, Resolution Audio,
Audience, Acoustic Zen, 8th Nerve, and more!
(201) 750-9948, www.sonicspirits.com.

SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA?—Free
stay in New Orleans B&B, travel reimbursement
with purchase. Also Audience, ATC, AtmaSphere, Birdland, Buggtussel, GamuT, Gilmore,
Gradient, Green Mtn, loLida, Klegg, Magnan,
Parasound Halo, Purist, TG Audio, Wolcott,
more. (504) 866-1730, www.audiokinesis.com.

FLORIDA! High-end audio has arrived! St. Cecilia
Sound Gallery is now open in the Tampa Bay
Area! Presenting the finest in high-performance
audio, we specialize in tube gear and speakers
that sing with them, analog too! Come visit our
brand-new showrooms. (727) 726-7575, www.
scsoundgallety.com.

For information
about advertising in Stereophile Classified,
please contact Latarria Hardy at:
(212) 886-3684 or e-mail:
latarria.hardy@primedia.com.
The deadline for the September issue is July I.
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orld music"? What's that
old saying about provincialism, the one that's often apphed to certain central European
nations? It goes, and I'm paraphrasing,
"Those who think everyone else provincial
are those who are provincial themselves."
That's kind of the story of so-called
"world music" and all us rich, sophisticated
norteamericanos. Hey, if it ain't Amurrican,
then it's got to be from somewhere else,
which makes it, charitably, "world music."
To be fair, trying to become familiar
with the array of music from around the
world is daunting, to say the least. Most
record stores, bricks-and-mortar or online,
are of little help. Try to feel your way
through the music of; say, West Africa, and
you'll be bewildered in no time. That's
where the World Music Network's Rough
Guide series comes in.
"Like so many things in life, world
music is asituation where the more you
know, the more you know you don't
know," says Phil Stanton, who, with his
wife, Sandra Alayon Stanton, owns and
runs the World Music Network label,
which celebrates its tenth anniversary in
June 2004. "The Rough Guide discs are
midpriced introductions to music that
people are unfamiliar with. They're simple, brief—the best possible starting point
to explore agenre or genres of music from
aspecific area."
As the series has grown, those areas
have become more adventurous. Where
the majority of titles were once straightforward compilations like Morocco or
Mambo, many now show more imagination, like African Gospel, Asian Underground,
Bolb,wood, Paris Café Music (a particular
favorite of mine), or Passion (love songs,
both sad and happy). Stanton, who says
there's almost no limit to the ideas that
could be used to generate compilations,
keeps arunning list of core ideas that currently numbers 200.
The series began in 1994 with the release
of the World Music: The Rough Guide, apioneering book for which WMN produced
an accompanying CD. The partnership
between the publisher and WMN has
flourished since. While the book publisher
has moved into travel, reference, and even

guides to the
Internet, WMN
has continued to
churn out standalone CDs using
the Rough Guide
name. The series is
expected to numThe current Q: Joey Spampinato, Terry Adams, Tom Ardolino,
ber 145 CDs by
Johnny Spampinato.
year's end.
While Stanton works exclusively with
whose mugging grins, selection of hats, and
original masters as sources for his compilaimpromptu jazz piano runs on the baby
tions, there have been afew times when his
grand, not to mention his hilarious but
engineers have had to master from LPs. As
nearly unconscious abuse of an electric
anyone who's ever tried to put together a keyboard, are alone worth the price of
compilation knows, the worst part is keepadmission. Joey Spampinato, the group's
ing track of the licensing and royalty fees for
writer of big pop songs, wore abemused
each track. "It's anightmare," Stanton says,
grin throughout Saturday's 35th-anniveralmost marveling, "but we've learned.
sary show. Drummer Tom Ardolino, deWe've come so far in ten years."
scended from his kir to sing aversion of
Speaking of long roads, few have been John Sebastian's "Welcome Back" (the
longer than the one traveled by the inestheme to Welcome Back Kotter) that was a
timable and mighty Q: NRBQ.
delight, his eyes rolling back in his head, his
"We're world-famous...and if anybody
voice sounding like aquackier Dr. John.
thinks we're not, that's just because they've
Then there was the trio of original guinever heard of us," is the classic quote that
tarist Steve Ferguson, his replacement,
came out of the band's 30th-anniversary
"Big" Al Anderson, and the current guiparty (via Terry Adams) five years ago. On
tarist, little brother Johnny Spampinato.
April 31 and May 1of this year, NRBQ celSaturday evening's best moments came
ebrated being 35 years young by staging a when what was easily the band's greatest
two-night stand at the Calvin Theatre in
incarnation —Joey Spampinato, Adams,
Northampton, Massachusetts.
Ardolino, and Anderson — reunited for a
The New Rhythm and Blues Quintet
too-short stretch of tunes that included
(now quartet)'s schticic is simple: play
Anderson's "It Was an Accident." As great
everything, from jazz to rodc'n'roll to kids'
as it was to see Anderson playing with the
music, and refuse to be pinned down to
band again, the same could not be said for
any genre. Fun but not novelties, groundoriginal vocalist Frank Gadler, who,
ed in several genres but slavish to none,
dressed like across between Tom Jones
tunes like "Howard Johnson's Got His
and adentist from New Jersey, proceeded
Ho-Jo Working" exist in their own world.
to act out every histrionic impulse; his
It's aworld that's made fans out of many
incessant booty-shalcin' marring an otherfellow musicians including Elvis Costello,
wise stellar night.
Bruce Springsteen, Paul McCartney, and
NRBQ's latest record is Dummy, a
Keith Richards, who appeared in ashort
2004 release on its own Edisun label and
introductory film that opened the Calvin
available at www.NRBQ.com. There are
Theatre shows. Most amazing of all, this is
also two related albums worth alisten:
a35 year old rock'n'roll band in which no
The Q People: A Tribute to NRBQ (w/ Yo
one has died.
La Tengo, Steve Earle, Los Lobos,
The Q has also been blessed since the
Spongebob Squarepants) (Spirithouse
beginning with several musical geniuses, Records), and Al Anderson's excellent
headed most notably by the great Terry
new After Hours (Al Anderson Music), a
Adams. There is no other piano player on
smoky, often bluesy session that features
the globe I'd rather watch perform than
Anderson's most immortal original, "A
Adams; the guy is abig, hugely talented kid
Better Word for Love."
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Experience the
MX135 A/V Processor

Mtlnlosh

MA135 A/V CONTROL CENT[;

TII
V
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o
New from McIntosh...
the 4th Generation AN Processor.
•DIS ES & NEO: 6, Dolby Digital EX, Prologic II & Stereo 96
•12 Analog inputs including ahigh performance photo section
•11 composite & S-Video inputs with component upconversion
•2sets of balanced XLR inputs, with renaming capability
•5high bandwidth component video inputs •2zones
•Event-based learning system remote included
•Complete set of balanced outputs

By design. There is nothing like aIntintedi
www.mcintoshlalis.com

800.538.6576
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